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POVERTY REDUCTION SUPPORT CREDIT II

CREDIT AND PROGRAM SUMMARY

Borrower: Burkina Faso.

Amount: SDR 28.1 million (about US$35.0 million equivalent).

Terms: IDA terms with a forty-year maturity, including a grace period of
ten years.

Objectives: The Poverty Reduction Support Credit II (PRSC II) is an integral
part of the Bank's Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) to support
the imnplementation of the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper
(PRSP). It is the second in a series of three PRSCs planned for
FY02-03, which was designed to help the Government achieve
better outcomes in the management of public resources by: (i)
strengthening program budgets, linking allocations to specific
sector objectives, strategies, and action plans; (ii) improving
service delivery in education, health and rural development; and
(iii) strengthening the fiduciary framework to promote
accountability and transparency in the use of public funds,
including external assistance.

Benefits: This operation, by focusing on public sector reform and
governance and pro-poor sectoral policies, is expected to help
move the poverty reduction program forward in two ways. First
the credit will help poverty reduction by improving public
expenditure management and ensuring that public funds are
actually channeled to the frontline of service delivery. Secondly,
PRSC H supports the implementation of important measures in
priority sectors, health, education and rural development, whose
combined effect is expected to benefit the poor by improving
their access to basic social services and increase their incomes by
expanding income generating activities, notably in rural areas.

Risks: The main risks to this credit and its reform program come from
three sources: political instability, vested interests, and fiduciary
and institutional issues. The reforms are being implemented in
a sensitive and evolving country context, related to
progressive developments of democratic institutions and
participation of opposition parties in the political dialogue.
Vested interests of individual constituencies and regions may
seek to exert influence on the composition and execution of the
budget, which may divert resources away from the poverty
reduction activities. Moreover, notwithstanding the
Government's strong continued efforts to strengthen financial
management and procurement systems, some fiduciary risks with
regard to the use of public funds remain. These risks are
mitigated to a substantial extent by the design and content of the
credit since the main reform measures supported by this credit
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will have been taken as prior actions before Board presentation
and by the fact that there will be sustained technical support
from the Bank and other donors.

Schedule of Disbursement: To be released in a single tranche adjustment opemtion of SDR
28.1 million following effectiveness scheduled for July 2002.

Implementing Agencies: The Ministry of Economics and Finance (MEF) has overall
coordination.

Poverty: This is a poverty-focused operation.

Project ID Number: P075378
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
PROGRAM DOCUMENT FOR

A PROPOSED POVERTY REDUCTION SUPPORT CREDIT II TO BURKINA
FASO

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The proposed Poverty Reduction Support Credit n (PRSC II) to Burkina Faso for
SDR 28.1 million (US $35 million equivalent) on standard International Development
Association (IDA) terms, is an integral part of the Bank's Country Assistance Strategy
(CAS)' to support the implementation of the Government's poverty reduction strategy, as
laid out in the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP).2 PRSC II is the second in a series of
three PRSCs planned for FY02-03. The Bank's Board approved the first single-tranche PRSC
(PRSC I) for Burkina Faso on August 23, 2001.3 PRSC I established a rolling medium-term
policy framework setting out a three-year reform program aimed at supporting the
implementation of the PRSP, with specific progress benchmarks and outcome indicators
defined and agreed with the Government and all donors.

2. The implementation of the program supported by PRSC I has been satisfactory.
Nearly all triggers for PRSC II have been satisfied. In instances where the triggers were
partially met, the medium-term program has been modified, in full agreement with the Bank
and other donors, to reflect a reevaluation of capacity constraints and clarifications of
existing policies in certain areas, Overall, the satisfactory progress made since the approval
of PRSC I fully warrants a move to PRSC II. Subject to satisfactory progress on the program
outlined in the proposed credit, it is envisaged that in 2003 there will be an additional single-
tranche PRSC, PRSC III.

3. The proposed PRSC II supports reforms aimed at sustained poverty reduction,
including greater efficiency in the use of public funds, greater transparency and
accountability in public sector management, and more effective public service delivery,
particularly to the poor. It draws on the first Annual Progress Report on the implementation
of the PRSP (PRSP-PR) and related Joint Staff Assessment (JSA)4, discussed by the Boards
of the World Bank and IMF on November 30 and December 6, 2001 respectively, as well as
on analytical work finalized in the last year, including the Country Financial Accountability
Assessment (CFAA).

4. PRSC II provides financial assistance to help Burkina Faso meet the financing
requirements of its 2002 fiscal program. Burkina Faso is an economy that aspires to reduce
poverty on the basis of sustained income growth and human development. This would require

'See Burkina Faso: Country Assistance Strategy - IDA/R2000-195 (November 30, 2000).
2 See Burkina Faso: Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper and Joint World Bank-IMF Staff Assessment of the
PRSP (June 30, 2000) - IDA/SecM2000-313.
3 See Burkina Faso: Poverty Reduction Support Credit - Report No. P7477-BUR (July 2001).
4 See Burkina Faso: Poverty Reduction Strategy paper Annual Progress Report and Joint IDA-IMF Staff
Assessment of the PRSP Annual Progress Report - IDA/SecM2001-0670 (December 6, 2001).
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improved growth performance driven by structural change and accompanied by
improvements in the external position. The current large external financing needs would then
diminish over time. The hopes of the Burkinabe, which are shared by the development
partners, is that with adequate assistance from the donor community and strong program
implementation the challenges of achieving strong broad-based growth, reducing poverty and
progressively narrowing the financing gaps can be met.

H. ECONOMIC POLICIES AND PERFORMANCE

A. Country Context

5. Burkina Faso is a poor landlocked country with a limited resource base, high
vulnerability to external shocks and very low human development. During the 1980s, the
State became the dominant actor in the BurkinabW economy. It was heavily involved in the
productive sectors and generalized price and trade regulations. In 1991, the country embarked
upon a comprehensive reform program and has since made significant headway in its
transition towards a market-oriented economy with a more selective role of the State. Despite
the good progress achieved in many dimensions, the country remains one of the poorest in
the world. In 2001, real GNP per capita was estimated at US$230 and, on the basis of its
human development index, Burkina Faso was ranked 159th out of 162 countries. According to
the most recent National Household Survey (NHS), carried out in 1998, 45.3 percent of the
population live below the poverty line.

6. As a result of the narrow resource base that is reflected in a large primary sector (36.5
percent of GDP in 2001), a small formal economy, and external vulnerabilities, Burkina Faso
will remain dependent on external assistance to implement its poverty reduction strategy for
the foreseeable future. Tax revenue remained limited to 12.5 percent of GDP in 2001 and this
ratio is expected to rise only slowly over time with improvements in tax administration and
expansion of the formal sector. The pervasive developmental needs of the Burkinabe
economy therefore result in large fiscal deficits (excluding grants) on the order of 1-2-13
percent of GDP that would decline only over the medium term. After accounting for project
financing, the projected deficits would result in financing gaps of 5-6 percent of GDP, which
would need to be filled by program grants and loans as well as debt relief under the HIPC
Initiative.

7. The political history of Burkina Faso has been characterized since independence by a
series of military regimes, transitional governments and a socialist revolution. Since 1987,
under the leadership of President Blaise Compaore, Burkina Faso has enjoyed political
stability and moved steadily towards political pluralism. Multi-party elections took place in
1991 and 1998 (presidential), 1992, 1997 and 2002 (parliamentary), and 1995 and 2000
(municipal). The May 2002 parliamentary elections resulted in a sharp decline of the majority
of the presidential party (from 104 out of 111 seats to 57 seats), reflecting an increasing
participation of opposition parties in the political life of the country. A new government was
formed in June 2002.
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B. Reforms and Results

8. Growth and Other Outcomes. Over the past decade, Burkina Faso has established a
relatively strong track record on macroeconomic performance. Since 1991 the country has
implemented a wide range of economic reforms under a series of stabilization and structural
adjustment programs supported by the Bank, the IMF and other donors. As a result, after
declining during the first half of the 1990s, real GDP growth picked up in 1994 and averaged
5.1 percent per year between 1997 and 2001. The relatively strong growth performance is
attributable to the competitiveness gains following the 1994 CFA franc (CFAF) devaluation,
the large public investment program, and financial and structural policies aimed at
consolidating the market orientation of the economy and maintaining macroeconomic
stability.

9. Real GDP growth decelerated to 2.2 percent in 2000 (Table 1) because of adverse
weather conditions, which resulted in a drop in cotton and cereal production.5 Economic
activity was subdued for most of 2001, but picked up in the fourth quarter as a result of the
good harvests of cereal and cotton crops, resulting in an annual 2001 real GDP growth rate of
5.7 percent. Cotton production reached record levels in the 2001-02 campaign, increasing by
45 percent to 400,000 tons, mainly due to higher farm-gate prices and good rainfalls.6

Growth was driven by the primary sector (12.7 percent), with the secondary and tertiary
sectors exhibiting much lower growth rates (0.1 percent and 0.3 percent, respectively), due to
depressed demand in the first three quarters of 2001. Average consumer price inflation,
accelerated from -0.2 percent in 2000 to 4.9 percent in 2001, driven by price pressures
resulting from the poor cereals crop of the 2000-01 campaign.

10. Higher inflation and the slight decline of the U.S. dollar against the euro resulted in
an appreciation of the real exchange rate, although the gains in competitiveness achieved
through the 1994 devaluation were largely preserved. The external current account deficit
(excluding current official transfers) declined from 17.6 percent of GDP in 2000 to 15.9
percent of GDP in 2001, largely owing to the decline in petroleum product prices in the
second half of the year and higher than expected cotton exports.

Table 1. Burkina Faso: Selected Economic Indicators (1999-2004)
Actual Estimate Projection
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Real GDP growth (%) 6.3 2.2 5.7 5.7 5.4 5.4
GDP growth per capita (%) 3.4 -0.6 2.9 2.9 2.6 2.6
nflation (CPI, %) -1.1 -0.3 4.9 2.0 2.0 2.0

Tax revenue/GDP 11.9 12.2 12.8 13.8 14.1 14.7
Overall fiscal balance/GDP, incl. grants -4.0 -4.2 -4.8 -5.9 -4.4 -2.7

/excl. grants -13.3 -12.7 -13.0 -13.5 -11.6 - 9.5
Current account balance/GDP, incl. transfers -12.8 -14.6 -12.4 -10.3 -9.0 -7.9

/excl. transfers -16.0 -17.6 -15.9 -14.1 -13.0 -12.1

5 Shocks included the increase in oil prices and the deterioration of the political situation in CMte d'Ivoire,
where 3 million Burkinabe reside, a factor that significantly reduced workers' remittances.
6 Producer prices were raised in 2001 by 10 percent (from CFAF 159/kg to CFAF 175/kg of seed cotton).
In addition, a bonus of CFA 25/kg was paid, representing the distribution of half of SOFITEX pretax
profits in the previous campaign.
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11. Regional Integration. Burkina Faso remains one of the most compliant members
regarding the regional norms of the West African Economic and Monetary Union
(WAEMU). It is the only WAEMU member that has fully implemented all the regulations
pertaining to the Common External Tariff (CET). As of January 1, 2002, the Declining
Protection Rate (TDP) stands at 5 percent, down from 10 percent in 2001. The authorities
have also worked towards meeting the WAEMU convergence criteria (including tax/GDP
and current account - excluding grants -/GDP ratios) and complying with WAEMU's five
directives harmonizing the legal, accounting, and government finance statistics frameworks.

12. Structural Reforms. The authorities persevered in the implementation of their
structural reform program, focusing on improving the management of public finances,
privatizing public enterprises, and improving governance. The monopoly of SOFITEX on the
collection and marketing of seed cotton was abolished. Two additional cotton zones, where
private operators are free to invest, were opened in the eastern and central parts of the
country. These zones will undergo a competitive bidding process by mid-2003. In the area of
public finances, the authorities have been working on an action plan harmonizing the
recommendations of the Budget Management Reform Plan (PRGB), approved by the Council
of Ministers in September 2001, of the Report on Observance of Standards and Codes
(ROSC)7 , and the recently finalized CFAA (see Box 3). On privatization, the government has
sold its residual shares in a petroleum distributor, liquidated or sold three additional state
enterprises an'd launched Phase III of the privatization program, which envisages the
privatization of major public utilities (SONABEL, ONATEL and SONABHY).8 On
governance, in March 2002, new public procurement regulations were approved. Moreover,
the budget execution reports for FY 1999 and 2000 were adopted by the Council of Ministers
and forwarded to the Audit Office (Chambre des Comptes) in April 2002.

13. Fiscal Position. In 2001, the overall budget deficit (on a commitment basis, including
grants) reached 4.8 percent of GDP (0.3 percent lower than programmed). The mobilization
of fiscal revenue was low at 12.5 percent of GDP, as compared to a target of 14 percent of
GDP. This result was mainly attributable to a slower than expected pick up in growth, some
delays in the implementation of the petroleum price mechanism and generalized weaknesses
in revenue collection. The shortfall in revenue was more than offset by cuts in current and
capital expenditure'and a slow start in the spending of HIPC Initiative resources. The latter
phenomenon was primarily due to: (i) late delivery of certain creditors' contributions under
the enhanced HIPC Initiative, (ii) late approval by the National Assembly of the allocation of
resources and (iii) the need to set up proper spending procedures at the decentralized level in
order to be able to account for HIPC expenditures. Despite these results, budget allocations to
social sectors continued to increase (see Annex 4).

14. The IMF PRGF Program. The current PRGF arrangement (2000-2002) amounts to
the equivalent of SDR39.1 million (US$49.4 million). In April 2002, the IMF Board
approved the 5th review under the program. The commitment period of the program,
originally expiring in September 2002, has been extended until December 2002. The program
is on track and all structural performance criteria and benchmarks (with the partial exception

7 Part of the ROSC was a Joint Bank-IMF Study on Tracking of Poverty Reducing Public Expenditure
(HIPC-ETS).
s Under Phase I and II of the privatization program, some 41 companies have been either sold or liquidated.



of the fiscal revenue target) are routinely met. The IMF Relations Note is presented in Annex
9.

C. Medium-Term Prospects and Financing Reqluirements

15. Growth Strategy and Poverty Reduction. Burkina's production and trade base is
narrow. Its single most important product, cotton, accounts for nearly 60 percent of total
exports. As stated in the PRSP and the Competitiveness and Growth Study9, long-run
competitiveness in Burkina would require: (i) raising productivity of labor and capital; (ii)
reducing the costs of inputs such as transportation, communication, water and energy; and
(iii) supporting the productive sectors, notably agriculture. Accordingly, the overall program
of the government is to boost competitiveness by (i) investing in human capital by expanding
access to health and education and bringing down their cost; (ii) reducing factor costs by
pursuing a policy of privatization and liberalization, and reducing transaction costs by
improving the business environment and governance; and (iii) liberalizing the cotton sector
and supporting agricultural diversification. PRSC II selectively supports measures that aim at
reaching these goals.

16. Real GDP growth is expected to reach 5.7 percent in 2002 and average 5.5 percent
for the medium term. According to data from two National Household Surveys (NHSs),
between 1994 and 1998 the incidence of poverty did not decline in Burkina Faso, despite
relatively high growth rates averaging about 5 percent per year (see Section III below).
Preliminary analysis of the dynamics of poverty in Burkina suggests that high levels of initial
inequality, as well as rising inequality (especially in urban areas) over the period, prevented
the poor from sharing the benefits of economic growth. This knowledge warrants further
investigation of the relationship between growth, poverty reduction and inequality in Burkina
to align future PRSPs (and PRSCs) in such a way that economic growth is accompanied by a
declining incidence of poverty (see Box 2).

17. Sustainability of Internal and External Sectors. Fiscal Stance. In the medium tern,
the Government's primary objectives in this area are to strengthen resource mobilization in
order to preserve sound public finances while allocating more resources to poverty reduction.
In 2002, the tax revenues are projected at 14 percent of GDP. This target is supported by the
introduction of new measures, including: (i) increased excise taxes on petroleum products,
(ii) a new taxation of the informal sector, (iii) improvements in real estate taxation, (iv) better
control of tax exemptions and (v) a reform package to enhance performance of the tax
administration.10 Current expenditures (excluding the utilization of HIPC resources) are
targeted at 12.3 percent of GDP. Social expenditures are projected to increase. In addition, to
make up for the delays in the utilization of HIPC funds, the authorities committed the totality
of residual HIPC Initiative resources of 2000 and 2001 by end-April 2002. Likewise, the
totality of the HIPC funds expected for 2002 will be committed by end-2002. In terms of
emphasis, education and health continue to be priority sectors, expected to absorb 67 percent
of these resources (See Annex 4).

9 Competitiveness and Economic Growth: Policies, Strategies, Action, (See Annex 11).
'1 The direct impact on the poor of these measures is expected to be small. For instance, the increase in the
excise duties on petroleum products concems products mainly used by more affluent households. The
prices of cooking fuels and butane gas, utilized by the poor, remain subsidized.
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18. Financing Gap. The financing requirements of the 2002 budget (including grants)
amount to CFAF 117.1 billion. Of this, external sources are expected to contribute some
CFAF 108.7 billion. This amount includes program aid of CFAF 47.3 billion, with IDA
accounting for CFAF 25.6 billion and African Development Bank (AfOB) accounting for the
remaining 21.7 billion, which amounts to 27.6 percent and 23.4 percent respectively of
external sources. Domestic resources are expected to provide the remainder of CFAF 8.4
billion, including the drawing on unspent HIPC resources. In 2003, the overall deficit on a
cash basis (including grants) is projected to amount to CFAF 86.3 billion. External sources
are expected to contribute CFAF 116.1 billion, of which program aid will amount to CFAF
50.9 billion.

Table 2. Burkina Faso: Fiscal Financing Requirements 2001-2003

(In billions of CFA francs) 2001 2002 2003

Overall Deficit (cash basis) 42.3 -117.1 -86.3
Excluding grants -182.0 -256.2 -228.9

Financing 42.3 117.1 86.3

Foreign 85.4 108.7 116.1
Drawings 89.1 110.5 115.9

Project loans 56.0 63.2 65.0
Adjustment aid (1) 33.1 47.3 50.9

IM (2) 0.0 0.0 0.0
World Bank (3) 33.1 25.6 ...
AfBD 0.0 21.7 ...
EU (4) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Amortization due -27.1 -27.0 -28.4
HIPC Initiative relief 23.4 25.2 28.6

Domestic Financing -37.4 8.4 -29.8
Bank financing -12.3 -6.0 -18.2
Nonbank fmancing -25.1 14.4 -11.6
Of which: HIPC account -18.7 22.5 0.0

Errors and omissions -5.7 0.0 0.0

Financing gap 0.0 0.0 0.0

(1) Adjustment aid in 2003 would need to be financed by the World Bank and other multilateral and bilateral parties.
PRSC III could fill about CFAF 28 billion of these financing requirements.
(2) IMF included in domestic financing.
(3) Including the Belgian co-financing of PRSC.
(4) EU provides budget support in the form of grants (not shown).
(5) The amount for 2002 refers to unspent HIPC resources received in 2000 and 2001, which were accumulated in an
account in 2000 and 2001 and will be spent in 2002.
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19. Debt Sustainabilitv. Burkina Faso achieved the completion point under the enhanced
HIPC Initiative in early April 2002." Although Burkina Faso met the all the conditions for
the floating completion point as of September 2001, the completion point was deferred to
April 2002 in order to take into account exogenous shocks that adversely affected the
Burkinabe economy in 2000 and to update the Debt Sustainability Analysis (DSA). The new
DSA, based on end-2001 (and revised end-1999) data shows that proposed assistance under
the Initiative would have left the country with a hump of the NPV of debt-to-export ratio
significantly above the threshold of 150 percent for a prolonged period. For this reason, IMF
and IDA Executive Boards agreed to grant US$129 million of "topping up" in NPV terms to
Burkina Faso, in order to reduce the NPV of debt-to-export ratio to 150 percent at the
completion point.

20. Despite the topping up of assistance at the completion point, Burkina Faso's external
position remains vulnerable. The county is characterized by volatility of export performance
and is exposed to changes in international commodity prices, in particular the export price of
cotton and import price of petroleum. Even small adverse price shock can undermine the
sustainability of the external position. Absent further increases in grant financing the
Government will continue to depend on concessional lending from multilateral and other
official sources to implement its poverty reduction strategy.12 At the same time, it is crucial
that future external assistance be allocated in ways that will generate the expected returns by
strengthening the growth performance, reducing poverty and boosting the long-term
competitiveness of the Burkinabe economy.

HI. POVERTY REDUCTION IN BURKINA FASO

A. Poverty Dynamics

21. In 1996 and 2000, the Government issued poverty profiles based on the results of
NHSs conducted in 1994 and 1998. These profiles showed that poverty incidence rose
modestly from 44.5 percent in 1994 to 45.3 percent in 1998.13 Poverty also remained
predominantly rural, although as a share of total, rural poverty declined from 96.2 percent in
1994 to 94.5 percent in 1998. The share of urban poverty, on the contrary, increased by
nearly 6 percentage points, reflecting a deterioration of welfare across all urban regions. As
regards the regional distribution of poverty, the center-north and center-south parts of the
country remained the poorest regions. However, the incidence of poverty declined
substantially both in the southern and northern regions.

22. Inequality declined modestly at the aggregate level, driven by a small decline in rural
areas, which outweighed the sharp increase in urban areas. Persisting income inequality is

" The Completion Point Document was discussed by the Boards of the IMF and Bank on April 9 and April
11 respectively (See IDA/R2002-004 1).
12 Sustained assistance to implement the medium-term program articulated through the PRSC series
reduces the risks of spending fluctuations, especially in social sectors, which can jeopardize or even reverse
the good progress made to date by the Burkinabb authorities.
3 In absolute terms, the variation represents an increase in the total number of poor by nearly 400,000.
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possibly the main factor preventing aggregate poverty incidence from declining between
1994 and 1998. Especially in urban areas, rising income inequality negatively affected
household welfare through the reduction of poverty-growth elasticity. The poverty-growth
elasticity declined substantially in absolute terms, from -3.2 to -1.9 in all urban areas and
from -6.06 percent to -0.89 percent in smaller urban centers.14

Table 3. Distribution of Welfare and Inequality Across Economic Regions (1994-
1998)

Poverty Growth
Headcount ndex Gini Coefficient Elasticity

1994 1998 1994 1998 1994 1998
West 40.1 40.8 47.2 44.4 -1.3 -1.16
South 45.1 37.3 47.16 40.89 -1.01 -1.2
Center South 51.4 55.5 39.1 45.5 - 1.18 -1.01
Center North 61.2 61.2 46.2 37.1 -1.3 - 1.16
North 50.1 42.3 45.1 46.6 -1.3 -1.32
South-east 54.4 47.8 47.2 44.15 -1.18 -1.13
Ouaga-Bobo 7.8 11.2 52.98 56.75 -1.95 - 1.81
Other towns 18.1 24.7 49.33 51.32 -6.06 -0.89
All urban 10.4 15.9 50.59 54.67 - 3.21 - 1.92
All rural 51.1 50.7 55.09 54.75 - 1.21 - 1.07
National 44.5 45.3 55.09 54.75 -1.13 -1.01

23. In terms of the dynamics across socio-economic groups, between 1994 and 1998,
poverty incidence increased among food farmers and declined substantially among export
farmers. These two socio-economic groups account for over 90 percent of the poor. Despite
falling poverty incidence within export farmers, the group's relative contribution to national
poverty increased over the period (from 11.8 percent in 1994 to 15.7 in 1998), reflecting the
increased number of export farmers following the post-devaluation boom in cotton planting.
The incidence of poverty increased across all other socio-economic groups.

Table 4. Burkina Faso: Poverty Indicators by Socioeconomic Groups (1994 and
1998)

Headcount Index (%) Poverty Gap Index (%) Relative Contribution
(%)

1994 1998 1994 1998 1994 1998
Wage public 2.2 5.9 A40 1.6 .20 .50
Wage private 6.7 11.1 2.2 2.5 .40 .70
Artisans/Commerce 9.8 12.7 2.8 2.7 1.4 1.6
Other activities 19.5 29.3 6.4 7.0 .30 .40
Export farmers 50.1 42.4 13.8 12.5 11.8 15.7
Subsistence Farmers 51.5 53.4 16.3 16.5 78.9 77.1
Inactive* 41.5 38.7 14.5 12.1 7.1 4.0
National 44.5 45.3 13.9 13.9 100.0 100.0
*Category including all observations that did not fit the remaining socio-economic groups.

14 Given the significant variations in urban poverty-growth elasticity between 1994 and 1998, these data
should be interpreted with caution. The next NHS, scheduled for 2003, and further analytical work planned
for 2002-03 (see Box 2) will allow to shed additional light on the complex relationships between growth,
inequality and poverty in Burkina Faso
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B. Millennium Development Goals

24. Burkina Faso is amongst the countries that are currently expected to face a major
challenge in achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) absent a drastic change
in past trends (see Box 1). Constraints include the low level of per capita income, low levels
of human development, weak capacity and ineffective public service delivery service. In line
with the PRSP, the proposed and future PRSCs will continue to support Government's
objectives to: (i) improve the efficiency and equity in public spending on health and
education, with a view to expanding their access and lowering their cost (ii) expand
community financing schemes; (iii) address human resources issues; and (iv) strengthen
capacities, working in collaboration with other development partners.

25. Achieving the MDGs in Burkina Faso poses considerable challenges. According to
most recent estimates, some 61.2 percent of the population lives belbw the $1 a day poverty
line. Net primary enrolment rate is around 34 percent, and the ratio of girls to boys in primary
and secondary education stands at 66.5 percent. Under-5 and infant mortality rates are at 205
and 105 per 1.000 live births respectively. The prevalence of HIV is around 5.8 percent
amongst adult females.

26. To reduce the proportion of the population who lives below the $1 a day poverty line,
the PRSC aims at reducing bottlenecks for growth by: (i) improving the government's
efficiency; (ii) raising productivity in rural areas, where 90 percent of the Burkinabe live,
notably by increasing competition in the cotton sector; (iii) reducing illiteracy and (iv)
reducing the prevalence and impact of diseases. The PRSC is part of the overall World
Bank's assistance to Burkina Faso, which includes several investment projects (Agricultural
Services, Irrigation, and Community-Based Rural Development) that directly assist in
capacity building and improving productivity in agriculture. Other donors support Burkina in
the rural sector through investment projects in rural infrastructure.

27. In education, during the past two years the authorities have considerably increased
allocations to basic education, including the resources freed up under the HIPC Initiative, in
order to achieve rapid progress in improving literacy. The PRSC program supports these
efforts through improvements in budgetary allocations to schools, permitting free access to
schooling material for poor families and improved school equipment. The PRSC program
includes several measures aiming in particular at improving girls' schooling rates. The
Bank's support to education is supplemented by a Basic Education Investment Project.15

28. In the area of health, measures undertaken under the PRSC program targets
reductions in the cost of health services and drugs, as well as improvements in vaccination
rates. The PRSC program will seek further improvements in maternal health care (including
protection against malaria), greater transparency of the costs of health services, and more
-effective decentralization of health administration. The Bank is further assisting the

15 The elaboration of a PRSP, and a long-term education sector strategy combined with a strong track
record, contributed to Burkina Faso being selected as one of the 18 countries that will be considered for
additional education sector grant financing under the "Education For All" Initiative of the G8 (see World
Bank press release on June 12, 2002).
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authorities through an HIV/AIDS Disaster Response Project aiming at reducing the spread
and the impact of HIV/AIDS.

29. Increased efforts are also needed at the national level to make sure that the MDGs
become progressively the focus of a concerted movement comprising not only the
Government and the donor community but also Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs),
trade unions and other civil society movements.

Box 1. Infant Mortality in Burkina Faso: Is the MDG Feasible?

Infant mortality is currently 105 deaths per 1000 births. It declined substantially during 1975-1989, rose
during the first half of the 1990s and declined modestly during the second half. If trends since the mid 1990s
persist, the infant mortality goal of 37 per 1000 live birth will not be attained. Burkina will only be able to
attain a more modest decline in the infant mortality rate by 2015, as projected by the diamond line in the
figure. While the country is unlikely to reach the MDG target, important inroads can be made by raising and
sustaining immunization coverage rates, improving nutritional status of vulnerable groups through better
infant feeding practices and micronutrient interventions, and promoting child spacing. By simply regaining
the rate of decline attained during 1975-89, for instance, infant mortality can decline to 85 per 1000 live
births by 2015, which could be a more realistic goal for Burkina, consistent with the country conditions. In
this respect, the Burkinabe have rightly focused on extending systematically vaccination coverage. In this
area, encouraging progress has been achieved and PRSP targets for both 2000 and 2001 were met or
surpassed (see Table 5). This implementation record demonstrates that if there is the will and capacity, solid
progress can be attained in critical areas that affect directly progress towards getting closer to the mortality
millennium goal.

Burkina Faso:
Trends in infant mortality, 1975-1999,

with projections to 2015
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C. The PRSP Process

30. PRSP Main Objectives. The overarching objective of the PRSP is to promote broad-
based growth by ensuring that the poor have access to basic social services, expanding
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opportunities for employment and income-generating activities for the poor, and promoting
good governance. The PRSP gives priority to three sectors - education, health and rural
development, and embraces the reform of public administration, including strengthening the
management of public finance.

31. PRSP First Annual Progress Report. In September 2001, the Government presented
its first PRSP-PR, prepared with extensive consultation with civil society and the donor
community. The report notes that Burkina Faso had unforeseen constraints in executing its
priority poverty reduction program, chiefly exogenous shocks and lower than expected
receipt of funds under the enhanced HIPC Initiative because of delays in finalizing
agreements and non-participation by certain creditors in 2000 and 2001. Despite these
constraints, the Government has continued to promote an enabling environment to foster
growth and carry out its poverty reduction program, ensuring the effective implementation of
priority actions, as listed in the PRSP.

32. According to the PRSP-PR, the implementation of the PRSP was, on balance,
satisfactory. Expenditures on social sectors (including the utilization of HIPC resources) were
maintained at adequate levels, increasing from 5.4 of GDP in 2000 to 6.2 of GDP in 2001.16
Expenditure on health increased from 2.1 to 2.6 percent of GDP between 2000 and 2001,
while expenditure on education increased from 2.8 to 3.0 percent over the same period. This
reflects the commitment of the authorities to execute the poverty reduction program defined
in the PRSP (see Annex 4). The Government also accelerated the introduction of delegated
appropriations for the decentralized infrastructure of the Ministry of Health (MOH - Health
Districts) and the Ministry of Basic Education and Literacy (MEBA - Regional Departments)
and took steps to ensure a satisfactory budget implementation rate in these departments.
Notable progress was also achieved in meeting or exceeding most PRSP indicators in health
and education (see Table 5 below).

Table 5. Performance under Selected PRSP Indicators (2000-2001)
2000 2001

Sector. Measure Target Actual Target Actual

Health
Strengthen child - Share of infants (0-1I months)
vaccination programs vaccinated (%)

-BCG (Tuberculosis) 70 80 80 84
- DCT/Polio (Diphtheria, cholera and 50 57 60 64
tetanus)
- Measles 55 59 60 65
- Yellow fever 55 56 60 65

Education

Promote girls' education - Girls' primary school gross 34 36.2 37.2 N/a
enrolment ratio (%)
- First enrolment ratio (CPI) - Girls 32.0 32.9 34 N/a

33. Additional progress was achieved in fostering participatory development, which is a
tradition in Burkina Faso. The process of the review of the implementation of the PRSP,
culminating in the release of the first PRSP-PR in September 2001, has been conducted in a

16 Expenditure refers to the sum of current and capital expenditure. Social sectors include health, education,

women's welfare and other social expenditure and rural roads.
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participatory manner. As stated in the JSA of the PRSP-PR: "The government should be
commended for its considerable PRSP outreach program. It has made great efforts to
disseminate the PRSP, publicize its main actions, and intensify the debate on poverty
reduction. The participatory process associated with the implementation of the PRSP,
designed to obtain feedback for revising the strategy and fostering ownership, has thus been
greatly strengthened. The PRSP-PR report is candid about the concerns raised by domestic
stakeholders and proposes to incorporate many of these concerns in their plans for updating
the PRSP. Also, the PRSP-PR was disseminated by the authorities in Ouagadougou in
September 2001 and discussed by a large audience, including government officials, civil
society, and development partners, all of whom openly expressed their views on the strengths
and weaknesses of the first year of the PRSP implementation."

34. The framework for the review of the PRSP included four regional workshops held in
Tenkodogo, Ouahigouya, Bobo-Dioulasso, and Ouagadougou, with a total of over 450
participants. These represented important occasions to discuss the role of the central
Government, local governments, development partners, the private sector, and civil society in
the implementation of the PRSP. The main results of these workshops are summarized in
Annex 5.

35. Areas for further improvement were also identified, including: (i) updating of the
medium-term macroeconomic framework and its links to poverty reduction, in light of lower
than expected domestic growth for 2000 and beyond, and the global economic slowdown; (ii)
taking concrete action with a view to setting up a monitoring and evaluation system for the
PRSP and strengthening the quality of social statistics; and (iii) developing a global vision on
rural development, by relying on the program outlined in the PRSP. Moreover, the proposed
PRSC II incorporates concrete measures to address some of the recommendations that
emerged from the PRSP-PR exercise, as reflected in the matrix of policy actions, presented in
detail in Annex 8, and discussed in Section IV below.

D. Supporting the Implementation of the PRSP: The PRSC Program.

36. Rationale. The PRSC series of credits supports the implementation of Burkina Faso's
PRSP with highly concessional financing. These credits do not provide support to all the
policy measures in the PRSP but selectively focus on key policy and institutional reforms in
priority areas. Given the emphasis in the Burkina Faso PRSP on public expenditures as a key
tool for poverty reduction, the focus of the PRSCs is predominantly on the reform program to
improve the effectiveness of public spending, as well as the transparency and accountability
of public resource management. The PRSCs also support key sectoral reforms in education,
health and rural development, which are the sectors highlighted in the PRSP as priorities for
poverty reduction.

37. Design and Sequencing. The time horizon of the PRSC series corresponds to the
PRSP and CAS periods, i.e. 2001-2003. The CAS, finalized in November 2000, supports the
Government's efforts to achieve sustained growth rates, reduce the incidence of poverty and
improve the health and education of the rural population, as described in the PRSP (see
Annex 3). Bank lending to Burkina Faso will increasingly take the form of results-driven
programmatic credits (PRSCs) and self-standing projects for capacity building, support for
Community Driven Development (CDD) activities (concentrating on rural, social or
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HIV/AIDS interventions) and infrastructure investments, directly targeted to poverty
alleviation, and private sector development. There will be a continuation of Analytical and
Advisory Activities (AAA) as knowledge is the critical input for progress in the substantive
areas presented in the PRSP. In the high case scenario, the CAS envisioned a series of PRSCs
totaling around US$120 million.

38. The first annual single-tranche PRSC for Burkina Faso (PRSC 1) established a rolling
medium-term policy framework setting out a three-year reform program aimed at

implementing the PRSP, with specific progress benchmarks and outcome indicators defined
and agreed with the Government and all donors. The rolling nature of the policy framework
should enhance predictability of funding for the Government and allow the Bank to better
monitor progress towards the PRSP targets. It is expected that the future PRSC series will be
progressively aligned with the country's budget cycle (i.e. January-December), to make sure
that the credits can be taken into account in budget formulation and become available early in
the budget year.

39. Analytical Underpinnings. In preparing the PRSC program, IDA has been able to
draw upon an increasing body of analytical work prepared over the past three years, of which
the great bulk has been prepared collaboratively between IDA and the government (see
Annex 11). Six PER studies were completed since 1999 (see Annex 2). In 2000 a Country
Procurement Assessment Report (CPAR) was finalized. The PRGB, ROSC, CFAA (see Box
3), PRSP-PR, and HIPC Expenditure Tracking Study (IIIPC-ETS) were all finalized in 2001.
In November 2001, the Study on Competitiveness and Growth was discussed in
Ouagadougou with civil society and the donor community. The authorities plan to carry out a
Participatory Poverty Assessment (PPA) and launch the third NHS in 2002-2003. A technical
assistance program in the area of macroeconomic modeling has been developed in
collaboration with the World Bank (see Box 2).

Box 2. Economic Modeling in Burkina Faso

Currently, the existing macroeconomic models used by the authorities are not equipped to establish the
link between the growth (macro) and poverty (micro) frameworks. As a result, the impact on poverty and
inequality of currently forecasted growth rates and selected policy packages cannot be analyzed within a
consistent framework. A medium-term technical assistance program to strengthen the local capacity to
analyze the impact of alternative policy packages (and shocks of various kinds) on poverty and
inequality in Burkina Faso has been elaborated in collaboration with the Bank. The program involves the
extension and adaptation of existing macro models to shed light on the manner in which- micro and
macro factors interact. This will allow policy makers to: (i) analyze the dynamics that affect the
transmission channels of adjustment policies to the micro level'7; and (ii) simulate the impact of
alternative policy packages on growth, poverty and distribution across selected socio-economic groups.

40. These AAA have provided a good understanding of Burkina Faso's development
problems, the analytical framework for designing and evaluating macroeconomic and

" How do changes in macroeconomic environment induced by government policy actions (e.g. changes in
public spending, taxation, fiscal, inflation and exchange rate targets) and exogenous shocks (e.g. trade
shocks, capital flows volatility, changes in foreign aid etc.) affect the incentives and constraints facing
agents at the micro level?
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sectoral strategies, the need for and availability of external financing, and the strengths and
weaknesses of its fiduciary systems. They help harmonize IDA, IMF, Government and
donors' perspectives, and generate public discussion of Burkina Faso's development options,
with the aim of creating public support for the ambitious reform agenda ahead (see Figure 1).

41. Poverty and Social Impact Analysis. If implemented in full, all policies on public
sector reform, governance, and health and education sectors, envisaged under the current
PRSC series, are unambiguously pro-poor. Policies aiming at improving the efficiency and
transparency of the budget process seek to strengthen the capacity of the authorities and
donors alike to track public expenditure and make sure that public and external funds are
increasingly allocated according to the priorities highlighted in the PRSP. Moreover, the
measures supported by the PRSC series in health and education are geared at expanding the
access to, and lowering the cost of, basic services for the most disadvantaged segments of the
Burkinabe population.

42. In the cotton sector, the authorities have pursued a successful policy of gradual
liberalization (see Annex 6). Further liberalization and growth in the sector and its ability to
have a widespread impact on poverty reduction - directly through increased cotton incomes
and indirectly through consumption and production linkages with other sectors -, will depend
on successful implementation of the liberalization process. The authorities have planned a
series of measures to be implemented over the next 18 months to ensure a smooth transition
to a more open and competitive cotton sector. Actions planned range from agricultural
research activity and input provision, to the creation of an Inter-professional Group
(comprising producers, ginners, bankers, input suppliers and transporters), which will be
responsible for establishing cotton producer prices in the future.

43. The overarching aim of the liberalization' effort is to keep the cost of cotton
transformation and marketing at a minimum to ensure the highest possible pass-through to
cotton farmers. The Government, in collaboration with the World Bank, will monitor closely
the poverty impact of these measures over the period of their implementation.

44. Bank Activities in Burkina Faso. IDA's cumulative commitments to Burkina Faso
as of April 2002 amount to some US$1,218 million for 57 credits (48 closed and 9 open).
There have also been three International Financial Corporation (IFC) investments, amounting
to US$2.7 million, which have all closed. IDA's operations in Burkina complement the
PRSC program in the areas of education, health and rural development with a view to
stimulating economic growth, reducing poverty and getting closer to the ambitious MDGs
(see also paragraphs 26-28). IDA's active portfolio in Burkina Faso is as follows:

Three operations support IDA's strategy in the agriculture sector. A second Agricultural
Services project (US$41.3 million, FY98) aims at increasing agricultural productivity and
farmers' incomes, improving natural resource management and promoting institutional
development. The closing date of this project was extended by eighteen months to June
30, 2003. A Private Irrigation project (US$5.2 million, FY99) supports provision of the
demand-driven services necessary for the development of an efficient, sustainable small
irrigation subsector in Burkina Faso. A Community-Based Rural Development Program
(US$66.7 million, FY01) aims at reducing poverty and promoting sustainable
development in rural areas. Its first phase provides for building local capacity to plan and
implement rural development, accelerating the pace of public transfers for decentralized
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rural development, and supporting implementation of the country's decentralization
framework.

* To support human resource development. three operations are being implemented. In
education the IDA Board of Directors approved a Basic Education operation in January
2002. The project will provide support for the Government's Basic Education Ten-Year
Program, which will be implemented in three phases the first of which covers the period
2001-2005. The main development objective of Phase I of the Ten Year Program is to lay
the foundation for accelerating the development of basic education, while ensuring
adequate quality and financial sustainability. A Post-Primary Education project (US$26
million, FY97) supports implementation of the Government's post-primary education
strategy: this project was extended for 12 months to June 30, 2003. In health, a
HIV/AIDS Disaster Response project (US$22 million, FY2002) supports the
implementation of the Government's 2001-04 medium-term HIV/AIDS/STIs strategic
plan, which has been endorsed by the country's technical and financial partners. This
project became effective on March 4, 2002.

* In the urban sector, an Urban Environment project (US$37 million, FY95) aims at
improving living conditions through priority urban works and urban services benefiting
low-income groups. Under this project, a supplemental credit of US$22 million to the
Government's decentralization process was approved by the Board on 28 March 2002.

* A water supplv project (US$70 million, FY01) aims at increasing access to adequate and
reliable potable water in Ouagadougou through expanded distribution and tertiary water
networks and improved urban water subsector management.

* In the mining sector, a Mining Sector Capacity Building and Environmental Management
project (US$21.4 million, FY97) supports regulatory reform and training, institutional
strengthening and resource management, environmental management and small-scale
artisanal mining. This project's closing date is being extended by one year to 31
December 2003.

45. Collaboration with Other Donors. The Bank has been working closely with the
donor community to assist the Government in achieving the objectives outlined in the PRSP.
The Bank has continued to work closely with the IMF to support the Government's efforts to
strengthen public finance management. The priorities for the Bank's assistance program vis-
a-vis those of other donors have been determined through an intensive country dialogue with
the Government, and consultations with all development partners during preparation of the
PRSP and the CAS. On the basis of the "conditionality test" exercise, led by the European
Union (EU) and adopted by most of the donors based in Burkina Faso, the Government
recently proposed a new set of indicators, which should facilitate the monitoring and
evaluation of the PRSP by the Government and donors alike.18

46. A number of donors have manifested their intention to co-finance future Bank credits,
reflecting the willingness of the donor community to switch progressively from project
lending to budget support. The proposed PRSC II will be co-financed by the Belgium co-

operation, for an amount corresponding to approximately US$4.3 million. The Belgian

18 The Conditionality Reform Test Exercise in Burkina Faso for all donors and lenders aimed at reaching
consensus on a series of performance indicators for key sectors of government activities. Those indicators
would then be used as the basis for decisions regarding disbursement of financial assistance, preferably in
the form of budget support. The experiment led to inclusion in the June 2000 PRSP of a number of
indicators for use in monitoring strategies in three areas: basic education, health, and budget management.
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financing, which will be disbursed at the same time as PRSC II, will provide financial
support specifically to the implementation of the Health Development Plan within the overall
framework of the proposed Bank support to the implementation of the PRSP. The European
Union and other donors such as Switzerland and. Norway have agreed to provide more of
their assistance in the form of budget support, delivered in a phased manner according to
progress made in implementing the PRSP.

47. Monitoring and Evaluation. Working closely with the Govermment and other
donors, the Bank's support focuses on directly monitorable results. Policy reforms, which are
critical for the PRSC program to achieve its macroeconomic and poverty reduction
objectives, have been discussed with the authorities and are included in the Letter of
Development Policy (LDP) to ensure national ownership (see Annex 1). Progress under the
proposed and future PRSCs is reviewed on the basis of implementation of triggers and
benchmarks, as presented in the matrix of policy measures in Annex 8. Progress also depends
on maintaining a sound macroeconomic framework, as evidenced by continued IMF support
under the PRGF. The main monitoring instruments for PRSCs are the annual PRSP progress
reports, reviews of the structural reform program carried out every six months by the Bank team
in coordination with the IMF, PERs, selected economic and sector work, and household surveys.
The next PRSP progress report is expected to be presented to the IMF and Bank Boards in late
2002 and will propose a further broadening of monitoring indicators to follow more closely
progress in reducing poverty.
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Fieure 1: The PRSC Program and AAA Underpinnings
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IV. THE PROPOSED CREDIT (PRSC II)

A. Objectives of the PRSC Program

48. PRSC I was designed to help the Government achieve better outcomes in the
management of public resources by: (i) strengthening the link between budget allocations and
sector objectives, strategies, and action plans; (ii) improving service delivery by ministries of
education, health and rural development; (iii) strengthening the fiduciary framework to
promote accountability and transparency in the use of public funds, including external
assistance; and (iv) strengthening the Government's capacity to track and manage public
expenditure efficiently.

49. The proposed PRSC II supports these same objectives in the medium-term program,
but updates the details of the program based on experience over the past year. It supports the
implementation of the PRSP in two broad areas:

* Public Sector Reform and Governance. Public sector reform and governance is
considered in the PRSP to be the pre-requisite for effective implementation of the poverty
reduction strategy. Recognizing that progress in creating an efficient, accountable, and
transparent public sector and governance structure is necessary for effective
implementation of the PRSP action plans, the authorities have recently given additional
emphasis to improving the efficiency in the use of public resources, including donor
funding for projects and for budget support. The overarching objectives of PRSC II in
these respects are to: (a) improve the quality of the budget process in all its stages
(formulation, execution, reporting), (b) promote greater stakeholder participation and (c)
improve the quality of PRSP monitoring and evaluation.

* Pro-poor Sectoral Policies. In the PRSP, health, education, and rural development were
identified as priority sectors. PRSC II supports some of the key reforms in the
implementation of the first phase of the development plans in health and education. It
also supports liberalization of the cotton sector and agricultural diversification, as part of
the rural development strategy.

B. Overall Evaluation of the Program since PRSC I: Triggers and Benchmarks for
Moving to PRSC II

50. This section reviews in detail progress made in meeting PRSC II triggers (i.e. those
policy conditions that have to be satisfied before a PRSC credit can be approved and
disbursed) and benchmarks. It also compares the set of triggers and benchmarks (as specified
in the PRSC I document) to the final prior actions that that have been agreed with the
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Government in order to progress to PRSC II (see Annex 8).19 Overall, implementation of the
reform program since PRSC I is satisfactory and progress fully justifies moving to PRSC II
in the amount originally envisaged. Where differences exist between the set of triggers and
benchmarks and prior actions, they are attributable to the Government's willingness to: (i)
modify the medium-term program to reflect strengths and weaknesses in policy
implementation since PRSC I, (ii) incorporate, to the extent possible, the findings of the
PRSP-PR and recently completed CFAA, (iii) adapt policy formulations to evolving
knowledge of existing conditions and capacity constraints. The following discussion is
summarized schematically in Tables 7 (Component 1) and 8 (Component 2).

1. Component 1: Public Sector Reform and Governance

(a) Budget Management Rules and Government Restraint

51. Progress on Budget Formulation. The government has broadly satisfied all triggers
and benchmarks related to budget formulation, with the partial exception of the PER
program. On December 20, 2001, the Parliament approved the budget bill for 2002 (Loi de
Finance), based on ceilings set by the Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) 2002-
2004 and PRSP priorities. National budget expenditure allocations to social sectors have been
raised with respect to the previous year's budget. All ministries, as compared to only six
originally envisaged, have presented Program Budgets (PBs). The PER program saw the
completion of two additional studies, on Transport Infrastructure and Rural Development.

52. Delays and Government's Response. The authorities have completed two of the four
expected PERs, namely on Rural Development and Transport Infrastructure sectors. Delays
have been experienced in the finalization of the studies planned for the ministries of Justice
and Secondary and Tertiary Education, essentially due to slow disbursement of funds by
identified donors. The authorities have decided that, starting with the next budget exercise
(2003), resources will be routinely allocated to the elaboration of PERs to avoid similar
problems in the future. Following the recommendation of the PRGB, on March 5 and 6,
2002, the Govemment held a workshop in Kaya to take stock on the last three years of
experience on PER, MTEF and PBs and define an agenda for action. Annex 2 presents in
detail the actions to be carried out by the authorities in this sector over the medium-tern.

53. Progress on Budget Execution. All the triggers and benchmarks pertaining to this
area have been broadly achieved, although the program originally envisaged to strengthen the
procurement system has been partially reformulated to reflect existing legal conditions and
capacity constraints. The authorities have focused in particular on two areas: (i) deepening
budget de-concentration, and (ii) formulating a realistic medium-term plan to create an
efficient and transparent public procurement system and begin its implementation.

54. (i) Budget De-concentration. The Govemment is committed to move steadily towards
budget de-concentration to improve the availability of necessary resources at the service
delivery front-line. The devolution of the entire budget management at the local level has

'9 Hereafter, "triggers and benchmarks" refer to those policy measures originally specified for PRSC 11 in
the PRSC I document. "Prior actions" refer to all the measures whose satisfaction is considered necessary
for proceeding with PRSC II approval, and are based on triggers and benchmarks.
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made good progress. With the new decree, approved in July 2001, creating the regions as
administrative entities, the Governors of the region are now authorised to order payments for
government budget at the regional level (i.e. Governors are now "ordonnateur
secondaire").2 0 While the measure has been legally adopted, thus fulfilling the PRSC II
trigger, it now has to be put into practice. A pilot experiment, involving the creation of
budget administration at the regional level, has been elaborated and will soon be
implemented in Bobo-Dioulasso. The authorities plan to carry out and evaluate the pilot
project by end-2003.

55. In order to strengthen effective budget management at the regional level, by ensuring
that funds are available when needed, the Government intends to pass on direct management
of budget appropriations at the lowest level of regional administration (districts), through the
creation of cash advance funding (regies d'avance). The experiment is being conducted in the
health sector. The Treasury has already compiled a list of districts and health personnel that
will participate in this exercise, who will be trained as "regisseurs" in Ouagadougou. If the
experiment will prove successful, it will be extended to the other social sectors.

56. (ii) Procurement. All prior actions for PRSC II have been satisfied, although the
current program is somewhat less ambitious than that originally envisaged. The CPAR,
finalized in 1999, conducted an evaluation of the country's legal and institutional framework
for public procurement. The report concluded that'the current procurement system in Burkina
Faso was on the whole soundly configured, although there remained a number of
shortcomings deriving chiefly from: (i) weaknesses and gaps in the legal and institutional
system; and (ii) weak enforcement of procedures, and failure to make the best use of existing
mechanisms.

57. In December 2001, the authorities reviewed, in collaboration with the Bank's
procurement experts, the medium-term action plan to implement in full all the
recommendations highlighted in the CPAR. The' reviewed program reflects a more realistic
assessment of in-country capacity in this area and pace for reform. A notable step taken by
the authorities in March 2002 has been to approve a Decree that modifies the existing
Procurement Code, thereby addressing important weaknesses of the current procurement
system.

58. Delays and Governnent's Response. Delays concern in particular the elaboration of
the new Procurement Procedures Manual, following the Government's request for technical
assistance, and the study to verify that 50 percent of public procurement contracts are subject
to competitive procurement procedures. The authorities have already submitted: (i) the TOR
and the expression of interest for the selection of a consultant to elaborate the new
Procurement Procedures Manual, and: (ii) the TOR and expression of interest for the
selection of a consultantlindependent auditor for the audit that aims at verifying that at least
50 percent of procurement is subject to competitiye practices; and (iii) the capacity building
plan to strengthen the capacity of the Central Directorate for Public Procurement (DCMP).

20 While the intention of the legislation was indeed to make the Governor "ordonnateur secondaire", it
figures, in the current text, as "ordonnateur d§Iegue', with no real powers or direct responsibility over
expenditure. The Government noted that this was a mistake in formulating the law, to be corrected in due
course.
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The resulting products i.e. the Procurement Procedure Manual, the Audit report, as well as
the implementation of the Capacity Building Program, will be delivered before PRSC III
approval.

59. In addition, notwithstanding the recent revision of the old Procurement Code, its
provisions and application will be subject to further discussions between the Bank and the
Government in order to ensure a full alignment of procurement procedures with best
international practices. In particular, the Government will ensure an appropriate role of the
DCMP and the commission allocating contracts for public works. The authorities will also
seek ways to reinforce external audit mechanisms and further clarify sanctions for violations.

60. Progress on Budget Reporting. Budget reporting is arguably the weakest phase in the
budget process in Burkina Faso although in recent months the authorities have made
significant progress and all prior actions for PRSC II have been satisfied. The current audit
institution, the Chambre des Comptes, has audited the 1993 and 1994 budget executions
reports and is auditing those concerning the period 1995-98. Moreover, the Chambre has
received in April 2002 the budget execution reports for FYI999 and 2000. The CFAA was
finalized in December 2001. The main results and recommendations of this study (see Box 3)
were discussed and presented at a workshop specifically designed for this purpose, which
was held in Ouagadougou on March 25, 2002. A short termn-action plan, harmonizing the
recommendations of the CFAA with those of the PRGB and ROSC was elaborated in May
2002 and a medium-term plan was adopted in June 2002.

61. In addition to the CFAA, the authorities have also benefited from the completion of
other important studies. In September 2001, in the framework of its own regular assessment
of the budget system, the Government finalized the PRGB, which was immediately approved
by the Council of Ministers and adopted as the guiding document for the strengthening of the
budget process in Burkina Faso. The PRGB provides a sound and comprehensive coverage of
the institutional framework for budget management; the budget law; budget execution; and
budget control. It describes the existing financial management architecture, identifies the
main strengths and weaknesses of the current budget system and highlight priorities for
action.

Box 3. The 2002 Country Financial Accountabiiity Assessment (CFAA)

The Government, World Bank and eight other bilateral and multilateral donors (the African
Development Bank, the European Union, UNDP, the Embassy of Denmark, the Embassy of the
Netherlands, the Canadian Development Cooperation, the French Development Cooperation and the
Swiss Development Cooperation) participated in the elaboration of the CFAA, which was finalized in
December 2001. The overarching objective of the study was to assess the quality of the mechanisms that
ensure the transparency of financial management in Burkina Faso. The CFAA focused mainly on the
public sector, the parastatals and the private accounting profession. It identified the strengths and
weaknesses, as well as the risks, of the financial accountability framework, and proposed
recommendations to improve the existing system.

The study built on the government's own internal review of public financial management, the PRGB,
ensuring that the areas not fully covered under the PRGB were adequately addressed in the CFAA. In
this respect, the CFAA covered also the revenue side, analyzed issues related to human resources and
institutional organization, approached in a more global fashion the issue of budget transparency, carried
out a comprehensive fiduciary risk analysis (considering strategic options for Bank country support) and
reviewed the adequacy of the existing expenditure computerized system.
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The CFAA recognized the progress achieved by the Burkinabe authorities in recent years in the sphere
of public expenditure and fiduciary risk management. Although not yet fully operational, .a Supreme
Audit Institution (Cour des Comptes) was set up in 2000. The Budget Execution Reports for 1993 and
1994 were approved by Parliament, and those referring to 1995-1998 were transmitted to the current
audit institution, the Chambre des Comptes. In the last three years, the Government introduced the
MTEF exercise and Program budgets in key ministries. A Government Financial Operation Table
(TOFE) has been used routinely to monitor public finance and project budget expenditure in line with
government priorities. Moreover, good progress was achieved in the computerization of public finance
management, notably on the expenditure side, by the adoption of different systems such as the
Computerized Expenditure Circuit (CID), Budget Payroll Management System (SIGASPE), Public Debt
Management System (SYGADE) and the Interconnected Administrative Computer System (RESINA).
Improvements have also been noted in the budget controls carried out a priori.

Despite these advances, urgent progress is called for in a number of areas. Ex-post controls, to ensure
that services have been actually rendered to beneficiaries, remain weak. The mandate of General State
Inspection Office (IGE) and General State Financial Office (IGF) needs to be strengthened accordingly.
Emphasis should be put on designing mechanisms for the substantive audit of public finances and
efficient debt management. Although parliamentary controls through the Finance Commission are
progressively becoming reality, their scope is rather limited and the Budget Execution Reports are issued
with substantial delays, after the fiscal year has long been closed. Although the computerized
expenditure circuit is up and running, it needs to be upgraded to obtain better results and prevent major
breakdowns that affect the production of reliable data and information. More importantly, the
computerized system needs to be extended to cover the revenue side in order to improve the processing,
monitoring and controls over revenue collection and allocation.

A key CFAA recommendation - submission of the budget execution reports for 1999 and 2000 to the
Chambre des Comptes - has been implemented. Other recommendations include: (i) Reinforcement of
ex-post controls by IGE and IGF; (ii) Establishrnent of an integrated revenue collected system along the
model of the budgetary expenditure; and (iii) Establishment of an efficient fixed assets, goods and
services monitoring and management system.

62. As part of the ROSC exercise IMF and World Bank conducted a joint HIPC-ETS,

which aimed at identifying weaknesses in public expenditure management systems that could
hinder the tracking of poverty-reducing public spending in 25 HIPC countries. To assess
relative needs, a classification was adopted on the basic requirements for a budget system to
track poverty reducing spending. Burkina Faso was ranked in the top country group, meeting
the required classification in 8 out of 15 criteria (see Table 6). The study suggested a number
of short and medium-term corrective measures, particularly to improve budget reporting and
auditing (e.g. operationalization of the Cour des Comptes, implementation of the legislation
to comply with the five WAEMU directives on fiscal policy), which are fully consistent with
the Government program in this area.
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Table 6. Burkina Faso: Criteria on Tracking Poverty-related Spending
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63. Delays and Government's Response. Delays concern notably the operationalization
of the Supreme Audit Institution, the Cour des Comptes, which was created in 2000 but has
yet to become operational. This situation is attributable to the need to identify its physical
location and prolonged negotiations on the required funding for its headquarters and staffing.
A trigger for PRSC II, the operationalization of the Cour des Comptes is now retained as a
trigger for PRSC III. In order to satisfy the prior action for PRSC II, the government has
presented an action plan for the operationalization of the Cour des Comptes by end-
December 2002 and appointed in June 2002 three magistrates, including its President. The
role of the Cour des Comptes will be to audit the annual accounts on state budget
implementation, as well as monitor and analyze all public sector performance in the area of
financial management and governance.

(b) Stakeholder Participation

64. The trigger for PRSC II in this area has been satisfied. The Government has taken
important steps to post district budgets in public places. The experiment was spearheaded by
the health sector. On January 21, 2002, the Secretary General of Health disseminated a
Circular requesting health authorities at the regional and district levels to post information in
public places on a regular basis, so that all stakeholders are kept well informed of budgetary
allocations.

(c) PRSP Monitoring and Evaluation

65. The PRSC II matrix of policy actions (see Annex 8) introduces a new section on
PRSP Monitoring and Evaluation to further strengthen the program originally envisaged in
PRSC I. The JSA of the PRSP-PR noted that increased efforts were required in the areas of
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poverty monitoring and evaluation. 2 1 The authorities have decided to place more emphasis on
this important issue. A four-day national workshop was held in Bobo-Dioulasso on
December 19-22, focusing on Statistical Capacity Building and Poverty Reduction. The

overarching aims of the forum were to assess the ability of monitoring poverty outcomes
under the current statistical system in Burkina and propose an agenda for the setting up of a
poverty monitoring system. Key recommendations of the workshop included: (i) the
establishment of a set of simple and easily collectable poverty indicators, (ii) the review of
the national statistical program by the National Council for Statistical Coordination, in the
light of the new needs, (iii) the production of an action plan by the National Demography and
Statistics Institute (INSD) and the Technical Secretariat for the Coordination of Social and
Economic Development Programs (STC-PDES). The Government has already started to
work on refining the list of poverty indicators for the monitoring and evaluation of the PRSP
and has submitted the new list to the Bank. The new set of indicators will be presented in the
next PRSP-PR, to be presented to the Board in late 2002.

21 According to the JSA of the PRSP-PR: "The PRSP-PR does not discuss progress in improving the
adequacy of data collection and analysis, which are inherent parts of a sound monitoring and evaluation
system. Social statistics are still incomplete, scattered among various ministries, and untimely. There is an
urgent need to activate the centralized unit to monitor social spending and outcomes, to update and
implement the statistical master plan, prepared with the assistance of the World Bank and AFRISTAT, and
to prepare the third national household survey. The authorities propose to elaborate a set of indicators for
monitoring and evaluation of the PRSP within the "reformulated conditionality test initiative", although the
timing and use of the results from this initiative is not specified in the PRSP-PR."
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Table 7. Pro gress Since PRSC I. Component 1: Public Sector Reform and Governance*

Triggers and Benchmarks' Status after Negotiations [ Prior Actions (PRSC U) Comments

(i) Budget Formulation
Adoption of a budget bill for 2002 based on Trigaer fulfilled. The budget bill was Sarne formulation. A Workshop was held in Kaya in March 2002, to
ceilings set with reference to the 2002-04 adopted in February 2002 and it was based (i) take stock of progress achieved and difficulties
MTEF and PRSP priorities. on the MTEF 2002-2004, reflecting PRSP encountered in the MTEF, PER and PB exercises

priorities. and (ii) define an agenda for future action. The
Workshop also discussed the recommendations

Completion of Program budgets consistent Trigger fulfilled. As discussed above, all Sarne formulation. contained in the PRGB conceming these
with PRSP objectives in key ministries ministries participated in this exercise, not instruments. It saw the participation of the
(including Economy and Finance, only the 6 originally envisaged. Govemment, World Bank and all other major
Infrastructure, Secondary and Tertiary multilateral and bilateral donors. The Committees
Education), performance indicators charged with the PER, MTF and PB processes
included. presented the strengths and weaknesses of each

instrument and proposed a set of
Completion of PER studies (including Trigger partially fulfilled. The PER process Completion of PER studies in the recommendations to improve them (see Annex 2).
Economic Infrastructures, Justice, Ministry has experienced some delays, notably areas of Economic Infrastructure and The key conclusions and recommendations have
of Secondary and Tertiary Education). because of lack of funding and delays in Rural Development been already presented to the Bank and will be

fund commitment by donors. The program consolidated into an Action Plan harmonizing the
discussed with the authorities for PRSC II Held workshop to analyze the strengths recommendations of the CFAA, PRGB and
included the completion of PERs on and weaknesses of the PER, MTEF and ROSC. Key outcome-oriented policy actions will
Economic Infrastructure and Rural PB exercises and defined agenda for be selected for PRSC III on the basis of the plan.
Development, by March 2002. It also future action in these three domains.
included the realization of a workshop to
take stock of strengths and weaknesses of
PER, MTEF and PB processes and define
the agenda for the future actions to
imp rove these instruments.

(ii) Budget Execution, monitoring and de-concentration
Regionalization of payment order-issuance Trigger fulfilled. The article 4 Ibis of the Organization of regionalization of De-concentration implies a revision of the role of
through appointment of <delegated payers>> law no.013-2001, approved in July 2001 payment order issuance through the central government and its central
and <secondary payers> within ministries modifies the Decentralization Law and creation of a legal framework for the administration, moving from direct
to empower regional Government entities. creates the region as an administrative appointment of delegated payers> implementation to planning, monitoring and

entity. Within this new organization, the and <secondary payerso within reporting, while the periphery becomes the level
governor should have been made ministries to empower regional of programming and implementing activities.
"ordonnateur secondaire" with direct Government entities. This requires a re-alignment of responsibilities for
powers on expenditure decision. Due to an budget and personnel management from the core
error, the text says "ordonnateur delegue". ministries to the line ministries, and within the
The authorities will revise the text latter, from the centre to the periphery. Measures
accordingly. have been taken by law but now require effective

implementation. A pilot experiment will be
conducted in Bobo-Dioulasso in the context of

___________________________________ ______________I_ PR SC 111.
* Triggers in bold as specified in PRSC I
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Triggers and Benchmarks Status after Negotiations Prior Actions (PRSC I) Comments
(ii) Budget Execution, monitoring and de-concentrationNot in the original matrix. Measure added X Creation of "regies d'avance " (petty cash The process is at an advanced stage and will beaccounts) at the level of Regional Health completed shortly. The authorities haveDirectorates and Health Districts. identified the districts that will participate in

this pilot (health sector) as well as the
administrators of these accounts who will be
trained in Ouagadougou for a week.Preparation, by August 15, of a status report Measure fulfilled. Report submitted and Same formulation.on budget implementation as of end June considered satisfactory.

2001, followed by corrective measures if
necessary.
Finalization of module on external financing Measure fulfilled. Original formulation Expenditure: The medium-term objective here is to add moreof computerized expenditure circuit and modified. Measure reformulated as a prior Extend integrated financial management modules to the CID system, including the debtdeployment of new software for action for PRSC 11. system (IFMS) by adding the module for management module (SYGADE), and set up anmanagement of external financing. extemal financing management (at integrated revenue collection and monitoringDGCOOP) to the computerized expenditure system (PRSC 111).

circuit (CID).
Procurement

1) Adoption of a Procurement Procedures Trigger partially fulfilled. 1) Approve the new Regulatory Decree The objective is to implement aI keyManual The reformulation of the actions in the for public procurement; recommendations highlighted in the 20002) Redefinition of the roles of the two following column reflects capacity 2) Redefine the role of the two major CPAR within the time frame of PRSC II andmajor departments (DGCOOP and constraints and evolving knowledge about departments DGCOOP and DCMP, 111. The Procurement Code will be furtherDCMP) and adoption of capacity building the Burkinabe procurement framework. In limiting DGCOOP's role to lending and, revised bringing it in line with practicesmeasures; particular, it was not clear that the disbursement procedures and market satisfactory to the Banik3) Revision of the general rules for public satisfaction of measures 2) and 3) required regulation;procurement to make them consistent the approval of a decree modifying the 3) Present terms of reference and launchwith international standards of existing Procurement Code. The time the expression of interest for the selectiontransparency and efficiency; necessary to elaborate a new manual of of a consultant for the elaboration of a4) Integrated in the Procurement Code, procurement procedures was new Procurement Procedure Manual;measure aimed at facilitating SME access underestimated and the capacity of the 4) Present a Capacity Building Planto public procurement DCMP overestimated. (objectives, activities, calendar, budget)5) Verification that 50 percent of public for strengthening the DCMP andprocurement will have been subject to A decree modifying the Procurement Code DGCOOP, in the light of their new roles;competitive procurement practices as has been approved and it satisfies triggers 5) Elaborate terms of reference andrequired by law and that the largest 2) and 3) under both the original and the launch the expression of interest for thecontracts will be subject to public audit. revised formulations. The remaining steps selection of a consultant/independent
to fully implement I) and 5) under the auditor to verify that at least 50 percentoriginal formulation will be included in of public procurement for FY01 isPRSC IIL, subject to competitive procedures.
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Triggers and Benchmarks Status after Negotiations T Prior Actions (PRSC ) Comments
(iii) Budget Reporting

Submission of budget execution reports Trigger fulfilled. Submission of Budget Execution Reports Measure verified at appraisal. The next stage
for fiscal years 1999 and 2000 and their Reformulation of prior action for PRSC H for FY99 and FY00 and their remittal to will be to ensure that the Reports are audited
remittal to the Supreme Audit Institution clarifies that the Supreme Audit Institution is the Audit Office (Chambre de Comptes) by the Chambre within a reasonable

currently the Chambre de Comptes. timeframe and transmitted to the National
Assembly.

Satisfactory implementation of the action Trigger partially fulfilled. Presentation of an Action Plan for Plan to operationalize the Cour de Comptes
plan for strengthening the Supreme Audit The formulation of the prior action for PRSC operationalizing the Supreme Audit presented at appraisal. The targeted date for
Institution on the basis of the 11 takes into consideration the government's Institutions (Cour de Comptes) full operationalization is December 2002.
recommendations of the PRGB and capacity constraints. The CFAA was finalized. Three magistrates
CFAA. Finalization of the CFAA study and were appointed in June 2002. The key

presentation of related Action Plan. recommendations of the CFAA, compatible
with those of the PRGB and ROSC, will be

I implemented before PRSC 111.

Adoption of transparent mechanisms for Tricger fulfilled. Same formulation. Measure verified at appraisal.
allocating resources managed at the
district level (e.g., posting budgets
allocated to each health facility in public
places in the districts).

No measures for PRSC II

Not in the original matrix. Trigaer added => Refine the PRSP list of poverty indicators This section has been added to PRSC It. It
to be used as benchmarks for the reflects the willingness of the authorities to

. monitoring and evaluation of the PRSP. improve the quality of the monitoring and
Not in the original matrix. Measure added w Establish a medium-term program to evaluation of the PRSP and to improve

strengthen the analytical capacity to analyze capacity in the analysis of alternative policy
the impact on poverty of different policy packages (and shocks of various kinds) on
reforms and shocks of various kinds. poverty and inequality in Burkina Faso.

Not in the original matrix. Measure added => Elaborate set of preliminary estimates, List of indicators and logistical arrangements
linking the growth and poverty frameworks. on collection, elaboration and dissemination

presented at appraisal. Medium-term
program on macroeconomic modeling
agreed with the Bank.

Completion of the study of opening up Triacer fulfilled. Moved to Component 2, (see Table 8, Section C). Originally under Section C Competition in
cotton sector to several operators Section C. Rural Development. Service Delivery (PRSC 1), substituted by

Section C above, Civil Service Reform and
Decentralization)

Completion of the participatory poverty Measure not fulfilled. Moved to Component Same formulation. Delays have been experienced in identifyting
assessment 2, Section C. Rural Development and to donors to finance this study. Financing has

prior actions for PRSC 111. now been secured (UNDP and National
Budget).
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66. PRSC III: Component 1, Public Sector Reform and Governance. PRSC III will
focus its support on measures geared at improving budget formulation, execution and
reporting, civil service reform and decentralization, stakeholder participation and PRSP
monitoring and evaluation. Specific triggers and benchmarks will aim at strengthening the
instruments necessary for the formulation of a sound budget, including the MTEF and PBs.
Efforts will continue before PRSC III to put into practice the measures on budget de-
concentration after the change in the legal framework taken before PRSC II. For instance, the
program before PRSC III envisages the operationalization of the "regionalization of payment
order issuance" through: (i) the revision of budget regulation to reflect changes in the order
of payment authority and (ii) the creation of a budget administration at the regional level in
Bobo-Dioulasso, as a pilot experiment.

67. The program before PRSC III will also support the implementation of the key
recommendations of the CPAR study. On budget reporting, it is expected that the Cour des
Comptes will be made fully functional and that key recommendations of the CFAA, notably
concerning the strengthening of controls a posteriori, will be implemented in full. Regarding
civil service reform and decentralization, additional efforts will be geared at de-concentrating
personnel management under the principle of making civil servants available to the regions
according to their needs. Progress is also expected in refining the understanding of poverty,
with the completion of the PPA. A third NHS will be launched in mid-2002.

2. Component 2: Pro-poor Sectoral Policies

(a) Education

68. Progress since PRSC L All triggers and benchmarks in the area of education have
been broadly satisfied. The PRSC program supports the Government's education strategy by
focusing on the implementation of the Ten-year Education Plan (2001-2010), the reference
document in the sector, whose implementation started in the academic year 2000-2001.
PRSC II supports policies aimed at subsidizing school supplies and expanding access to, and
lowering the cost of, primary education, focusing in particular on the poorest areas and most
disadvantaged groups. The delays experienced in the utilization of 2001 HIPC resources have
slowed progress with respect to construction of schools and literacy centers (on the progress
made by the Government in speeding up the commitment of HIPC resources, see paragraph
17).

69. Since July 2001, the authorities have continued to work towards: (a) facilitating the
implementation of the Educational Policy Statement and the Governmental Action Plan in the
area of Basic Education; (b) subsidizing school supplies in the 20 provinces characterized by
lowest coverage; (c) expanding the access to education focusing on the poorest provinces;
and (d) decreasing the cost of primary education, by continuing to distribute books free of
charge and subsidize school canteens in the poorest provinces.

70. (a) Implementation of the Educational Policy Statement and of Governmental Action
Plan in the area of Basic Education. A number of Presidential Decrees were adopted
between April and October 2001 and the authorities have been working on creating the
conditions for their effective implementation.
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* Presidential Decree No 2001-143/PRES/PM/MEBA, dated April 19, 2001, abolished the
automatic link between admissions to teacher training colleges and civil service
employment, as of September 2001. The decree reduced the length of training to one year
and specified that newly trained teachers would be hired at decentralized levels by
community schools or private schools. All new primary school teachers would be also
paid about 50 percent of the current civil servant teacher salary, thereby improving
financial sustainability under current and projected fiscal constraints. Implementation
Status: A first draft of the revised curriculum reducing the pre-service training to one year
has been produced by MEBA on February 2002. A workshop was held in June 2002 with
the Teachers Training Colleges (ENEP) and school inspectors, to amend and validate the
curriculum, which will be applied during the school year 2002-2003 (starting on
September 2002). The first cohort under this new arrangements will complete its training
by July 2003 and will be in the job market from September 2003. This will coincide with
official implementation of the Government decentralization policy allowing the
implementation of the measure related to the reduction of teachers salary to all new
teachers and their recruitment at decentralized levels.

* Presidential Decree No 2001-179/PRES/PM/MEBA, dated May 2, 2001, adopted the
Education Policy Letter which introduced automatic promotion between grades I and 2, 3
and 4, and 5 and 6; limited repetition to 10 percent for grades 2, 4, and 6; increased
learning hours from about 660 hours to 800 hours p.a. It also introduced literacy
programs delivered by non-governmental and private providers. Implementation Status:
Actions have been take to ensure that the full implementation of this measure will take
effect as of academic year 2002-2003 (September 2002), which are deemed crucial to
attain the goal of reducing overall repetition rates in primary education to 17 percent by
2004, a key outcome in the area of education.

* Presidential Decree No. 2001-528/PRES/PM/MEBA, dated October 4, 2001, specified:
(i) the scope of decentralization, and the roles and responsibilities at each level of the
system, (ii) the institutional changes needed in the context of the decentralization and the
volume of activities to be carried out within the 10 year program; (iii) how the units and
services of the MEBA are to be reorganized; and (iv) the capacity gaps and corrective
measures. Implementation Status: MEBA units are in the process of being reorganized
according to the measures contained in the decree. Training seminars for MEBA's
personnel (Central and Regional Directors, Technical Advisers, Project Supervisors) have
been held in January 2002 in Kaya and Tenkodogo, on the institutional changes that will
affect the Ministry until end-2003.

71. (b) Subsidize school supplies in the 20 provinces characterized by lowest coverage.
The Government has committed some 450 million CFAF for the purchase of school supplies
in the 20 provinces characterized by lowest education coverage. The objective is to equip
229,664 pupils with basic material, including a pen, eraser, compass and ruler. The contracts
with the providers were signed in April 2002. The authorities are currently studying the best
way to transfer this material from MEBA directorates at the provincial level to the schools,
which have been already identified.

72. (c) Expand the access to education focusing on the poorest provinces. The
government has committed nearly 8 billion CFAF of 2001 HIPC funds to the construction of
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140 schools (with furnished classrooms, didactic material, and latrines), 420 housing units
and 100 literacy centers in the 20 provinces characterized by lowest enrollment rates.

73. (d) Decrease the cost of primary education to students. The authorities have
continued to lower the cost of education by continuing to provide books free of charge and
subsidize school supplies. Some 400 million CFAF have been allocated to school canteens
for the purchase of food items, in the 20 provinces characterized by lowest enrollment rates.
The number of pupils who benefited from distribution of free textbook and subsidized school
meals in 2000-2001 is estimated at 283,992, of which 112,220 are girls. A study on the cost
of financing basic education in Burkina Faso is also in the pipeline.

(b) Health

74. Progress Since PRSC L Since August 2001, the government has achieved notable
progress in the health sector, achieving all triggers and policy benchmarks. Efforts have been
concentrated on: (a) reducing the financial burden of basic health care and essential drugs on
the poor; (b) maintaining appropriate financing for basic health services targeted to the poor;
(c) strengthening the management of cost recovery proceeds; (d) boosting immunization
coverage; (e) ascertaining the views of beneficiaries with regards to user charges; (f)
maintaining adequate levels of health facility staffing; (g) exploring options for developing
incentives to maintain personnel in underserved rural areas; and (h) maintaining adequate
levels of drug availability.

75. (a) Reduce the financial burden of basic health care and essential drugs on the poor.

The government has taken important steps to reduce the cost of essential drugs to
beneficiaries. As a first step in this direction, two ministerial decrees issued jointly by MOH
and the Ministry of Commerce, Promotion of Enterprises and Crafts fixed at 25 percent the
maximum profit margin on over 200 Essential Generic Drugs (MEG) sold by wholesalers as
from February 2002. All district authorities, health facility personnel, and Local
Management Committees (COGES) representatives are required to pass on these cost
savings to the population by adjusting their own profit margins, so that the out of pocket
costs for the population are reduced.

76. The INSD has conducted on behalf of the Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF) a
light survey on the price of 45 MEG (most used products). The survey concludes that, as of
April 2002, the average price of most used basic medicines has declined by 6 percent with
respect to 2001. Further declines are expected before end-2002, as more Community Health
Centers (CSPS) and Advanced Medical Centers (CMA) will receive the relevant information
contained in the ministerial decrees. With a view to strengthening its control functions to
enforce the application of this measure, the MOH plans to establish a group of controllers at
the district level.

77. Recognizing that fees pose a major financial barrier to improving coverage of cost
effective preventive services, in February 2002 the MOH has disseminated a Circular to all
principal health actors, removing charges on some preventive care services, including
syringes for vaccination, iron, cloroquine and the health booklet (carnet de sante). The MOH
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has also prepared in March 2002 a ministerial decree for all health regions, districts and
health facilities to ensure application of this new guideline.22

78. (b) Maintain appropriate financingfor basic health services targeted to the poor. The
government is fully committed to replacing the funds provided under the now closed IDA-
funded Health and Nutrition Project with public funds and to ensuring that donors continue
supporting the decentralization process in the health sector. The MOH has made an effort to
ensure both adequate funding and improved management of these resources. In order to
address concerns over liquidity, the MEF and the MOH are collaborating for the setting up of
regies d'avance at the district level (see also paragraphs 53-54).

79. (c) Strengthen the management of cost recovery proceeds. To assess the effectiveness
of COGES, the MOH has recently carried out an initial evaluation of the functioning of these
health committees that have been given a substantial amount of autonomy and responsibility
in recent years. A draft report was finalized in March 2002. The main focus of this evaluation
has been on COGES financial management, including the transparency and efficiency of
administering the proceeds from the cost recovery program.

80. (d) Boost immunization coverage. The government has made very good progress
attaining and surpassing all the PRSC II targets on vaccination. Immunization coverage rates,
which had plummeted from 1995 to 1998, have gradually increased and surpassed levels of
the mid 1990s, as well as the target set in the PRSP (see Table 5).

81. (e) Ascertain the views of beneficiaries with regard to user charges. The MOH
carried out a beneficiary assessment within the context of the recently completed IDA-funded
Health and Nutrition Project. A workshop was organized in September 2001 to discuss the
main messages of the report and get feedback from participants. The beneficiary assessment
provides valuable information on people's views and perceptions with regard to the quality
and cost of health services. The majority of those interviewed felt that financial barriers
posed a major obstacle to accessing the health care system.

82. 69 Maintain adequate levels of health facility personnel. Recognizing the need to
better staff health facilities in remote areas the MOH has been gradually improving the
staffing levels. The proportion of CSPS that have been staffed according to ministry norms
has increased from 65 percent in 1999 to 75 percent in 2001. The targets set in the PRSP
have been surpassed (see Table 5).

83. (g) Exploring options for developing incentives to maintain personnel in underserved
rural areas. The MOH has made a concerted effort to reallocate personnel to underserved
areas that are perceived to be undesirable. In 2001 the government has recruited some 780
contractual staff using HIPC resources, of which roughly 500 are targeted to work in rural
areas to improve staffing of these facilities. This effort has contributed to improved staffing
of facilities that serve primarily the poor. While working towards the broader goal of
decentralizing health positions to regional/district authorities, the Ministry has also been

22 The original triggers in PRSC I referred to rendering all preventative measures at the primary health care
level free of charge. The MOH reconsidered this measure and aligned it with the philosophy of the Bamako
Initiative on cost recovery in health (see Table 8).
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exploring possibilities for developing incentives to assign and to retain staff in underserved
areas. To this end, the Ministry has recently completed a pilot in Nouna to determine what
types of incentives might work. The plan is to scale up this pilot with the assistance of the
World Health Organization (WHO).

84. (hi) Maintain adequate levels of essential drugs. Efforts have continued to maintain a
good supply of essential drugs, which is critical to quality care. The CAMEG drug stock out
rate has been maintained below 2 percent against a target of 8 percent.

(c) Rural Development

85. Progress Since PRSC I. Performance on rural development triggers has been mixed,
although the liberalization of the cotton sector has gained momentum in 2001-02. During the
last year the authorities have taken significant steps to liberalize the cotton sector. The
SOFITEX monopoly on cotton marketing legally ended on December 27, 2001 with the
approval by the Council of Ministers of two decrees opening two additional cotton producing
zones to new private sector investment in ginning. A calendar of actions needed over the next
18 months was elaborated in March 2002, detailing all the necessary steps required to prepare
the sector for new investors. SOFITEX has issued a call for bid proposals to assess the value
of their physical assets in the two zones being opened. A number of cost-cutting measures in
transport, ginning and input supply (treated seeds) have been put in place to improve the
competitiveness of the cotton sector.

86. Within the realm of agricultural diversification, all IDA rural development operations
under implementation have been restructured by end-2001, in order to harmonize their
objectives, implementation strategies, content, management procedures and monitoring and
evaluation with the priorities highlighted in the Decentralized Rural Development Strategy
(LPDRD) and PRSP. Programs to develop private/public partnerships have been initiated to
encourage agricultural diversification by improving market access for a variety of
commodities (e.g. cereals, fruits and vegetables, sesame). Concerning institutional reforms,
donors have agreed with the Government on an approach to review field level agricultural
services. This would result in an institutional analysis (roles, responsibilities, structure and
staffing) of the ministries of Agriculture and Animal Resources. A new approach involving
demand-driven service delivery was introduced and will be tested through a pilot experiment
to be carried out under the IDA financed Agricultural Services project.

87. Delays and Government's Response. Delays have been experienced in the
elaboration of action plans in the following sectors: fruits and vegetables, livestock and meat,
cowpea and oilseeds. The finalization of these action plans is now a prior action for PRSC III
approval. To date, the diagnostic study of the cowpea sector has been finalized. The
authorities have also finalized the TOR for the fruit and vegetable and livestock and meat
sectors, while the TOR for the oilseed sector are underway. The study on the liberalization of
the cotton sector was not completed, in that the authorities have decided to take concrete
measures to open up the sector. The Government, in collaboration with the Bank, will closely
monitor the poverty impact of cotton liberalization in the medium-term, and take corrective
measures if necessary. Concerning the liberalization of cotton seed (i.e. seeds left over after
ginning), the trigger has been fulfilled in that SOFITEX sell the seed at a price approaching
world market price and there is no export ban, but the Government is currently considering
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whether it is also necessary to introduce auction sales for the product. The finalization of
institutional audits of ministries active in the rural sector, a trigger for PRSC II, is now a prior
action to be satisfied before PRSC III approval. The TOR for the institutional reform of the
ministries of Agriculture and Livestock have been already finalized.

(d! Environment

88. While environmental measures in the PRSC I matrix of policy actions were listed
under the Rural Development section, PRSC II and III include prior actions (benchmarks)
under the heading "Environment" (see Annex 7 for a detailed discussion on capacity building
for environmental assessment in Burkina Faso). All prior actions for PRSC II have been
satisfied. The authorities have defined the respective responsibilities of the National Council
for Environmental Management (CONAGESE) and Directorate General for the Preservation
of the Environment (DGPE) in the area of environmental impact research. They have also
presented a 3-year plan for the building of capacity in the area of environmental assessment
and are in the process of creating environmental focal points in key ministries involved in
carrying out measures supported by the PRSC II and PRSC III programs.
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Table 8. Progress Since PRSC I. Com onent 2: Pro-Poor Sectoral Policies*
Triggers and Benchmarks ' Status after Negotiations Prior Actions RSC Comments

Implementation of the Educational Policy Trigger fulfilled. Same formulation. The implementation of the 4 decrees that haveStatement and of Governmental Action 
been approved between April and October 2001Plan in the area of basic education 
proceed as planned.

Implementation of a mechanism for Trigeer fulfilled. Same formulation. The Government has signed the contract for thesubsidizing school supplies in the 20 
purchase of school supplies (CFAF 450 million ofpoorest provinces 
HIPC resources for the year 2001). It is currently
devising a mechanism to transfer the purchased
material from the provincial directorates to the
rural schools identified as recipients.Increasing access to education in rural areas Measure fulfilled. Same formulation. Some CFAF 7 billion of HIPC resources for theby expanding the number of schools- Progress has been slower than originally year 2001 have been committed by end-Marchequipped with running water and separate programmed because of delays in mobilizing and will be spent by end-June.sanitary facilities for girls-in the 20 rural HIPC resources for 2001. Government hasprovinces with the lowest coverage, by made up ground in recent months.

ensuring that schools utilize multigrade
teaching where population density is too low
to provide for six separate grades, and by
expanding double-shift teaching in urban
areas where there is excess demand

Lowering the cost of education to poor Measure Fulfilled. Prior action for PRSC II Lowering the cost of education to poor All HIPC resources (CFAF 400 million of HIPCfamilies by continuing to provide books free reformulated. Delays have been experienced families by continuing to provide books resources for the year 2001) have been committedof charge, ensuring sufficient allocations to in the mobilization of HIPC resources for free of charge, ensuring sufficient by end-March and will be spent by end-June.rural schools to cover basic materials and 2001. Govermment has made up ground in resources to rural schools to cover basic Canteens have been subsidized.operating costs, and making the payment of recent months. The part of the measure materials and operating costs.parent-teacher association (PTA) fees referring to the PTA has been dropped, at the
voluntary in the 20 provinces with request of the authorities. it is considered
enrollment rates below the national average, that at the provincial level, the poorest
while increasing government allocations to parents are already exempt from payingthose schools to compensate for the loss of school fees.
school income

*Triggers in bold as specified in PRSC I
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Triggers and Benchmarks T Status after Negotiations I Prior Actions (PRSC |I) Comments

Introduction of policy and institutional Trigger fulfilled. Prior action for PRSC Introduce policy and institutional A number of items (i.e. syringes for vaccination,
measures, rendering all preventive services II refonnulated to reflect clarification measures, extending the number of iron, cloroquine, and the carnet de sante) are now
at the primary health care level free of of the Government's policy in this preventive services at the primary provided free of charge. The MOH has been
charge area. health care level free of charge. determined in its rejection of the trigger as

originally formulated in PRSC I, on the grounds
that its philosophy goes against the Bamako
Initiative (cost recovery in health), of which the
Bank is an active supporter.

Introduced appropriate measures to Trigger fulfilled. Same formulation. Two ministerial decrees issued jointly by the
essential drugs sold by CAMEG with a view Ministiy of Health and the Ministry of
to reducing the cost of drugs to users Commerce, Promotion of Enterprises and Crafts

fixed at 25 percent the maximum profit margin on
over 200 essential generic drugs (MEG) sold by
wholesalers as from February 2002.

The Govemment will have provided financial Measure fulfilled. Provide financial resources in the 2002
resources in the 2002 budget to replace IDA budget to replace IDA funds which were
funds under the recently-closed Health and financing health districts and regional
Nutrition Project (expected to close on health directorates under the recently-
September 30, 2001); this will ensure closed Health and Nutrition Project, with a
continuity of quarterly disbursement to health view to ensuring continuity in quarterly
districts and regional health directorates to disbursements that will "top off" financing
"top off" financing from other sources to carry from other sources.
out their plans, maintain quarterly financial
management and performance reports, and
carry out random financial audits.
Review (evaluation) of the COGES, including Measure fulfilled. Review issues related to the COGES Review finalized.
such issues as adequacy of financial including quality of relations with
management arrangements, quality of relations communities and health sector actors and
with communities and health agents to the adequacy of financial management

arrangements.
Continued vaccination program in order to Measure fulfilled. Continue efforts to boost immunization
boost vaccination rates in accordance with coverage rates with a particular focus on
PRSP objectives for 2000- with particular targeting rural areas in accordance with
efforts targeting rural areas PRSP targets.
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Triggers and Benchmarks | Status after Neotiations Prior Actions (PRSC ) Comments

Completion of a beneficiary assessment to Measure fulfilled. Complete beneficiary assessment to ascertain Beneficiary assessment completed and
ascertain perceptions and views of the views and perceptions with regard to quality analyzed in a September 2001 workshop.
population with regard to the efficiency and and access of health care services, including
accessibility of health services, including financial, socio-cultural and geographic
financial, socio-cultural and geographic barriers.
barriers to care
Implementation of the plan to staff CSPSs Measure fulfilled. Implement plan to staff CSPS with minimum PRSP Target has been exceeded.
with minimum personnel in accordance with personnel in accordance with norms
norms established by the MOH and reiterated established by the MOH and reiterated in the
in the PRSP (the proportion of CSPSs PRSP.
adhering to these norms should be at least
65% by the end of 2001);
Maintained incidence of CAMEG's inventory Measure fulfilled. Same formulation. The CAMEG drug stock out rate has been
shortfalls for the 45 generic drugs at a level maintained below 2 percent.
below 8%

Completion of the study of opening up Trigger fulfilled. Prior action Open up the cotton sector to several The SOFITEX monopoly ended on
cotton sector to several operators reformulated. operators December 27, 2001, with the approval by

the Council of Ministries of two decrees
- Decree ended SOFITEX legal monopoly in opening two of the three cotton producing
cotton marketing zones to new private sector investment in
- Opened up two new cotton producing zones ginning activities.
to new private investment in ginning
- Established calendar of actions needed over
the next 18 months to prepare the sector for
new investors in new zones

Liberalized cotton seed marketing (auction Trigger (partiallv) fulfilled. SOFITEX is Liberalized cotton seed marketing Measure referring to auction sale will be re-
sales and lifting of export ban) selling the seed (including on the export discussed with the authorities, to see how it

market) at a price that approaches world fits into the liberalization strategy.
market. There is no export ban.. The
usefulness of auction sales is under
discussion.

Restructuring, by end-2001, of rural Trigger fulfilled. Prior action Restructuring, by end-2001, of IDA funded Following the June 2001 mid-term review,
development operations under reformulated to reflect its reference to rural development operations under the extension service component of the
implementation, in order to harmonize IDA-funded agricultural operation. implementation, in order to harmonize their National Agricultural Services Program
their objectives, implementation strategies, objectives, implementation strategies, was restructured. A new demand-drive
content, implementation and management content, management procedures and approach to agricultural service delivery
procedures and monitoring-evaluation with monitoring and evaluation with those was introduced, and a procedure manual
those defined in the LPDRD and PRSP defined in the LPDRD and PRSP drafted.
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Triggers and Benchmarks Status after N otiations Prior Actions (PRSC | Comments

Development of action plans in other Trigger partially fulfilled. Diagnostic Same formulation. A program to develop private/public
production streams and priority programs study on cowpea ready. TOR for fruits partnerships to boost agricultural
in agriculture and livestock (cotton, fruits and vegetables and livestock and meat diversification by improving market access
and vegetables, livestock/meat, cowpea, ready. TOR for oilseed underway. for a variety of commodities (SOPROFA)
oilseeds) was launched in December 2001.
Enforcement of health guidelines for livestock Measure fuilfilled. Same formulation

Completed institutional audits of ministries Measure not fulfilled. Prior action for Finalize TOR for institutional audits of Nevertheless, there has been progress in this
active in the rural sector (Agriculture, PRSC II reformulated while original Ministries of Agriculture and Livestock area. Donors agreed with goveurnent on an
Livestock, and Water and Environment) action moved to PRSC IH (see Annex 8). approach to review field level agricultural

Terms of Reference (TOR) for the audit services. This would result in an
of the Ministries of Agriculture and institutional analysis (roles, responsibilities,
Livestock finalized. structure and staffing) of the Ministries of

Agriculture and Animal Resources.

Update of the institutional responsibilities and Measure fulfilled Clarify the mandates and responsibilities of
the administrative procedures of the CONAGESE and DGPE in those areas
directorate and the agency responsible for pertaining to EA compliance and enforcement
enforcing environmental assessment
requirements

Update of the National Action Plan for the Measure Dropped Measure considered not useful by both the
Environment Government and ASPEN
Not in the original matrix. Measure added => Preparing a three-year capacity building plan The justification for these measures is

for EA discussed in detail in Annex 7.

Not in the original matrix. Measure added > Establish small EA focal points in the key
ministries involved in policy reforms listed as
prior actions for PRSC 11
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89. PRSC 1m.: Component 2, Pro-poor Sectoral Policies. PRSC HI will continue to
support the implementation of the ten-year plans in education and health, and the
liberalization of the cotton sector, agricultural diversification and institutional reform in rural
development. The program supported by PRSC III in the education sector will continue its
focus on: (i) implementing the Government action plan in the area of basic education, (ii)
expanding access to education in the provinces with lowest enrollment rates and (iii)
decreasing the cost of education to poor families.

90. The PRSC III program in the health sector will support a new set of reforrn measures
aimed at improving the equity and efficiency of public spending including: (i) the expansion
of community-financing schemes as a means to improve equity in access to health and
nutrition services for low-income groups and to provide incentives to deliver quality care; (ii)
the rationalization, standardizing and/or removal of user charges to limit the impact of health
care payments on the income of needy households; and (iii) the fine-tuning of performance
based, contractual approach for funding health districts to ensure the delivery of priority
services that are the major causes of mortality and morbidity among Burkina's poor.

91. In rural development, the PRSC III program will accompany the reform process in
the cotton sector by supporting participatory mechanisms for developing the rules and
conditions governing the opening of two cotton zones to private investors, awarding the
contracts, and addressing issues related to input financing. In addition, PRSC III will support
measures geared at implementing institutional reforms to strengthen the regulatory, analytical
and public service delivery roles of rural development ministries, and at boosting agricultural
diversification.

C. Credit Administration

92. Credit amount and financing. The Borrower will be the Government of Burkina
Faso. The proposed amount of IDA financing is US$35 million equivalent.

93. Tranching. The credit will be disbursed in one tranche of SDR 28.1 million (US$35
million), to be released at credit effectiveness, anticipated to be in August 2002. The credit
closing date would be June 30, 2003. The current PRSP cycle will likely involve another
single-tranche PRSC (PRSC III - about US$40 million), to support implementation of the
PRSP of Burkina Faso.

94. Disbursement. The credit will follow IDA's simplified disbursement procedures for
adjustment operations.23 Credit proceeds will be made available for disbursement upon
effectiveness. The Government will open an account with the Central Bank. Upon
notification of release of the tranche, IDA will deposit the proceeds in this account when
requested to do so by the Government. If, once deposited with the Central Bank, withdrawals
are used for ineligible purposes (i.e., to finance goods or services on the standard negative
list), IDA will require the Government to refund the amount to the credit account.

23 Operational Memorandum: Simplifying Disbursements under Structural and Sectoral Adjustment Loans,
February 8, 1996.
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95. Auditing. IDA reserves the right to seek an audit of the deposit account.

96. Implementation. The reform program funded by this credit will be implemented by
the Ministry of Economy and Finance. Because this is a one-tranche operation, overall
program implementation and macroeconomic performance will be reviewed in the context of
preparation for the following credit, as well as through bi-annual reviews of this credit, and
jointly with the IMF through the assessment of the implementation of the PRSP.

D. Prior Actions for PRSC II and Triggers for PRSC III

97. PRSC H: Prior Actions. As part of the reform program supported by the proposed
PRSC II, the Government has carried out the following prior actions:

* Adoption of a budget bill for 2002 based on ceilings set with reference to the 2002-04
MTEF and PRSP priorities;

* Completion of program budgets consistent with PRSP objectives in key ministries
(including Economy and Finance, Infrastructure, Secondary and Tertiary Education),
performance indicators included;

* Completion of PER studies (Economic Infrastructures and Rural Development);

* Organization of regionalization of payment order issuance through creation of a legal
framework for the appointment of "delegated payers" and "secondary payers" within
ministries to empower regional Government entities;

* Approve the new Regulatory Decree for public procurement;

* Redefine the role of the two major departments DGCOOP and DCMP, limiting
DGCOOP's role to lending and disbursement procedures;

* Present terms of reference and launch the expression of interest for the selection of a
consultant for the elaboration of a new Procurement Procedure Manual;

* Present a Capacity Building Plan (objectives, activities, calendar, budget) for
strengthening the DCMP and DGCOOP, in the light of their new roles;

* Elaborate terms of reference and launch the expression of interest for the selection of a
consultant/independent auditor to verify that at least 50 percent of public procurement for
FY01 is subject to competitive procedures;

* Submission of Budget Execution Reports for FY99 and FY00 and their remittal to the
Audit Office (Chambre de Comptes);

* Presentation of an Action Plan for operationalizing the Supreme Audit Institutions (Cour
de Comptes);
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* Appointment of 3 magistrates of the Cour de Comptes, including its President;

* Finalization of the CFAA study and presentation of Action Plan harmonizing the
recommendations of CFAA, PRGB and ROSC;

* Adoption of transparent mechanisms for allocating resources managed at the district level
(e.g., posting budgets allotted to each health facility in public places in the districts);

* Refine the PRSP list of poverty indicators to be used as benchmarks for the monitoring
and evaluation of the PRSP;

* Implementation of the Educational Policy Statement and of Governmental Action Plan in
the area of basic education;

* Implementation of a mechanism for subsidizing school supplies in the 20 provinces with
lowest schooling levels;

* Introduce policy and institutional measures, extending the number of preventive services
at the primary health care level free of charge;

* Introduce appropriate measures to reduce the profit margin on essential drugs sold by
CAMEG, with a view to reducing the cost of drugs to users;

* Open up the cotton sector to several operators;

* Liberalize cotton seed marketing;

* Restructuring, by end-2001, of rural development operations under implementation, in
order to harmonize their objectives, implementation strategies, content, and management
procedures and monitoring and evaluation with those defined in the LPDRD and PRSP;

* Development of action plans in other production streams and priority programs in
agriculture and livestock (cotton, fruits and vegetables, livestock/meat, cowpea, oilseeds).

98. PRSC III: Triggers. Whether IDA will proceed with the PRSC III will be triggered
by the completion of the following:

* Adoption, by May 1, 2002, of the MTEF for the 2003-2005 period that is keeping with
priorities under the revised and updated PRSP, and adoption in 2002 of 2003-05 program
budgets consistent with the MTEF and PRSP;

* Operationalize regionalization of payment order by June 2003 through: (a) Revision of
budget regulations to reflect changes in the order of payment authority, and (b) Creation
of budget administration at the regional level linked to the IFMS, as a pilot in Bobo-
Dioulasso for FY 2003;

* Revise the procurement code to fully align it with best international practice (details to be
specified);
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* Create a high-level working group to define and oversee execution of procurement
reforms;

* Adopt a Procurement Procedures manual (PPM);

* Implement an adequate institutional capacity building plan;

* Verify that 50 percent of public procurement will have been subject to competitive
procurement practices as required by law and that the largest contracts will be subject to
public audit;

* Institutionalize Procurement Plans through official instructions issued by the Ministry of
Finance to ensure proper coordination between procurement and the projected budget
execution schedule;

* Completion of budget report for the 2001 fiscal year and its transmission to the Supreme
Audit Court by December 2002;

* Satisfactory implementation of key recommendations of CFAA Report (details to be
specified);

* Reinforcement of ex-post controls by IGE and Inspection General de Finance IGF;

* Satisfactory implementation of Educational Policy Statement and of Governmental
Action Plan in the area of basic education;

* Continued implementation of a mechanism for subsidizing school supplies in the 20
provinces with lowest schooling levels;

* Put in place incentives to entice health personnel, in particular surgical staff, nurses and
midwifes to:

- work in rural areas, in particular poor and inaccessible areas;
- ensure a high level of coverage for key services for women and children on the basis

of the experience in Nouna and other experiences and studies;

* Develop, adopt and publish in the press and in health institutions a nationally
standardized list of fees for services provided by health centers and district hospitals,
drugs, and other consultative services, including:

- Subsidized fees for 3-5 essential pediatric drugs;
- Reduction as far as possible the cost of consultations for children under 5 years of

age;
- Reduction as far as possible the cost of birth;
- Free prenatal care;
- Free preventive services for children;

* Continue implementation of 18-month program to prepare the cotton sector for the new
investors:
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- Creation of standing committee and working groups to advise and monitor the
implementation of the decrees opening two new cotton zones to private investors;

- Recruitment of firm to draft the bidding document;
- Prepare the bidding document outlining the rules and conditions for awarding

contracts;
- Start the bidding process for the two zones and bring to point of sale;
- Adoption of credit and risk guarantee mechanisms;
- Creation of inter-professional association involving all actors in the sector;
- Put in place an objective mechanism, agreed to by the inter-professional association,

for setting the price of seed cotton;

E. Benefits and Risks

99. By focusing on public sector reform and governance and pro-poor sectoral policies,
the proposed PRSC is expected to help move the poverty reduction program forward in two
ways. First the credit will help poverty reduction by improving public expenditure
management and ensuring that public funds are actually channeled to the frontline of service
delivery. Line ministries and local-level spending agencies are expected to become more
efficient in budget formulation and execution, which will progressively create the network,
mechanisms and skills for more effective budget management across the country. By
improving the availability and efficient use of public resources for basic public services, and
by stressing delegation, accountability and transparency in budget management, the reform
program associated with this credit should improve both the quality of these services and
access to them. Secondly, PRSC II supports the implementation of important measures in
priority sectors, health, education and rural development, whose combined effect is expected
to benefit the poor by improving their access to basic social services and increase their
incomes by expanding income generating activities, notably in rural areas.

100. The main risks to this credit and the reform program that it supports come from three
sources: political stability, vested interests, fiduciary and institutional issues. First, the
reforms are being implemented in a sensitive and evolving country context, related to
progressive developments of democratic institutions and participation of opposition parties in
the political dialogue. Secondly, vested interests ofindividual constituencies and regions may
seek to exert influence on the composition and execution of the budget, which may divert
resource allocation away from the poverty reduction activities. Thirdly, as spelled out in the
CPAR, PRGB and CFAA, despite the Government's strong continued efforts to strengthen
financial management and procurement systems, some fiduciary risks with regard to the use
of public funds remain. This risk is mitigated somewhat by the proposed use of societal
pressure via greater transparency (wide dissemination of the key elements of the budget).
Finally, continued weaknesses in implementation capacity, particularly in line ministries may
hamper improvements in service delivery that are intended under the credit. These risks are
mitigated to a substantial extent by the design and content of the credit since the main reform
measures supported by this credit will have been taken as prior actions before Board
presentation and by the fact that there will be sustained technical support from the Bank and
other donors.
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Unofficial Translation

Annex 1. Letter of Development Policy

BURKINA FASO
MINISTRY OF ECONOMY AND FINANCE

No.#-775/MEF/STC-PDES
Mr. James WOLFENSOHN
President - World Bank
WASHINGTON DC, 20433 (USA)

LETTER OF DEVELOPMENT POLICY

Dear Mr. Wolfensohn,

1. The objective of this LDP is to present the progress made on the reform program
under the second PRSC, which aims at supporting the implementation of the PRSP, and to
discuss the prospects for the period 2002-2004. The Letter reviews the progress made and
difficulties encountered during the first year of the implementation of the PRSP. It outlines
the programs that are likely to put Burkina Faso's economy on a higher growth path,
contributing to poverty alleviation. The letter also proposes major reforms to improve (i)
budget management procedures; (ii) economic competitiveness; (iii) support directed to the
productive sectors; and (iv) human resource development. The program laid out in this regard
is consistent with the sector-based strategies that have already been formulated and approved,
and aims at strengthening the impact of pubic policies on poverty reduction. The ultimate aim
is to raise the purchasing power of the most underprivileged sections of the population and
provide them better opportunities for social development.

2. The elaboration of this strategy aims at encouraging all technical and financial
partners to support the Government's priorities and strategic choices, with a preference for
using budgetary instruments, whose perforrnance and transparency the Government is
committed to improve further. In view of the remarkable progress made during the last few
years in the improvement of budget management, a growing number of development partners
have decided to progressively switch from project assistance to budget support in order to
achieve a better co-ordination of assistance. This development indicates that, on the whole,
there is greater confidence in the Government's capacity of managing the budget and public
finances, but also increased Government responsibility to give account of the use of
resources.

3. This letter consists of three parts. The first part examines recent developments in the
economic and social spheres. The second part reviews the progress made in the
implementation of the PRSP and the reform program supported by PRSC II. The third part
presents the prospects for the next three years.
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1. RECENT DEVELOPMENT IN THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AREAS

1.1 Macroeconomic Development

4. Despite a difficult economic recovery after the slowdown in growth experienced in
the year 2000, in 2001 Burkina Faso has implemented the program supported by the IMF's
PRGF in a determined fashion. All criteria relating to the HIPC completion point have been
satisfied as of March 2001. The preparatory work undertaken at end-March 2002 to examine
the HIPC completion point demonstrated the need for additional debt relief, in the light of the
deterioration of Burkina Faso's external position as compared to the assumptions made at
decision point. The Bretton Woods institutions approved the HIPC completion point on April
9 and 11, 2002, respectively, and decided to grant Burkina Faso additional relief amounting
to US$129 million, thus bringing to some US$550 million the total amount of the reduction
of the country's external debt in net present value terms.

5. According to the latest available estimates, real GDP growth reached 5.7 percent in
2001. Owing to adequate rainfall and in spite of unfavorable trends of international market
prices, the production of seed cotton increased by 45 percent to reach 400,000 tons. The good
cotton crop contributed to increase the income of growers (representing about 20 percent of
the population) by some 70 percent, leading to a considerable fall in the level of poverty in
cotton-growing areas.

6. As a result mainly of the rise in the export of cotton and a fall in the import of capital
goods, the external current account deficit (excluding grants) declined to 15.9 percent of
GDP in 2001, as compared to 17.6 percent in 2000. Including grants, the current account
deficit was in the order of 12.4 percent of GDP, representing a decline of more than two
percentage points of GDP compared with the year 2000. A marked improvement in the
overall balance was also registered, leading to an accumulation of net foreign assets of CFAF
27 billion.

7. In 2001, budget execution faced some difficulties, mainly due to a fall in tax revenue,
affecting all revenue categories and in particular Direct Corporate Taxes (BIC). This fall in
tax revenue was offset by cuts in current and investment expenditure. As a result, the overall
deficit (on a commitment basis, including grants), reached 4.8 percent of GDP, 0.3 percent
smaller than the target of the PRGF program.

8. In spite of severe cash-flow problems, the government safeguarded planned
budgetary allocations to poverty alleviation programs, which continued to increase in 2001.
The actual utilization of HIPC funds for the years 2000 and 2001 was relatively slow due to
the late receipt of funds from certain creditors, as well as the need to establish appropriate
expenditure procedures. Nevertheless, more than 80' percent of HIPC funds 2000 and 2001
have been committed by March 15, 2002 and the delay in committing HIPC funds will be
made up for by the end of 2002.

9. The average annual inflation rate reached 4.9 percent in 2001, mainly on account of
the severe pressure on the prices of food-grains due to the poor harvest in 2000. However, as
a result of the fall in prices towards the end of the year, the 12-month inflation rate declined
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to about 1 percent in December 2001. The increase in the GDP deflator is estimated to be 3.5
percent.

10. Money supply and credit to the economy rose respectively by 4.9 percent and 13.9
percent as compared to the end of 2000, while crop credits were reimbursed without
difficulty. Local banks adhered to the principal prudential ratios stipulated by WAEMU.
Non-performing loans remained stable at 2.5 percent of total amount of credit to the
economy. Encouraged and trained by the State, micro-finance institutions (networks of
cooperative banks and other local networks) continued to develop and played an increasingly
important role in the financing of inputs in cotton-growing areas.

1.2 Social Development

1.2.1 Poverty Profile

11. According to the 1998 NHS, 45.4 percent of the population lives below the poverty
line, fixed at CFAF 72,690. In 1994, the incidence of poverty was estimated at 44.5 percent.
Poverty is more predominant in rural areas where the majority of people live. Almost 80
percent of the population live in rural areas and are employed in the agricultural and related
sectors. Overall and sustained reduction of poverty depends therefore on a significant
transformation of the rural sector, led by marked improvements in productivity levels. At the
same time, the fight against poverty should not ignore urban areas where, despite relatively
low incidence, poverty is spreading faster than in rural areas.

1.2.2. Health

12. Even though health care conditions have improved during the last few years,
sustained efforts are still needed to improve health indicators. The rate of infant mortality
continues to be high (105.3 per 1,000 live births in 1998) and infectious and parasitic
diseases are rampant. Malaria is one on the main causes of morbidity with an average of
600,000 cases per year. The government has continued to improve access to primary health
care, and undertook widespread vaccination campaigns and campaigns against endemic
diseases by developing the necessary infrastructures, taking preventive measures and creating
awareness.

13. HIV has spread rapidly and is present in all social classes. In 2001, the overall rate of
HIV prevalence was 9.8 percent. The government and all its partners are well aware of the
size of the problem in this sector. Due to its multidimensional effects, this phenomenon has
become a major developmental problem, which must be tackled in an engaged, responsible
and coherent manner, by intensifying preventive measures and taking care of infected
persons. Burkina Faso has to this end prepared a multisectoral program, in the amount of
US$66m, to be financed by its partners. It has also contributed to the international anti-AIDS
program by hosting the 2nd International Conference on AIDS in Africa (CISMA) in
December 2001.

14. There has been considerable improvement in accessibility of households to safe
drinking water. In 2001, almost 90 percent of the population could obtain water either from
wells, bore-wells or taps. Nevertheless, disparities between various regions persist and the
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problem of sewage disposal will continue to be a major cause for concern, considering that
some 70 percent of households still do not have access to latrines. An extensive program of
collective sewage disposal covering the cities of Ouagadougou and Bobo-Dioulasso has been
launched to improve living conditions. Education is an important factor for speeding up
progress in the fields of health and sanitation.

1.2.3 Education

15. The education sector is still characterized by low levels of literacy and low school
enrolment rates. In 1999-2000, the following enrolment rates were recorded: pre-school
level: 1.44 percent; primary level: 41.3 percent; secondary level: 11.9 percent; university
level: 1 percent. Overall, literacy level was in the order of 28 percent.

16. During the past decade, Burkina Faso has pursued the policy of increasing budgetary
allocation to the education sector, particularly on primary education. This policy has led to a
significant improvement in education indicators, even though it is still far from the objective
of "education for all." In the last decade, the number of children enrolled in primary schools
rose from 30 percent to 41 percent (35 percent in the case of girls) and the number of new
entrants doubled. The main problems identified in this sector are: (i) insufficient access due
to inadequate infrastructure and its unequal distribution; (ii) high cost of education; (iii)
improper utilization of resources and poor quality of education; (iv) insufficient funds for
education; (v) low management and supervision capacities.

2. IMPLEMENTATION OF POVERTY ALLEVIATION PROGRAM

17. The government of Burkina Faso has taken upon itself to mobilize all the means at its
disposal to implement the PRSP that was approved in 2000, while at the same time
consolidating its achievements and deepening the reforms undertaken under its different
programs. The implementation of the PRSP is supported by the World Bank through PRSCs,
the first of which was disbursed in October 2001. After some initial problems associated with
the implementation of the PRSP due to the delay in receiving debt relief under the HIPC
Initiative and the time needed to set up coordination and monitoring mechanisms, 2001 can
be considered a turning point in realizing priority action programs. Almost all the scheduled
activities have either been, or are being, carried out. As regards the four strategic pillars of
the PRSP, this evaluation will be fleshed out in the following paragraphs.

2.1 Pillar 1: Accelerating Broad-Based Growth

18. Agriculture remains the principal source of growth. The development of other sectors
crucially depends on a concerted effort to support production in agriculture, improve
productivity and strengthen producer organizations.

2.1.1 Rural Development

19. The structural weakness of agricultural productivity and incomes impede significant
improvements in the living conditions of the rural population. Several studies have confirmed
the potential of agriculture despite the existence of constraints. Only one-third of the nine
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million hectares of agricultural land is cultivated. Moreover, it is estimated that only 12
percent of the 165,000 hectares of land suited for irrigation is utilized. The potential reserves
of surface and underground water are estimated to be 10 billion and 113 billion cubic meters,
respectively.

20. The final version of the LPDRD lays out the sector's policies and strategies that have
been adopted, including: (i) the Strategic Plan for Scientific Research; (ii) the Orientation
Note on Livestock Action Plans; (iii) the Strategic Report on the Prospects of Agriculture and
Livestock (until 2010); (iv) the National Action Plan for the Prevention of Desertification; (v)
the Strategic Plan for Sustainable Agricultural Sector Growth; and (vi) the different
approaches developed for the Management of Agricultural Land and Local Development.

21. The new rural development policy aims at increasing agricultural production by 5 to
10 percent per year, contributing to a growth of per capita income of farmers and cattle-
breeders of at least 3 percent per year, and creating suitable conditions so that sufficient
nourishment is available and accessible to the entire population.

22. To achieve the goals listed above, priority activities are based on the following
strategic poles: (i) development of market economy in rural areas; (ii) promotion of
sustainable management of natural resources; (iii) achievement of food and nutritional
security; (iv) improvement of women's economic position in rural areas; (v) rationalization of
the role of the state and promotion of private initiative; (vi) co-financing of programs by
public authorities and local communities; (vii) administrative decentralization; and (viii)
assignment of responsibilities to local bodies, creating the necessary infrastructures and
broad-based participation of local people in their management.

23. The reorientation of the activities of National Program for the Development of
Agricultural Services (PNDSA II) at the occasion of the mid-term review of the project in
June 2001 led to a restructuring of rural development operations. There has been a significant
increase in the cultivation of food crops after the mixed public-private Society for the
Promotion of Agricultural Networks (SOPROFA) was set up to train growers of food-crops,
and help them to market their produce.

2.1.2 Liberalization of the Economy. Improvement of Competitiveness and Development
of the Private Sector

24. The adoption of Law no. 033-2001/AN on December 4, 2001, modifying the Law no.
1 5/94/ADP dated 5 May 1994, concerning the organization of competition and consumption
in Burkina Faso, underscores the government's commitment to reforms aimed at liberalizing
the economy. The amended law gives powers to the National Commission on Competition
and Consumption (CNCC) to bring violations of laws relating to competition, fraud and
corruption to the attention of the judiciary.

Box 1. The New Privatization Program

The state will Withdraw further, from commercial activities after adopting a new law on July 4, 2001,
authorizing the privatization of 20 companies, six of which were already partially privatized (Law no.
015/AN, dated July 4, 2001 on the authorization for the privatization of public sector companies).
Accordingly, the Privatization Commission has prepared a timetable for the privatization program. The
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privatization law comes in the wake of a study of the remaining portfolio of state enterprising consisting
of fifty companies in which the govermnent is still present, no matter what the government's
stockholding position. These include notably some companies of strategic importance, such as
monopolies on public utilities (water and electricity) and petroleum products.

- Amongst the companies from which the state or its agencies will seek partial withdrawal are
ONEA, SONABEL, SONABHY, CBMP, BUMIGEB, CENATRIN, H8tel Independance, Hotel
Silmande and CCVA;

- Companies from which the state or its agencies are going to withdraw completely include
ONBAH, ONPF, MDIFA, SBF, Burkina & Shell, SIFA, FASOPLAST, ZAMA PUBLICITE,
SOSUCO, and CGP.

25. In the same vein, the liberalization process has been strengthened by the increasing
openness of the country to the outside world and improvements in the judicial and
institutional environment for businesses. In the context of adapting national laws to the
provisions of the Organization for the Harmonization of Business Law in Africa (OHADA)
treaty, the judicial system has benefited from the establishment of a business registry, a credit
mobilier, and from training ofjudiciary personnel.

26. The first phase of the privatization program, covering forty-four (44) enterprises has
been executed to more than 90 percent. Under the program, which included privatization
through sale of stocks or granting of concessions to the private sector, twenty-six (26)
companies have been privatized, twelve (12) liquidated and two (2) have been turned over to
research activities. The program resulted in the elimination of monopolies in several sectors,
notably in the transport and telecommunication sectors. In the latter sector the reforms are
bearing fruit, as the year 2001 saw two successive reductions in telecommunication prices.
During the coming years, the privatization of the operating company ONATEL and the
strengthening of the Telecommunications Sector Regulatory Authority's (ARTEL) capacity,
are expected to have further positive effects on the price of international telecommunications
and on that of the price of connecting between the networks run by different companies.

27. With the further opening of markets at the regional (WAEMU) and international
level, the economy of Burkina Faso can become more competitive only by lowering the cost
of the factors of production, e.g. electricity, telephone, water and transport. The government
has therefore also begun to strengthen regulatory bodies in the sectors of telecommunication,
energy and water together with the liberalization of public utility services.

28. In the energy sector, the Letter of Development Policy adopted in December 2000
envisages the setting up of a regulatory agency. To facilitate the implementation of this
measure, the government has begun to liberalize the sector by approving two laws: the first
one (Law no. 60/98/AN of December 17, 1998) defines the general rules and regulations of
electricity provision in Burkina Faso; the second law (Law no. 015/AN of July 4, 2001)
allows the Government to privatize companies with public participation. The approval of
these laws has paved the way for private-sector entry in the production and distribution of
energy over the medium-term. Moreover, the option of connecting the national electricity
grid with that of neighboring country saw a first realization with the finalization of the
interconnection of the line between Ivory Coast and Bobo-Dioulasso.
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29. With a view to reducing the burden of tax and customs duties on the formal sector,
especially local industries, the government has finalized a study on the Macroeconomic
Impact of Corporate Taxation on Overall Supply (TEMI). The conclusions of this study were
discussed in a specially designed workshop, held in Ouagadougou in early 2002, with the
participation of the private sector. In this context, it became apparent that it is necessary to
deepen the studies to define more clearly the strategies conceming the widening of the tax
base, simplification of tax laws, and identification of the sectors escaping taxation.

2.1.3 Budget Reforms

30. Burkina Faso has implemented a series of reforms resulting in healthy public
finances, modemization of its tax system and development of sound instruments of budget
management, which markedly improved the control and transparency of state expenditure.
The Government has also implemented the measures developed for the regional integration in
the WAEMU in line with the agreed regional timetable. Some of these measures had a
negative impact on public finances, especially on budgetary revenue. This outcome has
prompted the Govemment to conduct more detailed studies and to take steps to widen the tax
base, protect budgetary revenue and improve the efficiency of expenditure.

31. One important measure in this context is the preparation of a comprehensive plan,
under the overall guidance of the MEF, aiming at strengthening capacity in the areas of
macroeconomic and budgetary management. Preparation began in 2001 with a series of
studies, namely the ROSC, PRGB, and CFAA.

32. Modernization of the means available to the economic and financial administration
services was undertaken in 2001, particularly through capacity building in the revenue-
collecting departments, continuing efforts to extend the coverage of the CID and the
implementation of new accounting system of Public Entities of Administrative Nature (EPA).

33. Concerning the budget, efforts were made to improve the quality of the MTEF by
taking into account the priorities of the PRSP for the period 2002-2004, which are reflected
in the allocations to social sectors in the 2002 budget. Moreover, efforts were undertaken to
ensure a timely execution of the budget and shorter delays in the preparation of the budget
execution law. An effort was also made to deepen budget de-concentration and utilize
delegated credits in social sector ministries and public procurement.

2.2 Pillar 2: Ensuring that the Poor Have Access to Basic Social Services

34. The budget of the state increasingly funds the major part of the expenditure on
education and health and additional resources will continue to be mobilized from partners
with a view to expanding education opportunities and providing greater access to health care
and medication. The resources allocated to these sectors have increased on average by 10.7
percent per year between 1998 and 2001. The share of these expenditures as a proportion of
the budget of the state (excluding grants and HIPC resources) has increased from 21.7
percent to 24.7 percent over the same period. This commitment reflects the government's
desire to provide more services for education and health care, particularly to the most
underprivileged sections of the population, and intensify the fight against AIDS. These
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efforts have led to an expansion of social and medical infrastructure, improvement in
equipment, and recruitment of new staff.

2.2.1 Access to Basic Education Services

35. In May 2001, the government approved the Letter of Education Policy. This
document takes into account the conclusions and recommendations of the meeting of the
general assembly on education held in September 1994, as well as the provisions of the
Orientation Law on Education of May 6, 1996. The Letter reconfirms education as a national
priority and plans the intensification of efforts to increase school enrolments with a view to
reaching the rate of 70 percent by the year 2011. Other key objectives include achieving an
adult literacy rate of 40 percent and improving the cost-efficiency of the country's education
system.

36. The implementation of the program for the expansion of basic education involved the
construction of new schools. Efforts were concentrated in the 20 provinces characterized by
lowest enrolment rates with the implementation of the priority program of the PRSP,
financed with HIPC resources. Under the program, 622 additional classrooms were built and
equipped during the period 2000-2001. Some 60 more classes were built with the assistance
of the Swiss cooperation. In addition, 100 additional Literacy and Training Centers (CPAF)
will be created, funded by HIPC funds for the year 2001. Concerning recruitment, HIPC
funds have allowed the additional staffing for the academic year 2000-2001, with the
contribution of about a thousand staff members of the National Development Service (SND).

37. Efforts to reduce disparities in school enrolment rates have continued. School
enrolment rates in the 20 least literate provinces rose by 13 percent between 1999-2000 and
2000-2001, against a national average increase of 5.8 percent over the same period. The
number of children enrolled rose from 852,160 to 901,291. Pupils have benefited from
greater availability of free textbooks, school equipment and food for canteens. Overall, all
226,000 children, 38 percent of whom are girls, have been affected by these improvements in
the 2000-2001 academic year.

38. To improve the quality and efficiency of both formal and informal primary education,
the government has adopted regulatory texts to reorganize basic education in sub-cycles and
define the rules for class advancements and repetitions. Learning time in the class has been
increased from 600 to 800 hours per year and the curricula have been revised. Teaching and
learning conditions have been improved by expanding the number of school canteens,
strengthening school health care, providing a minimum package of inputs and promoting the
reading habit.

39. The change of the status of graduates of the National Teachers' School (ENEP) and
the reduction in teachers' training period from two (2) years to one (1) year was aimed at
reducing the unit cost and improve the control of recurrent expenditure. The revision of the
rules governing class advancement and repetition also aims at lowering costs, which benefits
pupils' parents in addition to the benefits related to the distribution of free textbooks and
provision of meals in school. The contribution of HIPC resources for 2000 and 2001 to reach
this objective, has been in the order of CFAF 1.2 billion, consisting of didactic material
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(CFAF 344 million), subsidies for providing learning tools to children from underprivileged
areas (CFAF 450 million) and subsidies to school canteens (CFAF 400 million).

40. In order to improve its ability in the elaboration and implementation of literacy
campaigns, the government (under the 10-year Basic Education Program - PDDEB) has
decided to entrust informal education to voluntary organizations and NGOs active in this
field in rural areas, by adopting a new "get it done" strategy to be supported by a literacy
development fund, which was launched in March 2002.

41. While placing priority on the development of basic education, both in terms of
quality and quantity, the government will also pay attention to the development of education
at the post-primary levels, to ensure a proper balance within the system. This strategy aims at
satisfying the aspirations of a part of the population in this area, the development needs of the
modern sectors and the need for an evolution of the infornal sector in both urban and rural
areas.

2.2.2 Access to Health Care Services

42. In the area of health, the Government has launched a 3-year plan, derived from the
10-year PNDS. This plan include policies aiming at lowering morbidity and mortality rates
by focusing on eight (8) intermediate goals: 1/ increasing national health coverage; 2/
improving the quality, and increasing the utilization, of health services; 3/ intensifying the
fight against communicable and non-communicable diseases; 4/ reducing the transmission of
HIV; 5/ developing human resources; 6/ making health care services affordable to the
population; 7/ increasing funds destined to the health sector; 8/ strengthening the institutional
capacity of the Ministry of Health.

43. The efforts to rebuild and standardize health care infrastructures have continued in
2000 with the construction of 23 dispensaries, 18 maternity centers, 104 housing units and 16
stores for MEG. In addition, 56 CSPS were set up to reduce the distance to health care
facilities and 15 CMA were built to relieve pressure on National Hospital Centers (CHN). In
2001, the functioning of health care facilities continued to improve owing to an increase of
health allocations in the national budget (14.1 percent in 2001 against 12.4 percent in 2000),
the recruitment of additional staff to increase the number of fully staffed and operational
CSPS (more that 70 percent of the total in 2001) and an improvement in the availability of
essential generic drugs. Vaccination coverage rose from 80 percent to 84 percent in the case
of Tuberculosis, from 57 percent to 64 percent for DCT/Polio (Diphtheria, cholera and
tetanus), and from 55 percent to 65 percent for measles.

44. Access to essential drugs will further improve due to the recent reduction in the profit
margin of the CAMEG by 32 percent. Steps are also being taken to ensure that the decline in
the margin is reflected in the prices of basic medicines charged outside major urban centers.
A survey has already been conducted to verify the enforcement of earlier price reductions for
basic medicines. Preliminary findings reveal a declining gap between the price fixed by law
and those actually charged in rural and remote areas of the country, although in some cases
the delays between legal action and actual price decline are substantial, due to the slow
spread of information.
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2.3 Pillar 3: Increasing Employment Opportunities and Income-Generating
Activities for the Poor

2.3.1 Reducing the Vulnerability of Agricultural Activities

45. Significant progress has been achieved during the last twelve months in the area of
water and soil conservation, with the creation of some 23,378 anti-erosive sitesl8,826
hectares of "zai" lands, 7,124 hectares of mulch and 1,638 hectares of gentle slopes. In
addition, in an effort to improve the management of natural resources, Village Committees
for Land Management (CVGT) are being appointed to take care of soil conservation.

46. Concerning rural hydraulics and the supply of drinking water, the government plans
to strengthen institutions of the sector to guarantee the efficient management of this precious
resource. For this purpose, a law on water management was approved in February 2001.

47. In terms of concrete achievements, 1,034 new water supply systems have been set up
(against a target of 600), 774 bore-wells were have been opened (against an estimated target
of 500) and 35 large diameter wells have been restored for use. The number of large wells
will be further increased in the future through the utilization of HIPC resources. Concerning
agricultural water management, some 1,331 hectares of lowlands, 181 hectares devoted to
small irrigation and 60 hectares destined for training have been opened. Concerning
grassland water management, one dam has been built, 22 bore-wells (15 of which in the
context of a plan to save livestock) and 23 wells opened, and 5 sites carrying small volumes
of water detected. Under the sector-wide programn for supporting the development of
livestock, 32 enclosures have been built. Finally, at the institutional level, the framework
paper for the reform of the management of AEP hydraulic infrastructure was approved by the
Council of Ministers on 18 October 2000.

48. Concerning grassland development and land protection, the authorities have
elaborated regulations on seasonal migration, grazing, settlement of conflicts between
agriculturists or animal farmers and the creation of 12 pastoral zones. More than 1,000
International Migration Certificates (CIT) and 2,300 National Migration Certificates (CNT)
were issued to animal farmers. A series of consultations were held in 2001, including
regional workshops, as a basis for the elaboration of a grassland code. A national workshop
on this topic will be held before end-2002.

2.3.2 Intensification and Modernization of Agriculture

49. In 2000, about 551,000 farmers benefited from support and advice to improved their
production practices. Divulgation of technical advice reached 12,785 working groups. The
average rate of adoption of disseminated technical advice reached 89 percent. Farmers
showed a keen interest in the development of anti-erosive sites, the practice of animal-drawn
cultivation, the utilization of organic manure and mineral fertilizers.

50. The measures undertaken to reorganize the cotton sector have started showing
positive results. Producers, organized in a well-structured federation, actively participate in
the management of the sector. They hold 30 percent of SOFITEX's capital assets, and are
involved in the elaboration and implementation of its strategies. This arrangement, the only
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one of this kind in the sub-region, has brought about a considerable improvement in the
relations between the various players involved and fostered professionalism in the sector.
SOFITEX intends to pull out gradually from financing inputs and allow the National
Agricultural Credit Bank (CNCA) and the decentralized financial system to take over this
task, believing that these actors are in a better position to take up risk.

2.3.3 Growth and Diversification of Rural Income

51. To boost the growth and diversification of rural income, the Support Program for
Community Initiatives and Poverty Alleviation (PAICB/LCP) has funded more than 100
employment projects in the five regions in which it is active. Similar initiatives, such as
poultry farming, pig rearing and dairy farming projects, have also benefited from the
assistance of various programs, including the Women Food Security Program and other
programs sponsored by NGOs. Rural development sectors have benefited from the allocation
of CFAF 3.1 billion of HIPC funds for the year 2001, aimed at funding income-generating
activities among the rural population. In addition, a small irrigation project based on a low-
cost system for promoting out-of-season crops was launched in 2001, with a view to
exploiting agricultural potential and boosting employment and income generation in rural
areas.

2.3.4 Improving Access

52. Burkina Faso has supported agricultural activities through a comprehensive program,
which envisages the construction of 6,000 kilometers of rural roads by the year 2004. A new
program, partially financed by HIPC resources for the year 2000, has been launched and
plans are to build 266 kilometers of rural road in four (4) provinces, for a total cost of CFAF
1.8 billion. Thanks to a further allocation of CFAF 2 billion of HIPC resources for the year
2001, this program has been extended to nine (9) provinces for an additional 387 kilometers
of rural roads. At the institutional level, a General Directorate for Rural Roads has been set
up under the control of the ministry in charge of infrastructure, to reflect the government's
commitment in this area. The preparatory consideration for the elaboration of a strategy for
the development of rural roads in the most economically backward regions is under way. The
strategy's aim would be to encourage the emergence of dynamic markets and therefore the
creation of development poles that will bring about greater diversification of employment
opportunities by stimulating links between farmers and traders, farmers and craftsmen,
boosting transport and the creation of small-scale processing of agricultural products. Road
links with neighboring countries are also being improved. Sections of the network that are
being resurfaced include the following: Ouagadougou-Dano-border with COte d'Ivoire;
Ouagadougou-P6-border with Ghana; and Ouagadougou-Leo-border with Ghana.

53. Under the national electrification plan, which is under revision, 9 centers of
secondary importance were electrified in 2000 and a pre-electrification program for rural
areas based on photovoltaic solar panels was completed in the administrative centers of 125
departments. This program has greatly contributed to the reduction of poverty in rural areas
by introducing street-lighting and providing electricity to health-care centers, which are now
able to preserve medicines. Activities in recreation centers have also been revitalized through
the provision of audio-visual equipment. Rural electrification will be developed further
during the next few years, following the establishment of a rural electrification agency and
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rural electrification fund, in accordance with the policies laid out in the letter of the
development policy for the energy sector.

54. Concerning telecommunications, a program has been launched to expand access to
the world telecommunication network. The program aims at providing at least one public
telephone to every village and rural community, permitting service access to town halls and
health-care centers and assuring free calls to the nearest emergency public services. This
program, which will be implemented between 2001 and 2004, is expected to cost US$89.6
million (equivalent to CFAF 63 billion), and will be financed by the Universal Network
Access Fund, financed by telecommunication providers. Some 200 communities have already
been covered by this program, which has made available 22,400 telephone lines in rural
areas.

2.3.5 Supporting Producers' Organizations and Common Infrastructure

55. Producer organizations have been set up to promote closer consultations between
producers and all the partners. Currently, there are about 24,460 farmer organizations (21,600
village groups, 3,500 cotton producer groups andi 360 young farmer groups), 230 producer
unions and 730 young people active in their respective regions. Concerning livestock, an
organization of dairy-farmers has been set up under the name of Burkina Faso Breeders
Federation. The National Farmers' Day is held every year and is characterized by the meeting
of the rural population with the Head of State. Under the animal health and cattle farming
part of the PNDSA, a Support Unit for Migrating Cattle Breeders (UAFET) has been created
to provide information to migrating cattle farmers, facilitate monitoring of herd movements
and maintain close cooperation with border countries.

56. Measures have been taken to support farmers and their organizations during the 2000-
2001 campaign to achieve the goals envisaged under the strategic operational plan to assist
the development of this sector. At the micro-finance level, the Action Plan for Financing
Rural Areas (PA/FMR) has supported the upgrading of professional skills in this sector by
co-financing training programs. The Action Plan for the Rice Sector (PA/FR) has supported
the setting up of an Inter-professional Rice Committee (CIR), consisting of producers, input
providers, traders, processors and transporters. The program for opening up rural zones to
outside influences through the construction of rural roads has enabled producers to join the
market economy and increase their monetary earnings.

2.4 Pillar 4: Promoting Good Governance

57. The Government continues to promote and regulate economic and social
development. Accordingly, it defines the general directions to be followed by the
development strategy. It also decides the rules of the game for economic policy and makes
sure they are observed. Since democracy was established in 1991, the government of Burkina
Faso has made constant efforts to strengthen the state's foundations.

58. The implementation of civil service reform made considerable progress in 1999
following the introduction of new pay scales and was further strengthene4, since 2001 with
the introduction of new ratings for staff for merit-based promotions. Programming tools for
the activities of administrative units have been introduced, for instance: job descriptions,
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contracts linked to objectives, activity programs, personnel charts, activity reports and so on.
Forward-looking personnel management methods will be further improved, including the
process of defining civil service employment, the setting up human resource directorates and
the de-concentration of the management of personal files through the Integrated System for
the SIGASPE and RESINA.

2.4.1 Democratic Governance

59. The establishment of the State Secretariat for the Promotion of Human Rights
(SEPDH) and the National Human Rights Commission (CNDH) will make it possible to
strengthen human rights protection both within the existing judiciary system and in the
context of the elaboration of new legislation.

Box 2: Reforming the Judiciary in Burkina Faso

The Government of Burkina Faso has stated its political will to introduce legal and judicial reforms to
improve the organization and functioning of the justice system. To this end, it commissioned in 1995 an
audit of the justice system, which highlighted flaws in the sector's institutions. A national forum on
justice was held in October 1998, giving an opportunity to all actors involved (justice personnel,
economic actors, civil society) to point out the flaws in the justice system and suggest possible solutions.
This forum produced a clear picture of the disastrous conditions that characterize the justice system in
Burkina Faso, in terms of its organization, functioning, financial needs and ethics.

In order to implement the forum's recommendations a National Action Plan to Reform the Judicial
System (PARNJ) was formulated. The Plan was adopted by the government on April 12, 2000, and
approved by all partners involved in its implementation, including the World Bank, during a round table
meeting held on June 19, 2001. The PANRJ seeks to improve the justice system by strengthening the
position and the role of justice within the democratic institutions and promoting knowledge and
education about human rights.

The willingness to render justice accessible, credible and efficient has been reaffirned in the National
Plan for Good Governance (PNBG), where justice is identified as an important element of good
democratic and economic governance, the PRSP and the Action Plan of the Secretariat for the Promotion
of Human Rights.

Various development partners have expressed their intention to support the efforts of the goverrunent of
Burkina Faso to implement the action plan for judicial reform, whose cost is estimated at CFAF 21
billion. The state has committed itself to special financial efforts during the period 2002-2006 providing
34.8 percent of the total costs of the action plan. It has also promised to gradually increase the budget
allocation for the justice sector, increasing it to at least I percent of the national budget.

60. More than one hundred magistrates have been appointed since 1993, in addition to 14
court registrars, 5 senior registrars and 13 court secretaries. The goal is to reach a ratio of one
magistrate for 35,000 inhabitants against the present ratio of 1 for 75,000 (as compared to I
for 10,000 in industrialized countries).

61. The fight against poverty can bear fruit only in an environment of peace and security.
Following an upward trend in crime that undermines peace, impedes economic activity and
hampers access to basic social services, the government adopted in October 2001 a four-year
plan to combat insecurity under which the State Security Police Service (CRS) will be
strengthened and deployed in different parts of the country.
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2.4.2 Economic Governance

62. In the area of economic governance, the government has strengthened the

institutional framework to combat frauds, elaborated and transmitted the 1999 and 2000

budget execution reports (after those relative to the 1995-1998 period) to the Audit Office

(Chambre des Comptes). It has also devised strategies for improving budget management
procedures and mechanisms of transparency and introduced the principle of accountability in

budget management. The capacity of controlling bodies like the IGE and IGF will also be

strengthened.

63. The anti-corruption unit has been set up, as described in the PRSP. In December 2001

a High Authority for Coordinating the Fight Against Corruption was set up to take up

anonymous or explicit denunciations, conduct enquiries at its own initiative and refer cases to

the competent judicial authority. Steps are being taken to make the unit operational in due

course.

2.4.3 Local Governance

64. A policy of administrative and territorial decentralization is essential to foster

participation and ensure the equitable distribution of the benefits of development. The
decentralization process, started in 1998 with the adoption of the decentralization laws, will

enter its operational phase from 2003 onward. On the administrative reform front,

considerable progress has been made and 13 regions have been created. The decentralization
process will allow the implementation of measures geared at de-concentrating government

services, according to geographical areas and socio-economic characteristics.

Box 3: The Decentralization Process in Burkina Faso

The ongoing decentralization process in Burkina Faso is characterized by a real political commitment,
which found its expression in the adoption of a progressive and pragmatic implementation approach with
the creation of the National Decentralization Commission (CND) in 1993, a small government structure
charged with conceiving, previewing and guiding government decentralization activities. The
implementation of this process is ongoing and irreversible, although characterized by rather slow transfer
of the required skills and financial means to local administrations -and the slow adoption of texts
governing the functioning of local communities. A crucial stage of this process took place in 1998 with
the adoption of the Decentralization Orientation Law (TOD). In urban areas, progress has been good,
and in the past five years 33 urban communities have been managed locally (the number increased to 49
after the second municipal elections in 2000). In rural areas, by contrast, decentralization has not taken
off as yet, and local election will take place in 2003.

Overall, progress was made in the decentralization process and further advances will be experienced
through: 1/ setting up of institutional, technical and financial mechanisms to support local
administrations (fund to set up local communities or SAGEDECOM, a CND/GTZ training project); 2/
the improvement of managerial and operational capacity of locally elected leaders and local
administration officials; 3/ the provision of equipment and strengthening of infrastructure of local
administrations, 4/ the consolidation and increased volume of financial and fiscal resources in the
majority of local administrations; 5/ the preparation of monographs and local administration
development plans; 6/ the planning of measures for implementing the Decentralization Law; 7/ the
continuous supply of information to the various players involved in decentralization to foster ownership
of the reform process; 8/ the creation of more than 700 permanent jobs and 9/ the setting up of a ministry
for territorial administration and decentralization (MATD) for the ultimate implementation of the
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process at the grassroots level.

Bearing in mind the planning law and ongoing socio-economic and political reforms, important action
needs to be taken to ensure that the Decentralization Law is implemented efficiently. In particular, it is
necessary to estimate the amount of resources needed to build capacity in local administrations, the
setting up of ad hoc committees to arbitrate the effective transfer of responsibility at the local level by
2003 and the transfer of personnel to local bodies in charge of recruitment and management. The
government is filly aware of the pressing need to complete the process by 2003 and has directed its
attention to improving the transparency of the transfer of responsibility.

2.4.4 Monitoring of the PRSP

65. The PRSP constitutes the reference framework for all actions and interventions, of
government and donors alike, aimed at reducing poverty in Burkina Faso. The
implementation of the PRSP experienced some delays due to the necessity of setting up a
monitoring mechanism, which was finally put in place in March 2001, some 8 months after
the approval of the document.

66. The monitoring system consists of three main elements: the Ministerial Committee
for the Supervision of the PRSP (CMS/CSLP), a decision-making body under the direct
responsibility of the Prime Minister, the Inter-ministerial Technical Committee for the
Monitoring of the PRSP (CTS/CSLP), a technical body chaired by the Secretary-General of
the Ministry of Economy and Finance, and the Sectoral Working Groups of the PRSP
(GST/CSLP), organized within single ministries or into interdisciplinary teams, which
represent operational structures headed by general secretaries.

67. To improve the availability of infornation, the observatory for poverty and
sustainable human development, and the observatory for employment have been created.

3. PRSC AND PRSP PERSPECTIVE FOR 2002-2004

3.1 Implementation of Measures Under the PRSC lII Program

68. Almost all the measures supported by PRSC II have been successfully implemented.
Regarding the budget, the government has approved: 1/ the Finance Law of 2002, based on
ceilings set with reference to the 2002-2004 MTEF and in accordance with the priorities of
the PRSP; 2/ Program Budgets, consistent with PRSP objectives, in six (6) ministries,
including the Ministry of Economy and Finance, Ministry for Basic Education, Ministry for
Secondary and Higher Education and Scientific Research, Ministry of Health, Ministry of
Agriculture and Ministry for Territorial Administration and Decentralization.

69. Regarding public procurement, the government has adopted a new regulation for
public procurement by Decree no. 2002-11 0/PRES/PM/MEF dated March 20, 2002, which
aims at fostering greater transparency of public procurement procedures and clarifying the
role of different players in this area.
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70. The CFAA was completed and the final report was discussed in a workshop held on
March 25, 2002 in Ouagadougou. A short-term action plan harmonizing the
recommendations of the PRGB, ROSC and CFAA has been prepared and its implementation
has been underway since January 2002.

71. The budget execution reports for the financial years 1999 and 2000 have been
approved by the Council of Ministers on February 13, 2002, and submitted to the Chambre
des Comptes on March 27, 2002.

72. Concerning poverty monitoring, the list of monitoring indicators of the PRSP is
available. Given the importance of this task, the Govemment has set up a network of
reporting officers from different departments with a view to strengthening the monitoring
system. By making the monitoring of indicators a permanent feature, the govermment has
transferred more responsibility to the various sectional groups involved in this exercise. The
creation of this network aims at overcoming some of the weaknesses that characterized the
monitoring system, such as the absence of indicators in some key sectors like rural
development. Until the assessment of progress under the PRSP in July 2002, monitoring of
indicators in sectors other than education, health and potable water will be of a temporary and
experimental nature.

73. To make the administration more effective in the field of education, a new
organizational chart of the MEBA was approved by Decree No. 2001-528/PRES/PM/MEBA
dated October 4, 2001. This decree specifies: the scope of decentralization in the education
sector, and the roles and responsibilities at every level of the system; the institutional changes
in the education sector needed in the context of decentralization; the volume of activities to
be carried out under the PDDEB and the reorganization of structures of the MEBA.

74. To provide the population with better access to health care, the MOH has issued a
circular pointing out those preventive measures at the primary health care level that are free
of charge. Following the same philosophy, a ministerial decision issued jointly by the MOH
and the Ministry of Commerce, Promotion of Enterprises and Crafts (Order no.
2010/MCPEA/MS dated 8 February 2002) fixes at 25 percent the maximum profit margin on
MEGs sold by wholesalers.

75. Notable progress was made with respect to the cotton sector reform program,
following the approval in December 2001 of two decrees authorizing the entry of private
operators in the central and eastern zones (Decree No. 2001-764/PRES/PM/MCPE/AGRI)
and ending SOFITEX's monopoly (Decree No. 763/PRES/PM/MCPEA/MEF/AGRI). The
managing committee of this sector decided in March 2002 to extend the inter-professional
agreement for one year, maintain the price paid to producers at its present level (CFAF 175
per kilogram for top quality cotton) and eliminate the profit distribution (ristourne), in the
light of the downward trend of cotton prices on international markets. The committee also
approved the division of responsibilities between SOFITEX and the National Union of
Cotton Producers of Burkina (UNPCB) concerning the purchasing, marketing and financing
of inputs.
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3.2 Prospects During The Period 2003-2005

3.2.1 Macroeconomic Prospects

76. Following the implementation of structural reforms Burkina Faso's economy has
made remarkable progress at the macroeconomic level. However, the situation is fragile due
to several random factors (e.g. vulnerability to external factors and climatic conditions),
which contributed significantly to the slow-down in economic growth in the year 2000.
Despite economic recovery in 2001, real GDP growth remained below the target of 7-8
percent considered necessary for a sensible improvement in the income of the most
disadvantaged sections of the population. Growth in the medium-term is expected to average
5.7 percent in 2002, 5.6 percent in 2003, 5.6 percent in 2004 and 5.5 percent in 2005, with
stable prices (average rate of inflation below 3 percent).

3.2.2 Budgetary Policy

77. The government is aware that the success of its objective to reduce poverty crucially
depends on its ability to formnulate a sound short and medium-term fiscal policy which is
capable of raising the level of fiscal revenue to: 1/ limit the overall fiscal deficit, on a
commitment basis, including grants but excluding HIPC resources, to 11.6 percent of GDP in
2003, 9.4 percent of GDP in 2004 and 8.8 percent of GDP in 2005, 2/ Limit public debt and
3/ Ensure an adequate level of expenditure in those sectors which are likely to be most
important in the fight against poverty.

78. Concerning revenue levels, 2002 will see renewed efforts to create an integrated
revenue circuit, widen the tax base and strengthen the efficacy of tax and customs
departments. Moreover, laws and regulations relating to the single Taxpayer Identification
Number (IFU) will be reexamined and its potential will exploited more effectively, within the
framework of the fight against fraud. The monitoring mechanisms for tax exemptions will be
strengthened.

79. The MTEF will be used to channel substantial resources towards sectors identified as
priority in the PRSP, which will be updated. MTEF ceilings for the period 2003-2005 will be
used as reference to prepare PBs for 2003. The quality of these instruments will be
strengthened further by taking into account the recommendations of PERs, conducted in 2002
in the rural development and transport infrastructure sectors, and those that emerged in the
workshop held in March 2002, with the objective of assessing the MTEF, PER and PB
exercises.

80. Greater emphasis will be laid on a better inter- and intra-sectoral division of labor to
implement more effectively the poverty reduction strategy. The Government also plans to
implement the integrated action plan resulting from the recommendations of the PRGB,
ROSC and CFAA, during 2002 and over the medium-term, to increase the efficiency of
public expenditure. Measures relate to budget formulation and execution, public
procurement, budget reporting, the PER process, the utilization of HIPC resources and the
monitoring of poverty.
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81. Budget Preparation. Using the budget as the main tool for the implementation of the
PRSP, the government realized that better results could be attained with more reliable
macroeconomic projections with the improvement and further development of the models
used for this purpose, i.e. the RAMA BKF and the Automated Projection Instrument (IA4P).
Increased cooperation with development partners, including the World Bank, will be
necessary to reinforce the modeling capacity.

82. As regards the PBs, the weaknesses observed in the course of their elaboration are
expected to be rectified gradually, notably through the formulation of comprehensive
strategic and operational plans covering all aspect of this important instrument (preparation,
execution, monitoring), training of principal actors involved (DEP/DAF), the integration into
the curriculum at professional schools and the formulation by all line ministries of 3-year
action plans.

83. Budget execution. The CID will be extended and strengthened. The module for
management of external funding will be linked to the system. Moreover, the authorities plan
to study ways to create an interface with the SYGADE. The de-concentration of budget
execution will experience significant advances with the implementation of the plan for the
decentralization of payment order issuance. A study on the implication of budget de-
concentration on data analysis will be carried out with a view to extend the integrated
expenditure circuit to the regional level.

84. Procurement. The government will implement all the recommendations of the CPAR
study. In particular, the aim is to strengthen the capacity of the DCMP and DGCOOP to
ensure that competitive procedures of high standard are used (such as those envisaged by the
revised procurement code), elaborate a new manual of procurement procedures, and elaborate
instructions for public procurement.

85. Budget Reporting. The Supreme Audit Institution (Cour des Comptes) will become
fully operational by end-2002. Steps will be taken to appoint the members of the tribunal and
provide it with adequate material means and human resources. Emphasis will be laid on the
development of a mechanism to provide information on the results of audits and inspections
in order to stimulate public debate and foster accountability.

86. Review of Public Expenditure. About ten PERs have already been conducted in
Burkina Faso. The most recent studies focused on the rural development and transport
infrastructure sectors. Significant recommendations emerged from the Kaya workshop
regarding the future use of this instrument to assess the effectiveness of public expenditure.
Plans include: 1/ the evaluation on the ability of implementing the recommendations of
existing PERs as a prerequisite before launching the next series of PERs, 2/ the need to make
the government and the institutions involved more aware of the objectives of this exercise to
facilitate its elaboration, and the 3/ strengthening of training programs with a view to setting
up a panel of national experts capable of conducting PERs. These actions will constitute the
basis for launching the new PER program for 2002-2004, which includes the realization of
studies on the justice system and secondary and tertiary education sector.

87. Utilization of HIPC resources. With a view to improving the execution of programs
funded by HIPC resources, the government has opened an account at the BCEAO. This
action will also facilitate the receipt and tracking of HIPC resources, beginning in 2002.
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Moreover, an effort will be made to include HIPC resources in a supplementary budget law.
The MTEF will incorporate HIPC funds starting from the 2003-2005 exercise, permitting
their inclusion in budget laws.

3.2.3 Economic Liberalization. Increased Competitiveness and Private Sector
Development

88. To promote further private sector activities, the government will prepare in
collaboration with its technical and financial partners a new program (Project to Support
Competitiveness and Private Enterprise Development), which will essentially cover
privatization, public service reform and the development of private enterprise.

89. To implement these plans successfully, two fundamental actions have been taken,
that is the development of a Private Sector Development Policy and the establishment of a
Competitiveness Committee. Other actions include the creation of the House of
Entrepreneurs of Burkina Faso (MEBF) the Support Fund for Shared Costs (FSCP). The
MEBF, which will become operational towards the end of 2002, will provide a local advisory
service. The aim is to reduce the number of formalities required for setting up a company
from 8 to 4 by 2003.

90. The authorities will continue their efforts to create and strengthen regulatory
mechanisms in recently liberalized sectors. Thus, just like ARTEL in the telecommunications
sector, the Energy Development Policy, approved in December 2000, envisages the creation
of a regulatory body in the energy sector. The set up of a common electricity grid with
neighboring countries (i.e. Ivory Coast and Ghana) is likely to bring about a substantial
reductions in the price of electricity per kilowatt hour, especially for industrial units.

91. Regarding the financial domain, the government will enhance the supervision of the
financial sector in cooperation with monetary officials and formulate a comprehensive
strategy for a more efficient organization of micro-finance. Further, it will re-examine the
taxation of savings to bring practices in line with the sub-region and promote the
mobilization of funds for the financing of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs).

92. The reorganization of the transport sector will mainly affect air transport following
the privatization of the airports of Bobo-Dioulasso and Ouagadougou as well as stopover
assistance.

3.2.4 Human Resource Development

93. The progress achieved and difficulties encountered in the first year of the
implementation of the PRSP, together with the concerns expressed in the course of regional
consultations apd by the technical and financial partners, indicate clearly the path that needs
to be followed in the future.

3.2.4.1 Basic Education

94. The 10-Tear Basic Education Program, for which a credit agreement has recently
been signed with the World Bank, is the main tool the Government intends to use to reduce
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the country's gap in basic education. In its initial three-year phase, it spells out the
government's commitment to accelerating the development of basic education while
guaranteeing its quality and financial viability. In this respect, efforts of the Government joint
with those of donors aim at achieving an enrolment rate of 53 percent in 2003, against 43
percent in 2001. The non-formal education program will reach 200,000 students, which is
expected to raise the literacy rate to 32 percent against the current level of 22 percent.

95. The program of expansion of basic education envisages the construction of 2,013 new
classrooms, 4,000 CPAF and 3,000 out-of-school children centers (CEBNF) per year. It also
involved the recruitment and training of 2,067 schoolteachers, 410 community workers and
300 CEBNF facilitators, on a yearly basis. A policy of distribution of free school textbooks in
the 20 poorest provinces will be adopted with the 'objective of reducing the schooling gap in
relation to the national average. Pedagogical innovations will also be introduced to increase
access to education.

96. With regards to the measure concerning authorization for the devolution of basic
education buildings to local communities, this measure is linked to the implementation of the
decentralization process,'currently in progress (see Box 3 on decentralization).

97. In order to develop a dynamic vision of the educational sector, it is necessary to take
into account the systemic ties between the various levels of education. To this end, the
Government.organized a series of provincial workshops on education during April 2002, in
order to develop a common approach and improve synergies between the different
components of the education system (basic, secondary and higher education).

3.2.4.2 Health

98. In order to render health care financially more accessible to the population, efforts
will be made to improve the efficiency of health services and to promote risk-sharing
mechanisms in the area of health. To improve the financial situation of the sector, the
Government also plans to mobilize additional financial resources and identify ways and
means to improve cost recovery. At the same time, efforts to strengthen the institutional
capacity of the MOH will continue in a number of areas (organizational and legal framework,
administration, management and technical support, coordination of interventions, etc.).

99. Several challenges at the district-level remain within the context of health system
decentralization, including the strengthening of operational planning and health information
system, the integration of vertical programs, the development of management capacities, the
reinforcement of health infrastructures, the appropriate development of health coverage in
urban districts, the inclusion of local communities, quality control and so on.

100. In order to provide primary health centers with the necessary resources for proper
functioning and making communities increasingly responsible for their management, efforts
will aim at strengthening budget de-concentration through delegated credits. Programs
currently underway, in particular the Health Service Supply Program (including the
Expanded Immunization Program (PEV), the fight against diseases such as dracontiasis,
leprosy and tuberculosis) and the fight against malaria, will be pursued to improve the access
of the poorest to health care.
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101. Vigorous actions are planned to put in place the free provision of certain preventive
health care services, notably prenatal consultations and routine vaccinations (immunization
booklet). The government will make sure that the decision to decrease the costs of MiEGs
taken by the CAMEG will have positive repercussions on drug prices on all levels (in
decentralized and remote areas and for the entire population). Furthermore, the Bamako
Initiative will be evaluated to permit the reinforcement of measures reducing user fees.

3.2.5 Rural Development

102. An institutional audit will be carried out with a view to finding solutions to the
current dysfunctions that hinders the activities of rural development services provided by the
public sector. In order to link the rural economy to the market and enable it to play its role as
a catalyst for other development sectors, the highest authorities have decided to establish
agricultural chambers in the country's thirteen regions. As of 2002, this institutional reform
will be accompanied by special funding for rural areas through the setting up of decentralized
local development banks. The adoption and effective application of the LPDRD and the
implementation of the various action plans that have been finalized or whose preparation is
underway will boost agricultural sector activities for a truly sustainable rural development.

3.2.5.1 Agriculture

103. The govemment is currently putting in place the prior conditions for the
implementation of the decision to open up the cotton sector. Essentially, this involves the
definition of conditions for the establishment of private operators in the new cotton zones, the
creation of an environment for competition between private operators and SOFITEX, and the
development of a medium-term plan to face the challenges that will arise.

104. The program for the elaboration of sectoral action plans is considerably advanced: the
cowpea action plan, which is already underway, will be available by June 2002. The fruits
and vegetables plan is at the tender stage. The terms of reference for the plans concerning
tubers (yams, potatoes) and oilseeds (peanuts, sesame seeds) are being finalized and will be
available by June 2002.

105. The modernization of agriculture will be achieved through four action plans: I / action
plan for mechanization and agricultural equipment, already finalized and awaiting funding; 2/
action plan for rural sector financing, being implemented since June 2000; 3/ action plan on
the for development of the seed sector, to be finalized by end 2002; 4/ action plan for land
rights, whose terms of reference will be drafted in the course of 2002 on the basis of the
assessment of the results and analysis of the Ganzourgou rural land plan.

3.2.5.2 Environment and Natural Resources

106. The current reexamination of the National Environment Action Plan (PANE) seeks to
guide the preparation of National Plan for Sustainable Environmental Development (PEDD),
which will take into account all environmental sectors, including water, nature, human
activities in both rural and urban areas, as well as all those activities that affect the
environment. The monitoring of future measures in these areas will be conducted by
environmental cells that are being set up within ministries. The first session of the conference
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on the role of CONAGESE, held in March 2002, has proposed that this structure -should
evolve into a National Council for Sustainable Environmental Development (CONEDD) and
the attachment of its Permanent Secretariat to the Cabinet of the Prime Minister with and
expansion of its mandate to include the monitoring of actions taken by the environmental
cells.

107. Concerning forestry and fish resource management, the government intends to
increase the contribution of the forestry, fishing and hunting sub-sectors to 2 percent of GDP.
Measures that are being implemented aim at increasing national fish production by 3,000
tons, liberalizing the wood, fish and fauna sectors with the creation of about 5,000 jobs, and
inventing and promoting the use of forest products in food and pharmaceutics.

3.2.6 The Promotion of Good Governance

3.2.6.1 Democratic Governance

108. The implementation of legal system reforms will result, between now and 2006, in
the strengthening of institutions that contribute to the functioning of the justice system,
expansion of the access to justice and the improvement in the efficiency of the justice system.

109. The territorial coverage of the justice system will be expanded by the construction of
six new major courts in Banfora, Bogande, Diapaga, Tougan, Manga and Kongoussi. These
courts will be supported by the creation of administrative tribunals, linked in turn to the four
superior courts (Superior Court, Supreme Audit Institution, State Council and Constitutional
Court).

110. In order to provide procedural rules that are clear and strengthen the rule of law, the
modernization and updating of Burkina Faso's laws is indispensable. To this end, the new text
concerning civil law procedures, already available, is an example that needs to be followed.

111. The 5-year recruitment plan in the justice sector envisages the recruitment of 30
magistrates, 12 registrars, 5 senior registrars and 8 court secretaries. These actions will
contribute to achieve the objective of a ratio of one magistrate for every 35,000 inhabitants,
expand the reach of the justice system and favor the specialization of different courts.

112. The review of texts on the organization and functioning of auxiliary legal professions
(bailiffs, lawyers and notaries), during the year 2002, will make it possible to better define
their respective roles and responsibilities in order to avoid any overlap, which would hamper
the good operation of the legal system.

113. These measures, combined with the reinforcement of facilities and intellectual tools
should lead to a shortening of the time taken to process court material, a rise in the number of
cases handled and an improvement in the quality of decisions taken.

3.2.6.2 Economic Governance

114. Monitoring bodies such as the IGE and IGF, both under the supervision of the
Ministry of Finance, will be reinforced. The Supreme Audit Institution (Cour des Comptes)
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will be granted appropriate premises and fully staffed to allow it to examines public accounts
with greater efficiency, constancy and regularity. The draft budget execution report for the
year 2001 will be transmitted to the Court by 30 June 2002. Moreover, the High Authority for
the Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption, set up in December 2001, will be made
fully operational by end-2002. Some administrative structures particularly exposed to the
phenomenon of corruption have decided to develop and adopt an ethics code.

3.2.6.3 Local Governance

115. Following several studies and preparatory consultations, the year 2003 will witness
the effective application of the process of transfer of expertise and resources from the central
government to local communities, as well as the effective establishment of regions. This
program requires the mobilization of administrative and financial resources in all sectors to
ensure a smooth transition.

3.2.7 Improvement of the Monitoring of the PRSP

116. On the basis of the experience gained during the first year of the implementation of
the PRSP, it is apparent that the monitoring mechanism deserves to be modified at both the
analytical/technical and operational levels. The roles of the Interministerial Technical
Committee and Sectoral Working Groups need to be reexamined. Moreover, the monitoring
mechanism also needs to be expanded to include those poverty reduction programs that are
carried out at the local level.

117. As regards the Interministerial Technical Committee its role to coordinate and
harmonize actions undertaken at the sectoral level will be reaffirmed. Sectoral Working
Groups will be reviewed to make them more operational. Guidelines are being developed to
formalize these committees and specify their role, composition, responsibilities and mode of
operation. These committees will be responsible for the monitoring and evaluation of the
implementation of sectoral reform policies (results and outlook).

118. To reflect the concerns about the consistency of policies, Sectoral Working Groups
will be reorganized in order to cover all relevant areas. The number of committees, originally
set at 6, could be reviewed if necessary. The monitoring of poverty will be ensured through
better coordination of the process of preparation, funding, and monitoring of all the major
socio-economic studies, in particular NHSs, and of their results.

119. The entire poverty reduction strategy is based on the participation of the population
as well as its internalization of the process. As a result, besides the programs envisaged to
expand the composition of Sectoral Working Groups to incorporate members of civil society
and other development partners, additional efforts will be taken to integrate the monitoring of
poverty reduction programs carried out at the community level.

120. The Government is aware of the strategic importance of adequate statistical
information in the adapting its poverty reduction policy, and is planning to organize a
National Household Survey in 2003, to produce a new poverty profile and compare it with
those of the two previous surveys of this kind. A PPA will be undertaken in 2002 and its
terms of reference are already available.
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121. The authorities of Burkina Faso remain convinced that the programs and measures
described above will contribute to create the necessary conditions for sustained economic
growth, whose nature and quality will be able to free the majority of the population of
extreme poverty. The Government intends to use the budget as the primary instrument in the
fight against poverty in all its manifestations, and is adamant that all technical and financial
partners embrace rapidly the logic of budget support. The considerable progress made with
respect to information systems and transparency will make it possible to account regularly for
the use of resources.

Sincerely yours,

Jean - Baptiste M. P. Compaore

Minister Delegated to the Prime Minister,
In Charge of Finance and the Budget
Officer of the National Order
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MINISTERE DE L'ECONOMIE I BURKINA FASO
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Monslour Jamnes WOLFENSON

Prfudent de Ia lanque Mondialq

WASIIINC1C?N DC. 20431 (uSA)

QkI: Lettre de PoUtique de D6veloppement

Monsieur le Pr6stdent,

1. La presente lettre de politique de developpement a pour objet ce presenter l16tat
d'ovancement du programme de r6formes defini dans le CASRP 2 qui vise 6 soutenir la mise en
oeuvre du CSLP et les perspectives pour la p4t¶ode 2002-2004, Ole se fonde essentiellement sur le
bilan de lo premlire ann6e de mise en cuvre au CSLP. A ce Hitre, elle precise les programmes
susceptibles de hisser 1'6conomie budfinabb sur wn sentler de crolssance plus forte, favorable b
la reductlon de Iq pauvret6, 6nonce les principales r6formes en vue d'une amelioration de la
gestion budg6taire, de la comp6ftMt6 de l'6coinomie, de l'appui aux secteurs productifs et des
ressources humaTnes. Les Ugnes d'actlons definles dans ce cadre sont en cohbrence qvec les
strat6ges sectorielles qul ont 6te bl3bor6es et a1.prouv6es. lle permettra de t6d6rer les efforts
de r6duction de lo pouvret6 pour obtenir un meilleur impact des politiques publiques. L'objectif
ultime 6tont d'accrottre le pouvolr dlachat des ,opulctlons las plus d6favoris&es et de leur offrir
un meilleur cadre d'ipanoulssement social.

2. L'6laboration de ces strat6gies Incitera davantage 'ensemble des partenaires techniques et
financiers b qppuyer les programmes awritis en r6f6rence aux p6"lti63 et aux <hoix strotigiques
du Gouvemement, tout en privil6glont I'instrument budgetaire que le Gouvernement s'engage
b rendre encore plus transparent et plus performant. Un nombre croissant de parlenaires au
developpement, au vu des importants progris occomplis ces demibres ann6es dans
l'arnllioration de la gesfion budgitaire, ont decide de trovailler di la subsfttution b terme de
l'alde budgitaire b l'aide-prolet pour une mellWure coordintflon de l'aide, ce qui timoigne
d'une conflance accrue en Ia gesfion du budret et des finances publiques en g6ndral mais
aussi une responsablsation plus grande du Goi4vemement en matflre d'obligation de rendre
compte.

3. La presente lettre comprend trols parhtes. Lo premiere portle as consqcrie Ianalyse de
l'4volution ricente de la situatilon iconomique et soclale; la secon0e traite doe l mise en
ceuvre des mesures et r6Formes entreprises au titre des grqnds axes du CSLP et d6c.t en
particuller les progres r6alis6s dans la mise en oeuvre des rWformes convenues dans le cadre du
CASRP et la troisieme des perspectives envisag6es pour les trois prochaines onn6es.



1.1. EVOLUnON _SOLUCON REC

4. En d6pit d'unr reprise economique dimffcile eons6cutive au fi0chissement So la croissance
en 2000, le Burlkna Foso a poursuivi avec d6termlnotion Iq mise en caure de son programme
appuy6 par la Facilit6 pour la I6duction de la Pauvrete et la Croissance (FRPC) pour
I'ann6e 2001. Tous les cr1tbres reloftfs cu point d'achbvement de i'lntlalive renforc6e
d'alI6gement de la dette des Pays Pauvres Trhs Endett6s (PPTE) ont bt6 atteints des mars 2001.
Los travaux preparatolres effectu:s ain de permettre un exqmen du point d'achbvement de
cette Intiative 6 fin mom 2002 ont d6montr6 qu'un cll6gement supplmerntaire 6talt nicessaie
pour assurer la soutenabiRe de la defte, au vu de la d6t6rloration de la position ext6rleure du
Burkina Faso par rapport aux hypothbsos retenues las du point de d6clslon. Los Instituftons de
Bretton Woods ont approuv6 Io doss.er y off6rent respectivement les 9 et 11 avrl 2002 et decIde
de consentlr au Buridna Faso une remiss addiflonnelle de 129 millions de dollars, portant ainsi 6
environ 525 millions de dollars en valeur nelte actualls6e, le montant total de la r6ductlon de Iq
dlets exterteure du pays.
S. Los clemTlres estimcfions ciLponibles indlquent que la crolssance du PIP en termes reels a
attelnt 5,7% en 2001. A la favour d'une bonne pluviomn6tuie, et malgr6 Ia tendqnce d6favorable
des prix sur les march6s internotionaux, la procuction de coton gralne a connu uns hausse de
45% pour s'6tablir 6 400.000 tonnes. Cette bonne r6colte q augment6 le revenu des producteurs
de coton (touchant approaxmalivement 20% de Ia population) d'environ 70%. contrlbuant ainsi
de manlere notable a la r6ductlon de la pauvret6 dons les zones cotonnibres.
6. Du fait pdlnoipdement de la reprise des exportqtlons de coton et d'un fiechissement des
importations de biens d'equipement, le deficit du compte courant exterjeur, dons exclus, a
atteint 15,9% du PID en 2001. blen en de;di du niveau de 17,6% du PIB enregistlre en 2000. Dons
inclus, le dMficOt courant so situe . 12A%, solt une reduction de quelque deux points de
pourcentoge du PIB compare 4 l'ann6e 2000. Le solde global est en nette om6tloration,
entratnant une accumulation d'avairs ext6rleurs bruts d'envTron 27 mllliards de francs CFA.
7. En 2001. I'ex6cuflon du budget o 6t6 confront6e 6 des difflcult6s. lie6s 4 un tassement des
recettes fiscales. Cette d6t6rioratlon touche toutes los cat6gorles de recettes fiscales, en
particurier IQ fiscalt6 directe des entreprises (BIC). Ce manque a gagner sur los recettes a 6t6
compens6 par une 6conomle sur los depenses courantes et les d6penses d'lnvestissement. 11 en
result. un d6ficit global jbo4e engagements et clons inclus) de 4,8% du PIB, soit 0.3% du PIB de
mieux que l'obJectif du progrmrmrme.
8. Malgr6 les fortes tensions de tr6sorerTe, le Gouvemement c tenu a s6curiser les depenses
budg6taires affect6es a la lutte contro Ia pquvret6. qu1 ont confinu6 i augmenter en 2001. Par
contre. le rythme d'utillsalion dos concours mobilisos en 2000 et 2001 au titre de l'lnitiqtive PPTE
a 6t6 relatlvement lent en raison de la r6ceptlon tordive de certains fonds et cle la n6cessHt de
mettre en place des proc6dures ad6quates. Toutefols, cette cat6gorie de d6penses a et6
engag6e d concurrence de plus de 80% au 15 mars 2002 et les retards enregistr6s dons ce
domaine seront entierement r6sorb6s en fin 2002.
9. L'inffation en moyenne onnuelle s'est situde o 4,9% essentlellsment en ralson de la forte
presslon sur les prix des c6r6ales. cons6cutive 6 la fai le r6colte do fin 2000. Toutefols, refl6tont le
relchement des prix en fin d'ann6e, I'inflatlon en glissement annuel s'est situ6e b 1% en
d6cembre 2001. La hausse du d6flqteur du PIB est estim6e 6 3,59L
10. La mrasse mon6taire ainsi que les cr6dits b l'economie ont augment6 respectivement de
4,9% et 13.9% par rapport 6 fin 2000 et les cr6dits de campagne ont connu un d6nouement
normal. Les banques de la place ont respect6 les princlpoux ratios prudentiels de l'UMOA. Les
cr6dlits douteux et l it7gieux (nets des provisions) sont rest6s stables 6 houteur de 2,5% du total des
credits 6 I'6conomle. Sous l'impulsion et l'encadrement de !'Etat les insfftut7ons de micro-finance
(r6seoux des calsses populaires et autres r6seoux locaux) poursu7vent leur d6veloppement et
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jouent un rOle grandissant dons le flnoncement des intrants cde la campagne cotonnibre.

1.2- EVOLLMON SOCAL!
1.2.1- Le profl de la pauwret
11, L'enquete prioultaire (EP) de 1998 a montrb que 45,4 % de la populotion vivajent en dessous
du seut de pauvrete qul s'6tablit a 72.690 FCFA contre 41 099 PCFA en 1994, ann6e oui
l'incidence de It pauvret6 se situalit b 44,5%. La pouvret6 se manifeste plus en zone rurdle oC vit
la majorit6 de IQ population. En effet, prbs le 80% de la population y r6sident et trouvent leurs
emplois dons l'agrtculture et dons d'autres acttvit6s connexes. L'ampleur du ph6nomene ne
peut donc tire r6duite de fagon globqle et soutenue que sl le secteur rural conncT des
mutatfons irstourant une plus torte productivit6 des facteurs. Cependant la lutte contre Il
pauvretA ne dolt pas Ignorer les zones urbaines car, meme si son incidence est relotivement
foible, oRe s'accrott plus vite quo dons les campagnes,

1.12- La altuahon sanitaire
12. M6me sl les conditions sonitaires ont 6t6 amePorees au cours des demirres anness, des
efforts soutenus sont encore n6cessalres pour afteindre des niveaux satisfaisants en moaibre
d'indlcateurs de sant6. En effet, is taux de mortqlit6 infontile rests assez dlev6 (de 105,3 pour
mille en 1998). les maolacies IntecHleuses et. porasitrs nombrouses. Le poludisme repr6sente
une des prlncipales cmuses de morbidilt avec. en moyenne 600 000 cqs par an. L'Etat a
continue b cuvrer b l'am6lioratlon de l'accbs aux soins primaires, b l'lqrgissement des
vaccinations et 0 la lutte contre les maladies endemiques par Is d6veloppement des
infrastructures et des campqgnes de sensibilisatlon et de pr6vention.

13, L'lnfecffon du VIII so caract6rise par sa progression rapide et son exponsion c toutes les
couches sociales. En 2001, le taux global de sdro - prevolence cu VIH etait de 9,8%. Le
Gouvemrneent et l'ensemble des portenaires ont d6s lors pis conscience que d'un probleme
de sant6 confin6 b ce seul secteur. le ph6nom6ne par ses eftets multldimensionnels est devenu
un v4uttable probleme de d6veloppement auquel U ftaut faire face de faion responsable.
engaghe et coh6rente en Intensiflant la pr6vention et IQ pfise en charge des maltdes. Le
BurKina Faso a pr6par6 pour ce faire un programme multisectodiel que les partenalres se sont
engag6s a fnancer 0 hauteur de 66 millions de dollqrs. Il a oussi contibu4 ? Ia mobilisation
internationale contre le SIDA en ablhtnt la 2bme Conf6rence Internafionals sur le SIDA en
Afrique (CISMA) en d6cernbre 2001.

14. L'acces des m6nages b l'eou potabDle slest sensiblement amrliorC, En effet en 2001, pres de
90% de la population s'approvisionne au pulits, au forcge ou au robinet. Des dispqrIt6s subsistent
n6anmoins entre les regions et le problbme d'assainissement continuera d'ltre llobjet de vives
pr6occuppflons, cqr 70% des m6nages n'ont pos encore acces a des latnnes. Un vaste
programme d'ossainissement collectif couvrant los villes de Ouagadougou et Bobo-Dloulasso a
et6 entrepris, qutorlsant une am6floration dU cadre do vie. L'dducation rests un facteur
important pour acc6l6rer les progres en miatler d'hygibne et de sont6 des populations.

1.2.3 La situaton d l'6ducatilon
iS. Le systeme hducatff reste caract*" par des taux de scolaRsatTon et c'alphab6tissalon tr6s
tqlbies. Au cours de l'anh6e 1999-2000, les taux sulvants ont Mt6 observ6s au niveou de
l'ensemble du systeme: pr6scolaire 1 A4%; primaire 41.30%: secondalre 11.9%; sup6rieur 1%;
alphob6tisatlon 28%,
16. Le Burkina a conduit oa cours de cette derriere d6cennie une politlque dallocqtion des
ressources refletant I priofit accord6e 0 1'6ducation de bqse. Cod a contdlbu6 4 une nette
amelioration des lndlcateurs dons ce domaine, meme si l'on est encore loin de l'objectif de
scolarlsation universelle, En effet. entre 1990 et 1999. Ie tqux de scolorisafon primaire est passe
de 30 % 6 41 % (35 % pour les flijes) et le nombre de nouyeaux entrants a doubl6 sur la p6rtode.
Les pnncipaux problbrmes identiftls dons le secteur sont: n, le foible accAs li 0 une insuffisonce
des infrastructures ainsi qu'O leur r6portition Ingaale ; (ri) le coOt de scolarlsation dlev6; (Wl) la
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mauvalse uOlisallon des ressources et la foible quolitc de l'educal1on; (iv) le financement
insuffisant de l'6ducation ( (v) ic foible copacit' de gesflon et de supevislon.

2 -MlSE EN OUVREDM LAS 3tA EDE RE UCTI0N E9LA PAUVRITE

17. Tout en consorldant les acquis et en approfondissant les r6formes entreprses dons le cadre
de ses difftrents programmes, le gouvernement buldlnaPb slest ottelO 6 rnojilser toutes les
bneraios pour la mine en oeuvre du Cadre strot6gique dce Lutte conire a Pauvret& adopte en
2000 et soutenu notamment par la Banque Mondiale b trovers le CASRP dont la premi're
franche a 6t6 mobllls6e en octobre 2001. Apr6s leas dfficult6s de d6marrage de Ic mise en
auvre du CSLP ll6es aux retards dons la miss en ceuvre le l'lnftiative PPTE. et oux d6lois de miss
en place des intuments de coordinaffon et de sulvi, 2001 peut btre consId6r6e comme une
onn6e de croisibre pour la reaialon des programrnes d'actlons prlorltaires. Presque toutes les
qcffvitds progromm6es ont 6te r6aolses ou sont en voie d'achbvernent. Au regard des quatre
axes strat6giques du CSLP, ce bPan peut etre confirme au vu des r6orisotions d6crttes ci-dessous.

2.1- An1 CEEB ACOISNPEOOIU T AFNRSELEUT

18. L'cgrculture reste la pnncipale source de croissance. La consolIdation des mesures de
souflen z Ia production, l'amelioration des rendements et le renforcoment cs I'organisation des
acteurs lul permettront de soutenir davantoge le d6veIoppement des autres secteurs.
±1.1. Le d6veloppement rural
19. La falblesse structurelle de la productivite et, partont, des revenus c4ans le socteur,
consiltuent des ?acteurs Umitqnt Pam 16Doration sgnhfictive des conditions de vie des
populations rurales. De nombreuses 6tudes ont confirm6 lexistence do potentiotrs dons le
secteur malgr6 les contralntes. En effet seulement un tiers les rieuf (9) millions d'hectqres de
terres ogncoles est exploit6: le potenifel de terres iwi1Gables, estlme a 165 000 hectares, n'est
exploit qu'd hauteur de 12%; les potentlels en eaux de surface et souterroines sont
respeciivement de 10 miflirds et 113 mohlrds de mbtres cubes.

20. La Letire de Polifique de Developpernnt Rural Decentrqlls LPDRD) dont lo version finale
est disponible. se r6Efre aux polfflques el strcftgies sectorielles odopt6es. notamment le Pl?n
strat6gique de IQ recherche sacentifique. la Note d'ofientotlon du plqn d'octions de la politique
de d6veloppement de l'6levage au Burtino faso. le Document d'orientation strategique des
secteurs de ltagriculture et de l'Wevage 6 I'horizon 2010. le Pian diaction natlonal de lutte contre
la d6sertification, le Plan strat6gique operaftonnel de crolssance durable du seetour agrcole. les
dtff6rentes approches relatives 6 la gestfon des terralrs et au d6veloppement (ocal.

21. La nouvelle politique de d6veIoppement rural a pour objectlfs essenfels d'accroitre la
produchion agricole de 5 6 10% por an, do conttibuer a une croissonce des revenus des
exploltqnts agricoles ot des 6leveurs d'au meins 3 % par personne et par on, de cr6er les
conditions tovorables Ia dlsponibrif et b laccessibilitb des populations a uns almentotion
sutsanto et 6qullilw6e,
22 Pour atteindre les objectifs dnum6r6s cl-dessus, les actions prioitaires envisagdes s'appuient
sur les xes stratglques suivntsts le d6heloppement doe tconornie de mrcnh6 en mrileu rual.
Ia gestion durable des ressources naturelles. Ia sscuftO qgmenthe et nutMiilonnelle.
I'am6liorotion du statht 6conomique de la femnme an milIeu ruralc Ie recentrage du r6le de l'EtQt
ot Ia promotion de linitiative pdv6e, le principe de cofinancement des acfivtbs parles pouvoirs
publTcs et les commvnout6s locales. Ia d6centrallsationi adminstrqtflve, la responsabilsatlon des
coUectivit4s locales. la r6orisatlon des Infrastructures et to parTicipation 6trolte des populations b
leur gestion.
23. La restructuration des op6rations de d6veloppement rural s'est effectu6o 6 travers la
r6arlentation des octivit6s du PNDSAII 6 Il'ssue de Io revue a rmi,porcours du projet an juin 2001.
Quant q l'garculture vivrre, ells connait une nouvelle Impulslon avoc la er6atlon d'une Soclet6
do%conomie mite. Ia SociMe do Promoton des res AgrIOles (SOPROFA) dont l'obje est
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nothmment de soutenir l'encodrement des producteurs vivrlers et Io commercialsatlon de leurs
produits.
2.1.2- Ub6amlsaIlon de 1'6conomle, am6ilorallon de la compttfMvl6

t d6voloppement du secowr prv6
24. La volont6 de poursuivre les rilormes en motlbre de li6rqlsation de I'aconomie s'est
concrOtisde par I'adoptlon de la loi n° 033-2001 /AN Iu 4 d6cembre 2001 portant modification
de la lol, ng]5/94/ADP du 5 mCI 1994 portant organisatlon de to concurrence et de lo
consommation au Burina Foso. Cette r6vlslon donne un pouvoir de saisne 6 Ia Commission
Nationole de lo Concurrence et de la Consommotlan (CNCCJ pour les octes d6flctueux en
maotlre de concurrence, de frqude et de corruption.
Enccdrf n1 : L100141001fljRrlu[gmmt de gffLgfl
Lo d6sengeaernent de I'EtEQt se pouvulwm ovec lodoplion le 4 Jutlet 2001 dOurn nouyelle tol qutoilsont to prIvatisatlon
ce vf (201) entreap 1s t nXO151AN du 4 jullef 2001 po ant outoIlsofTon de p0natlioon d'sntrelbofs o partlcipalon
qe fogdz pubfics) cjont sk (06) q1snt qi0b hit l'obIet d'une povalsaItn paeglle. un chronogramme IndicaIf

'1ex6cution assornl aun plan de comnunicattlon a 066 Iqbor6 0 cot eloet par la Comrnslson (o PrIvollsQtlon. h 0
sus'vs6e 1t site 0 une 6tude sur to portoeuLle rbsiduel de rIEtt qui a couvert une cinquontane dentrepqes dons
lbsquelbs IEWa reste present. quel quo sit l, nivewu de sa partIcIpqlWon dons lour copital. On y compte notomment des
entrep¶ses a caroctere strot6gque teies que cfefs Qyont Is monopole des sernkes puWDcs (ecu. 6iechicitel et des
hydrocqrbures
- Entrephsos concernhes pqr te d6seng3gement pcirel doe 'Eat et/0o de ses d6merrnents: ONEA. SONASEL
SONABHY. CBMP. WMIGEB. CENATRIN.Hdtel ndperndqnce. HOtel Slmqnrd CCVA;

* En#repdesm quelles PEtqt et (ou ses d6memrennents vont se Qngager totalement ONBAiH, ONPF, MEDIFA, S3F,
Bufcna & Shell, SIFA, FASOPLAST. ZAMA PUBUCt1M SOSLICO0, COP.

25. Dans le mime sens, le processus de ibrolisrotlato s'est renforce avec l'ouverture croissante
du pays sur lexteireur et I'am6iloration de 1'envlronnement jurdique et institutionnel des affaires.
Dons le cadre cle l'adaptatlon des textes notionaux aux dispsitions des qctes unitormes du
Trait6 qe l'Organisatlon pour I'Harmonlsotion du Draft des Affaires en Afrique (OHADA), le
systeme judicialre a connu des ovancees ovec la mise en place du Registre du commerce et
du cr6dit mobUier et la formation des personnels judlciaires.
26. Le premier prograrnme de privatisatlon, qul a couvert quarante quatre (44) entreprises, a
6t6 ex6cut& bz plus de 90%. Ce programme, qul a permis la Privotlisalon par vole de cession
c'octions ou de concession d'exploltotlon de service au secteur prive. de vingt six (26)
entreprises. Ia liquidation de douze (12) et l'affecttilon b des fins do recherches cde deux (02), a
abouti 6 la suppression de monopoles dons divers secteurs d'activit6s. notamrnent dons les
transports et les telecommunicaflons. SqgLssant de ce clemier secteur. les reformes
commencent b porter leurs fruits, car deux r6ajustements u Ia baisse du prix des
communications ont et6 ophr6s courant 2001. Au cours des prochaines ann6es. I'qchevement
de la privatisation de llopirateur historique (ONATEL) et le renforcement des capocit6s de
I'ARTEL auront des effets positifs sur les prix des commrunications intemationales et sur ceux de
'interconnexlon des r6seaux des differents operateurs.

27. Dans un contexte d'ouverture crolssonte ces march6s au nlveau reglonol (UEMOA) et
mondlal. 1'qrnlloration de la compfitvlfte de l'6conomie burlinab6 posse obligQtoirement par
une r6duction des coOts des tqcteurs de producflon, notamment le prix de 1'6lectrclt6, du
t6l6phone. de l'ecu et des transports. C'est ainsi que le gouvemnement a. pour accompagner le
processus de Itb6rqlisotion des services d'u1lritd publique, entrepnis la mise en place et le
rentorcement des copqclt6s des organes de r6gulatlon dons les secteurs des
t166communications, de t'energle et de l'eou.
28. Dons le sectur de 16nergle, la lettre de politique de d6veloppement du secteur de
l'6nergle 4dopt6e en decembre 2000 pr6voit la cr6atlion d'un orgone de r6gulation. En vue de
permettre l'applcatlon de cette disposition. le gouvemement a enage le processus do
lib6ratlsatlon du secteur en adoptant deux lois portqnt l'uns r6glementation g6n6rale de
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l'approvisionnement du Burcina Faso en 6nergle electflque (lol n° 60/98/AN du 17 d6cembre
1998), I'autre autorlsation de privaisotion d'entreprises b pcirepoqtion de fonds publics (It° n°
01 5/AN du 04 juillet 2001). Ces deux lois ouvrent Iq vole di I'entr6oe moyen terme. du prIv6 dans
la production et lo dsijtbution de Nienergle. Par ailleurs, I'opflon de I'interconnexion du reseou
electrique avec ceux des pays volsins a connu un d6but de r6aflsatlon en 2001 cvec
l'achevement de la Agne Cote d'lvoire-Bobo.Dioulasso.
29. En vue de r6dluTre la presslon fiscwle et douanibre qui p6se sur le secteur forrnel. notamment
les industnes locales, le gouvernement a finolis6 en 2001 I'etude sur les implications
macro6conomiques de la fiscalitc des entrepr7sos sur l'offre gobale (TEMI) et les conclusions de
l1etude ont fait I'o0Jet d'un atelier d'echanges avec le secteur prive au debut de I'onn6e 2002.
Dons ce cadre, 71 est apporu n6cessaire d'approtondir les 6tudes pour mieux d6finir les strateg3es
d'6largissement de Possiette fiscal., de simplification de Ia fiscalit& et d'identificatlon dis
secteurs qul echappent encore di IQ flscalit&.
2L1.3. Los r6fornes budgitires
30. Dons le cadre de ses diff6rents programmes. le Burk7na Faso a r6alise une sWr7e de r6formes
qul ont obouti b l'ossoinissbment de ses finances publ7ques, 4 Ia modlemisaffon de son syst&me
fiscal et au d6veloppement d'instruments de gestion budg6toire qui ont permis une
am6roration significative de la manfrise et de la transparence des ddpenses de l'Etat. Tout en
poursulvant ces efforts, le gouvemement a oppffqu6 solon les calendriers arrat6s. ls mesures
d6flnies pour llintAgraflon r6gionale des pays de l'UFMOA. Certaines de ces r6formes ont ou un
Impact n6gatif pour les finances publiques, notomment pour co qui concerne les recettes
budgftiros. C'est pourquoi le gouvomerment a approfondi les etudes et engag6 des mosures
vjsant 6 6largir l'assiette. s6cLqiser les recettes budg6talres et 4 accroitre l'efficience de la
d6ponse,
31. Dons co caqre, l'6laorgtIon q'un plan sectodiel pour le ministbre de l'economie et des
finances est une mesure essentleRe pour renforcer les cqpacit6s de gestion mocro6conomique
et budg6talre, So pr6paration a debute en 2001 por la r65lisation e'une sWe d'6tudes cont
celles sur l'observatlon des normes et codes (RONC), sur le programme de rentorcement de la
gestion budg6taire (PRGB) et l'exercice CFAA.
32. La modernisqflon des moyens des services de l'administration dconomique et flnanciere a
6t6 poursuivIe en 2001 notamment pqr le renforcement des capacit6s des r6gies de recottes, la
poursulte des travqux pour l'extension de la couverture tenltonale par la CIE (systeme
informatis6 pour la comptoblit6 int6grbe de l'Etat) et Ia mise en osuvre du nouveau dispositit
comptable des Etablissoments Publics a coractbre Administrotif (EPA).
33. Dans le domaine budgdtqire, I'effort a aussi port6 sur la poursulte de l'mq6lloratian dO Ia
quafite des CDMT avec une melileure prs. en compte pour la perlode 2002-2004 des prlorltls
du CSLP. reflitbes dons le hiveou des enveloppes affect6es oux secteurs soclaux cians la loi de
finances 2002: un meilleur respect qes 6ch6ances pour l'ex6cutlon du budget, la reduct1on des
d6lals pour la pr6poration des lois de rb6glment. Un effort a 6t aussi falt dons le sens de la
dbconcentrction des budgets et dons la mise en place des cr6dits d6lfgues dons leas minist6res
soclaux et dons la programmoalon de la passcfior des march6s.
2.2. AxE 2q: GRAitR L'ACCI DE5 PAUvSAUx SERVCE socmIAUX 0D aAE
34, Le budget de l'Etat finance de plus en plus une plus grands part des d6penses d'6ducqflon
et de sante et les ressources complomentoires continueront b etre mobilis6es oupres des
partenaires pour l'expansion de I'6ducation et une plus grand. accessbilit6 aux soins de sante
et aux m6ndicaments. Les ressources qui leur ont Wt6 allouees ont augment6 en moyenne de
10.7% por an entre 1998 et 2001 et leur part relatie dons le budget global de l'Etat hors service
de la defte et hors PPTE est pass sur la p6riode do 21,7% b 24,7%. refletant la volont6 mqnifeste
du gouvemement d'accroltre l'offre de services d'6ducation et de sant6, surtout en direction
des populations les plus d6munies, et d'lntensffler la lutfe contre le sida. Cette volont6 slest
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traduite par l'augmentation qu nombre dinfrastructures scolaires et sonitqlres. I'acm6ioration de
leur 6qulpement et IaccroLssemrent cis effectis.
2.Z1- AcCs aux srvices C6ducalop de base
35. En mal 200D. Is gouvemement a odopt6 La lettre qe porltique &ducatlve. Ce document
prend en compte les conclusions et recomrnmandations des 6tats g6n6raux qe l'6ducotlon tenus
en septeMbre 1994 et les disposifions qe lq lol d'orjentation de l'60ucqaton du 6 mal 1996. II
confirme quo 16ducatlon domeure uns priorite natlonale et ls efforts d6plioys clans le
domqine de la scolqrisafton seront poursutvis et intensill6s afin d'attelndre, dlid d I'an 2011. un
taux de scolarlsaton de 70% et un taux d'alphab6tisation des aduttes de 40 et d'am6lorer le
rapport coOt efficacit du syst6me. 
36. L'execution qu progrqmme d'expanson de l'6ducation de base. s'est trqduite par lo
constructIon des complexes scolalres. L'effort a ete soutenu dqns los 20 provinces les moins
scolarls6es du pays par la mse an ceuvre du progrqmme priorltqiro clu CSLP fRnqnc6 sur
ressources PPTE. A ce tftre, 622 salles de classes suppl6mentalres ont 6t6 construites et 6quip6es
sur la perTode 2001-2002, auxquelles s'ajoutent 60 classes sur concours de IQ coop6ration suisse.
En outre 1 00 CPAF seront M6Ges sur fonds PPTE 2001. En matikre de recrutement, Is PPTE a perrnis
dassurer un compl6ment d'effecflfs au cours de l'ann6e scolalre 200D.2001 par l'capport d'un
millier d'agents du service national le developpernent (SND).
37. L'effort cle reduction des d1sparlt6s en matibre de toux de scolrirsaion a 6t% poursuivi. Le
taux de scolcrisqflon pour les 20 provinces les moins scolarls6es a qugmente de 13% entre 1999-
2000 et 2000.2001 contra une progression moyenne national. de 5.8%. Los effectiff sont pcass6s
de 852.160 d 901.291. Ils ont oussi b6n6flciA d'un effort accru en matlAre qe dotatons on
manuels, toumitures scolaies et en vivres pour les canl1nes, A ce titre 226.000 enfants dont 38%
de tiles ont &t6 touch6s au cours de la'nn6e scola7re 2000-2001.
38. Pour renforcer la qualitA et l'efflcac7K de l'Aducation cqe base formalle et non formelle, le
gouvemement a procede b la prlse de textes de r6organisation de l'enseignement de bqso en
sousw-cycles et r6glementant les condtilons de promotion et de redoublement. augment6 le
ternps d'apprentlssage de 600 b 800 heures et renove los curriculq. qm6liorA les conditions
d'enselgnement et d'opprentissage 4 travers l'Iarglssement du systeme des cantines scolaires.
Ia sOntA scolate. le paquet minimum d'lntrants et Ia promotion de Ia lecture.

39. La rAcuction des couts unitaires et la matlyse des charges recurrentes: la reforme qu statut
des ENEPs odoptee en 2001 et la reduction de deux (2) b un (1) an de la dur6e de la formrcion
s'inscrit dans cette perspective. La r6glementation des condiflons de promotion et de
redoublement particip. Agalement de la reallsatlon de cet objectff qul profit. aux parents
d'6IAves, en plus de la mnesure de dIstribution de manuels scolqires et de l'lnsftution des cantines
scolroes. La coniibuflon des fonds PPJE 2000 et 2001 b la r6allsotion de cot obJecflf so chiffre 6
1,2 mMliards FCFA. consistant en clotations de maolrIel dldactique (344 millions FCFA), en
subvenflons de toumitures aux eloves des zones d6tavods&es (450 millions FCFA) et on soutlen
aux cantines scolqires (400 mflons FCFA).
40. L'amdlioration -des strot6gies d'elaboraflon et de mise en oeuvrs des compagnes
d'alphab6tsqtIon: dons le cadre du PDDEB, le gouvemement a entrepris de confier d6sormals
ce volet de l'Acucotlon non formel aux associotions et ONG Intervenant donr le sectour en
mieu rural, b travers une nouvelle strat6gle dite du rrflre faireo) qul serq soutenue par un fonds
de d6voloppement de lVolphob6tisatlon dont le lancement a ou lieu eh mars 200,2

41. Tout en poursulvant ceote politique de prlorit6 pour le d6voloppement de lMcucation de
base en quanti et en quailtA. le gouvemement portera 6galement une ttention au
d6voloppement des niveciux post-primakes qfin d'ossurer un rneileur 6qullibre d'ensemble du
systmer et repondre aux aspirations d'une parfn de la populbtion dons ce domains, qux
besoins de developpement du sectour modeme et de l'6volutlon n6cessaire du secteur
informel urboin ot rural.
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12.22. Acc6s gux swvcos de s nt6
42. Les efforts du gouvemement en la mqti3re ont port6 sur Is d6marrage effectif du plan
tuiennal 2001-2003 issu du Plan naffonql de d6veloppernent sanitaire (PNDS). Ce plan vise d
r6duire a rnorbidrit et to mortcdlt6 au sein des populations, travers bI r6Uiscition de huit (8)
oblectifs Intermediaires: ll accroltre la couverture sonitaire nationales 2/ amrUiorer Ic quollt et
lutilisatlon des sevices de sqnt : 3/ renforcer Iq lutte contre les maladies transmissibles et les
maladles non transmissIbles 4/ r6duire la transmission du VIH: 5/ d6velopper les ressources
humalnes en sant6: 6/ amoliorer l'accesslll tt llnonclbre des populatflons aux services de sant6;
71 acacoTre les financements du secteur de la sant6: 8S renforcer les capqclt6s Institutionnelles
du ministbre de la sani6.
43. L'effort de constriction et de normarlsotlon des inrtiuctures sqnitaires a 6t6 mointenu
avec notomment l'&rection en 2000, de Z3 dispensoires, 18 matemit6s, 104 logements. et 16
d6pOts MEG, Par ailleurs, 56 CSPS ont 6t6 6fig6s en vue de r6dulre le rayon d'accbs aux
stTuctises sanitoires, et 15 CMA pour desengorger les Centres Hospllaliers Nacionaux (CNN). Pour
2001. outre la poursulto des efforts en mofaire de construction, le fonellonnement des
infrastructures q continu6 d Otre ameliore gr6ce a l'augmentation de la part du budget
national consacr6e e la sant6 (14.% en 2001 contre 12,4% en 2000), aux recrutements
supplementaires des personnes pour augmenter le nombre de CSPS fonctionnels (plus de 70%
en 2001), et . V4'armoration de Ia disponibirlit des m6dicoments essentiels g6nOrques. La
'couveriure vaccinale a 6t6 6largie pour les prTnclpau vaccins: le faux de couverture east pass6
respectivement de 80 6 84% pour le BCG, de 57 64% pour le DTCP3 et de 55 a 65% pour la
rougeole.
44. L'acces aux m6dicaments g6n6riques sera renforce avec la r6cenle oaisse de l marge
b6n6ficiooe coe la CAMEG (32%), Des dispositions sont en train d'etre prises pour la r6percussion
de la baisse sur los prix pratiqu6s dans les zones pdriph6rques. D'ores et d6jb. une enqubte a
ete conduite pour vhdfler l'appicalion des textes consacrant leas bqkses de prix ant6rieures. Les
resultats prOUmInalres montrent une tendance a la r6duction des 6cqrts entre leas px fix6s et
ceux prlfiqu6s par les structures p6i1pheriques. avec cependant dans certains cas un d6lai
relativement Important dons la r6percussion de lVinfrTmation sur les baisses.
2.3. Axr 3: EL&sitai LaS oppoETupiTUS of #AMWTE!D'EPLI V 'A1Z1:i1U GAN!AIGCES

DE REVeNUl PO1 UR PAIVIE!i

2.3.1- La diminution do Ia vuln6rabll dle dI'actlIdI agricole
45. En mafibre de conservation des eaux et -des sols, des r6sulfts appr6ciables ont ete
enregistres au cours des douze deMiers mols. En effet, on relbve la r6olisction de quslque 23378
sites ontl-rosffs, 18.826 ha de "zal", 7J124 ha de paillage et la r6cup6ralion qe 1.638 ha de
glacis. Par ailleurs, dons ie cOare do leamrlioration de lo gestion des ressources naturelles, des
comites vIllageols de oestlon des terroirs (CVGT) sont en irain d'btre mis en plqce.
46. Dans le domalne de l'hydroulique rurole et de l'approvisionnement en eau potable, le
gouvemement entend renforcer les Tnstituflons du secteur pour garantbr une gestion efficace de
la ressource. A cet deard. une lol dorlentation relative 6 Io gestion de l'ecu a 6t6 adopt6e en
f6vr¶er 2001.
47, Sur le plqn des r6alisations, 1.034 nouvecux points d'eau ont Mt cr66s (pour un abjectif de
600) dont 5 mini - adducffons d'eau et 774 forages 4sur une pr6vislon de S0) et 35 puits d grand
dlombtre ont pu btre rhobilit6s. Ce demier volet sera renforce dans les ann6es 6 venir avec
l'oppolnt des ressources de l'tnltialive PPTE. S'agissant de l'hydroulique aglcole, 1 convient de
signaler I'am6nogeoment, dons l'ensemble des rgions agrcoles. de 1.331 ho de bas-tonds et de
181 ha de petits p6rimbtres lrrigu6s et60 hectares de champsicoles b fitre de d6monstration et
de sensibilsatlon. En mnatlie d!hydraulique pastorale, an note la r6ollsation d'un barrage, de 22
forqges (dont 15 dons le cadre du plan de sauvetage du cheptelJ, de 23 pults et l'identlficaffon
de S sites de boulls (petites retenues d'eau). Pons le cadre du programme sectoriel d'appul 6



16levage. 32 porcs ont et6 am6nag6s (20 parcs d'attente et 12 de vaccination). Enfin. cu plan

inslitutionnel, le document cqdre de la r6forme du systbme de gestlon des infrastructures
hydraulques d'AEP a 616 adoptM en Conseil es Ministres le 18 octobre 2000.

48. Dons le domqine des am6nagements pistoraux et de la s6cunlsqtion toncibre les autorit6s
ont proc&dO 6 I'Mlaboratlon de textes sur bq r6glementation de ia transhumance. du p6turage,
if r6glement des confluts Ag,1cutteurs/1levours et Ia cr6aflon de 12 zones postorales. Plus de
1.000 Certificots Intemnlionoux de Transhumance (CIT) et 2=00 Certificqts Naflonaux de
Transhumonce (CNT) ont 6t6 d6livr6s oux 6leveurs. Dons le cadre cle l'6laborqtlon du Code
pastoral, une sWie de consuAtaflons a 66 organls6e au cours de I'onn6e 2001 b trQvers des

otellers r6glonaux. Ces consultations seront clOtur6es par un qtelier national dont la tenue est
envisg&eo avant Ia fin 2002.
2.3.2. L'lntensMcatlan at la modendsdafon de l'acHvlt agrcole

49. Dans le domaine agricole, environ 551.000 eploitants agrcoles ont b6ndficl6 au cours de
l'ann6es 2000 d'appui - conseTl en vue d'accroitro leurs performances en matibre de
production. La vulgarisaflon des thbmes techniques a Mt6 effective 6 travers 12.785 groupes de
travail. Le taux moyen d'adoption des thAmes techniques vulgaris6s est de l'ordre de 89 %, avec
un engouement rnmrqu6 pour la confection des sites antf-rosifs (107 %), la pratique de la
culture attelee (98 %). I'uhiTisaflon de Io fumure organique (99 %) et min6role (90 %).

50. Los actions mon6es dons ta r6organisation de lo fflllre coton commencent 6 montrer des
r6sultats tres positifs. La gestlon de la fiMlmre coton assocde d6sormals les producteurs, organls6s
dans le cadre d'une ?6d6ratton blen structur6e. D6tenant 30% du capital de la SOFITEX. les
producteurs partldcpent t Ia d6flnition et b Ia mise en ceuvre de ia strot6gie de la socl6t6. Ce
dispositit, unique en son genre dans la sous r6gion. a am6lior6 de faqon sensible les relations
entre les divers qcteurs de la fllero et contrlbu6 b l'instqurntlon d'un professionnallsme au sein
du secteur. La SORTEX envisage de so retirer progressivement du finoncement des inlrants au
profit de la Caisse nafloncle de credit qgricole (CNCA) et du systeme financier d6centralis6,
mieux arm6s pour fiIre face aux risques Ii6s a cette octivit6.

2.3.3- L'ccrolssoment et la dlvmfficaon ies rovenus des ruraux

51. En vue d'assurer un accrosseoment et une dcverslflcation des revenus des ruraux, plus de 100
projets d'rnlbouche ont et6 financ6s par le Programme d'Appul aux Initiatives

Communautalres de Base/Lutte contre la pauvret6 (PAICB/LCP) dons les cinq r6glons de sc
zone d'lntervention. Des initiatives de m6me nature, des projets d'6levage de volailles et de
porcs et de productlon laltlire ont 6 clement b&n6flci6 do soutlen, dans le cadre do prolets ou

6 trovers le programme sp6dal de s6curt6 arimentqlre au profi des temmes ou par le cancl
d'ONG, Pans Is cadre du programme PPTE 2001, les secteurs du d6veloppement rural ont
b6n6flci6 d'une allocatlon globale de 3.1 milllards FCFA pour le financement d'octivit6s
g6n6rat6ces de revenus initi6es en faveur des populations rurales. Par ailleurs. pour une
meilleure exploltation des potentlallt6s agricoles et to promotion de l'emploi et des revenus en
milieu rural, un progromme de petite Irrigation utilisant un systome 6 faible coOt et bas6 sur la
valoritlion de la contre-sqison a e6t engag6 au cours de la campagne 2001-2002

2.3.4- Le ctsenclavement
52. Le Burkina Fhso est engag6 qans une polltique de soutlen b lactivitd agicole b travers
I'ex6cution dbun programme global de constnrction de 6000 Km de pkstes rurcles Il'horizon
2004, Dons le cadre de Ia strat6gie de lutte contre la pquvret6, un prograrnme adUitionnel.
soutenu pqr les ressources PPTE o 6t6 entreprs, couvrant au litre de 2000 Ia r6ellsation de 266 Km
de pistes pour un montant de 1.8 mflliords dons quatre (4) provinces, GrOce 4 une allocation de
l'ordre de 2 milliqrds sur les ressources PPTE de 2001,. 1e programme a 616 6tendu 6 9 provinces
pour des r6allsations de 387 Km de pistes. Au plan lnstitutlonnel, une Direction g6ndrole des
pistes rurales a 6t6 cr66e au sein du ministere en charge des lnastructures, pour trqduire la
volont6 du Gouvemement dons ce domalne. Des r6flexions sont en cours en vue de
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i'6laboration d'une s?rtiagle de d6veloppemrent des p6ts rurales dons les r6glons les plus

pauvres, ofin d'y fovorher l'6mergence de morch6s dynarniques et cr6er aini de v6ntabies

pOles de d6veloppement capable de srimuler une dlversiffcation des opportunts d'activit6s

6conomiques (payson-commor9ant, paYson-artlon. transport, petite tronsforrnaon des

produits agncoles). Les r,Dasorl roul1ires ovec les pays voisns sont dgalement en vole de

renforcement avec le bitumoge des aes Ouagadougou - Dano - Frontikre de Cote d'lvoire.

Ouagadougou - P6 - Frntifre du Ghona et Ouagodougou L.o - Froniire du Ghana,

53. Dons le codre du Plan national d'Mlechlflctlon en cours de r6vilslon, 9 centres secondaires

ont 6t6 6lectrifi6s en l' an 2000, et un programme de pr64lecttification des zones rurales par des

systbmes de plQques solQires photovottdiques. couvrant 125 chefs-lleux de d6partement a 616

r6ois6. Ce programme a lorgement contibu& d r6duire la pouvret6 dans lhs compagnes par la

rrise en place de syst&mes d'6calorage public et des centres de sant6 qui ant dnsi pu 6tre

dot6s en 6qulpements de conservation des rn*dlcanments, Las aclivMt6s des centres de lolslis ont

6te 6galement impuls6es gr6ce b des dotatons en maot6dels udliovisuels. L'6lectrlitcation rurale

devra connaitre un d6veloppernent qu- cours des prochaines ann6es. avec Ia mise en place

pr6vue, dons le cadre de la mise en cuvre de la leltre de poiltique de d6velopperment de

I'jnergie, d'une agence et d'un fonds d'ilectuficatlon rurcle.

54. En notlibrs de t6l6communicatlons. dons le cadre de l'extension de lTacc6s au service

universel, un programme a 06 entreprls dons Is sens d'offlir clons chaque commune rurcle et 6

chaque village au moins un point d'accbs public ou t0l6ptone. ovec la posslbilit6 de desservir

la mclie et le cenhte de sont6 at d'qssurer gratultementbles oppels d.stln*s aux services publics

d'urgence les plus proches. Un programme a 66 6labor6 b cot effet pour la pAriode 2001-2004.

dont le flnancement, estlm6 4 89.6 millons de dolkars US, sal environ 63 mflhlards de francs CFA.

sera assur6 notmrnent b travers un fonds d'accbs au service universel, Qllment6 par les

op6roteurs de t6l6communications. 200 localit6s sont couvertes par ce programme qul

permettra Ia mise b disposition des zones rurales do quelque 22.400 ngnes de t6l6phone.

23J5 Le souten aux argflIaidons de producdemof e aux Inflra*uelures collectives

55. Afin d'am6llorer la concertalion enlre les producteurs et 1'ensemble des partenaires. des

organisatlons de producteurs ont 6 mises en place. Au tm cres organisations pqysannes. on

d6nombre i ce ]our ptbs cle 24.460 groupements 121.600 groupements viilogeois. 35M0

groupements de producteurs de coton et 360 groupemonts cde leunes agrculteurs), 230 Unions

de producteurs et 730 jeunes fi6s dons leurs terraob. Au niveau des 6leveurs, une organisotlon

tdTtibre d'4leveurs a et6 cr66 sous lq d6nominatlon aF6d ration des 0eveurs du Burlino .

C'est dons cette m6me optique qu'a t6 Inslituee la Joum6e naJionale do Paysan. rencontre

annuenle entre le Chef de l'Etot et le monde rural. En vue de prrnettre une Iprge Informtofln

des 6leveurs transhumants et de fadliter le suM des mouvements du b6tail at l'entretien de aons

rapports de collaboration avec los pays frontlles, une UnIt6 d'Appul Fonctionnel aux Eleveurs

Transhumants (UAFET) a 616 cr6ee dons le cadre de la miss on wuvre du volet "Sante anImale

et promotion du pastorallsme" du Prograrnme national do d6veloppement des services

qgrcoles (PNDSA),
56. Des actions d'appui aux op6rate.rs du secteur qgrcole et 6 leurs organisations ont t6

conduites au cours de la campagne 200D.2001. dons le cadre des objectlfs poursuivis 6 trover5

les plans d'ocitons des programmes prldortdros du p(qn strat6iqus ap6rationnel 6labor6 pour

soutenir le d6veloppement du secteur, Ainsi. au niveau deo a micro finqnce, le Plan d'acrlon

pour le flnqncement du monde rural (PA/FMR) a appuy6 l'm6liorctlon des capacit6s des

professionnels du sectew en porticipant Il'orgqnsallon et au co-financement de to formation.

Dons le secteur du ri le plqn d'acffon de la fili6re ri (PA/FR) a soutenu l'organislffon et i mise

en place dcu coamit Interprofesslonnel du Aiz (CIR) consHu6 des praductwurs, des foumisseus

d'intrants, des commerqants, des transforrnateurs et des transporteurs.
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24. AxE 4: PROMOION hi LA SONNE OUVENNCE

57. L'Etat rest. le promoteur et le r6gwlatour du d6veloppement 6coniomique et social. A ce
titre, Il d6finit les grondes orientatIons, It strat6gle de d4veloppement et fixe los regles clu lou
economique et vefle 6 leur respect, Depuls l'irstouration de la democrqfie en 1991, le
gouvemement burldnoba n'a cess6 de faire des eftorts pour le renforcement des assises de
I'EtOt.
58. La mise en ceuvre de Ia rWforms a connu qes qvanc6es lgnlficatIves en 1999 ovec le
reversement des personnels dons la nouvelle gille salardlce et a 6t& renforc6e 4 partir de 2001
ovec l'adoption de nouvelles fiches ce notation pour l'qpplicatlon du systeme d'qvancement
au nrite. Les outils de programmation des qctIvIt6s des unites admlnlstrotives ont par ailleurs
6t& mis en ploce: lettres de missions, contrrts d'objectifs, programmes d'qclvites, tableaux de
bord. rqpport d'activit6s, etc. La gestlon pr6vlsionnelle des effecflts devrolt connrre une
am6lioration notable ovec le processus de d6ffnWion des ernplois publics, la mise en place des
directions des ressqurces humaines et la d6concentrqljon de la gestion des dossiers des qgents
au moyen du Syst%me Int6gr6 de Gestlon Administrative et Salhiale du Personnel de I'Etat
(SIGASPE), en cours de deplollement grace au R6seau Inter AdministraffF (RESINA).

2.41- La Souvemance d6mocraitque
59. La cr6ation du Secr6toriat d'Etat b la Promotion des Drolts de I'Homme (SEPDI) et cle la
Commission Notlonale des droits de I'Homme (CNDH) permettra de renforcer Ia protection des
droits de l'homme tont doas le fonctionnement du systibmejudiclaire quo dQns I'elaboration des
textesr juddiques.

Encodrf °n 2: Lg rhforme de la lutle au BAstdna Faso

La gouvomement du Bu*no Faso a afflnn4 so volont6 poUlIque de conouIre des r6tormes jurdclques at judlclolras pouTf
aomlIorer l'ocsbqlon et le foncfionneont du sysome ludilaroe. Pour y pavenir, un auMd orgqnlsaflonnel cle
I'appcreil Judidalre a 61t r&Us6 en 1995, qul a mis en oxrgue les Oyfonctonnerments des Institutions ludiclales. Pour
entendro tous les acteurs de Iq justice (octeurs judcaes. 6conomquw. sociMte Mll) sur los matu de It jushrce et los
solutions possibles, un foum national sur la justnce a te organls6 en octobre 199& Ce forum a permili d'qpprofondlr le
diagnosgic swr l6ot d6sestreux au plan organisaflonnel foncllonnal. matIe ftnancier, d6ontolooique, da Io Justice au
Ourino Faso,
Dons Is co0re de l'applicotion des recommandaomns du lorum sur la luuIce, le Plan d'Actfon National pour lo Reforme
de la Jutioe (PARNJI a et flboO Pt. 4 la surlt de son caoprion par le gouveommernt le 12 a4 200, U a 6t6 apprDuv6
par tow los pertaires Impaqu6s dons so mise en csuvre dont la Banque mondale, dqnu le cqdre d'uns table rondo
tenue le 19 Mun 2001. Le PANRJ poumsult obojeOf globux (Se reb orcer to place et Ie rele al o jusnice dans les
Institutions cdmocraolquss at (e promouvoa la connaiasacra et I'6ducaolon an maHtre de [Oris de l'Nornme.

Cotte volonl6 de rendre la ]ustice sccessbl. Cr6dibl et effcaa a de nouveau 6H6 afain6e cons Is Non Natlonqale
Bonne Gouvgwnanc o io Justice so Idenfl4e cenme 6tqnl ou cur wde IQ banne Gouvemance dc'mocratlque of
Oconomique, le Cadre Stroteoique de Luftt contre la Pouvret6 et le Plan d'Orentaflon et d'Actlon du Secr6tawot d( Etat
d Ia Promotion dos Drcis de I'Homme.
Divers pclsonires au d6velopprnent ont rnanitOit6 lour Intention de soutenqr lo b olont6 et l'effrt nnancIer Qu
goavemernent du Butna Faso de metre on auvre is plan d'actlbn des r6formes ludlfbcres dont le coot total s,ilvo a
envron 21 rnirs de hfrncs CFA. lI fat.s'est engg b folre un efort financier oxcepionnel pour Ia p6ode 2002-2006
d houteur dOm 34. % du coOt du pian d'action, tenant comnpto des chages r6currentes eultont de lappilcol!on du
PANRJU Outre cat efort financler exceptlonref, I zest engogO a augmenter pmgrsessvmenr ta budget de Ia JustIce
Ju u'Ol % aurncns dubudgta* .

60. Plus de cent mqglstrats ont ete recrutKs dcepuis 1993 alin quo 14 greffiers, 5 greffiers en chef
et 13 secretaires de greffe et de pqrquots. L'objectif est dI'atteindre le rato de un magistrat pour
35 000 hcbitonts contre le ratio actuel de 1 pour 75.000 (contre I pour 10.000 dons les pqys
industr[lis6s).

61. La lutie contre la pouvret6 ne peut porter des fruits scns un environnemont de paix et de
s6curltO. Aussi, face 4 la recrudescence du bandltre qui saps Ia tranquillite. contrade les flux
economiques et hypothbque lacc&s aux serices soclaux de base, le Gouvernement a adopte



en octobre 2001 un plan de lutte contre l'ins6cunte dont lq mise en ceuwo, programm6e sur
quotre ons. pr6voit notamment le rentorcement des effectifs ae Iq Compagnle Republlcalne die
SecurTte (CRSJ pour un maillage cons6quent du territoire.
242- La gouveantce 6conomlque
62. Dons le domqine de le gouvemance 6conormIque, le gouvemement a renforcd le dispostW
institullonnel de lutte conure la fraude, 6lqbor6 et tronsmis 4 Ia cour des comptes les lois de
reglement des qnnees lf99 et 2000 (apr&s celles de Ia peroc,e 1995-1998), et mis en place dss
strat6gles de rentorcement de la gestlon budg6taire et des m6danismes quT ossurent la
transparence. Ia responsobilite et l'obrogaflon de rendre compte dons ta gestion budg6taire. Les
organes de contrOle en partlculer Illnspectlon G6n6rale d'Etat 0t I'lnspectlon G6n6rale des
Fincnces seront rentorc6s.
63. L'unite antimcorruption annonc6e dons le CSLP a 6t6 mise en place. En d6cembre 2001 . une
Hqute AutoRte de Coordination de la Lutte Contre la Corruption a 6tb cr6e, ovec comme
attributions d'Mtudier les denoncations anonymes ou sign6es, de conduire des enqultes ou de
s'auto-solsir et de r6f6rer les dossiers aux outorit6s judicloTres competentes. Les dispositions sont
en train d'&tre prises pour son op6rationnorisation.
2A.3- La gouvemance locled
64. La mise en cuvre d'une polltique de d6centrOlisaflon tenrtorlale est fondomentale pour
promouvoir la participation et la disnbutlon 6qultable ses b6n6f!ces du developpement. Lo
processus de d6centraIlsatlon amorc6 en 1998 avec la prlse des textes d'orlentation sur la
d6centralisatlon entrera dons so phase opArati,onnege 4 compter de 2003. La r6forrne
administqtive a connu une ovqnc6e signlficcflve ovec la cr6atlon de 13 r6gions. La
r6gionorisaflon pernettra de renforcer les mesures de d6concentration des services de 1 Etat au
niveau local. solon I'axe g6ographlque et suivant les orticulations 6conomiques et soclaies.
Encadr6 na3: Le mocesss de d6cantvlsagn au budclng _aso
Le processw de la d6cenlrarsdflonon cows au kruio Fme est cqqct6rtA pqr une r6eUe volonth omque qul.
formeonwnt s'ost Iyuute pcr l'odoptlon dCunOe dnarche Progressive et prq moWque dam so miss an amuwre cvoc la
raotion en 1993 de Ia Commbson NQalonale de D6centralTsatlon ICNDI. structure l6gro charg6e de concevoir. pr6voir

et guLder I'Oonfl gouvememantcle on moffier de d6centraezton. La processw st iourdehul rbvefrsle. maolar b
lenteur cu trne dnccompagnemenl ole bmis on place dcm comrnmunes an rcppon avoc le trasrert des
comp6tences et dos myoens fllances et lo p1O des tess d'coppllctns devonl regr Ie foclonnemont consquent
des comrnunes. Le processum a frnchl une 6tape essentollo on aoof 1998 ovec I'odopfjon des Toxo d'Orl.ntoaron de
lo D6cenaIattrcn TOP). SI, sur le tenran, la dynamlque uwbohe connali des avanc6es slWgnicaltves ovec leOxprirence
de cinq ans de gosion commun0ae dons 33 communes urbdlnes (Porfts 49 Q to faveur des 26mes geciltons
munnilCIwes de 2000)1, t dymique rurle resto en geafion. Ia tenLie ces 6leclIons dons lea communes luroes eant
programm6e pour olannde 20M.
Le proe$svs a rdaIsO cqtoines Qvaneies stgnlalves of les mollts d'espo r exsfent, notamment avec 1:/ La misq en
place dlfuments daoppuf isfltuonnel. tedanquo et flnqnden cam communes (Fonds do D6imncge des Communes
cu SAGSSECOM. prolet CNO/GTz-FoRMAToN ; 2/ I rentorcenif qes capacites manqgerblos et de gestoen
oproonnells clelus locaux et des qgenfs commurux: 3/ Le rentforcement da 6qupements et Infrisbuctures
pubqus comrnmuncles: 4/ La consoikon el l'Qccrsert souenu dss ressources ffnancrs et liscales de la
puWt des communes; S/ L.ialaoragon do nombmeuses monogaphil el plar communoux de iveloppement; 6/
La pripoiMon pogressve ces mesures d'app tctloni des TOP: 7/ L'liniftlon continue des diff6rents acteurs de lo
d6centrlollon soutenant l Qpprop llon promressle de la rformo: S8 La qrqllon de plus de 700 eompols Pormanents.
9/ La cr6affon d un MInhst&re de IlAdrr4nstrcfln Teiofrlaoe at de to DWeeitrallsao (MAMDI pour une mime en couwre
consquente du processus Ps Is terrain.
Au regard deo la Id le progr cmatlon of os amenx soclo-6conomques of POritiques en cours. drnpwhorntes actions
sont engaes pour assurer uno rntse en cauvre cohMnto at eofqco des TOD. Co sont nota,wnrnt I'voluallon des
ressourCeS n6esios a I'exercle otlectl s comp6tences transfri.es qux communes en 2001, a mise en.place d8s
commislsonr ad hoc cq'rblrfe pour Is tronslert offecr de comp6tences aix colociMs oaes en 23 oat i
translrt oux coaloctlvlf6s locdaes qu reQutemenl at do la guitlon des peosnnuls o fronsf6rer. Le gouvomement.
conscient des pr6occupalons orossntes leo is b r6chance de 2003. orients sos aecns aff is ronforcement de la

NlbIllt des transter de comp6etnces.
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2.S- DlsposmE rE sUIVI DU CLP

65. Le CLSP constitue csormais la cadre de r6f6rence pour l'oction du gouvemement et les
interventions des partenatres au d6veloppernent dons to domalne de la lutte contre la
pquvret6. Le d6cimqrrage de so mrise en uvre a 6tM porflcuRirement lont, en raison du retard
enregistr6 dans o rnise en place du m6conlsme do sulvi, intervenue seulement en mars 2001,

solt hult mols apres l'adoption du document.

66. Ce m6canisme de suMi coMporte trois pallers: le. ComIt6 minlst6rtel de supervision du CSLP
(CMS/CSLP). Instance d6clsionnelle plac;e sous l'outorit6 du Pemrnier Ministre ; Is Comlt6

technique interminist6del de suivi du CSLP (CTS/CSLP), organe technique du comit6 minist6riel,
presid par le Secrtaire'g6ne6il du Mlinistre de l'Economle et des Finances: les groupes
sectorlels de Travail du CSLP (GST/CSLP), organis6s b I'6chelon des d6partements minist6rels ou

dons un cadre InterministWuIel pour leas themes transversaux, qul sont des structures
op6rationnelles prdsWd6es par eQs secr6tares g6n6roux.

67. Dans Is codre de l'am6lioraflon de l'intformafion, I'cnn6e 2001 a connu la mise en ploce de
l'Observatoire de la pauvret6 et du d6veloppement humaln durqble ainsi que celle de
lPObservatoire de l'Enplol.

3 - CASIP 5! PERSPEClIVU DU CSLP POUR 2002-2004

3.1- _T? D'!XEcUoN on AEuRE au CASRP 2
68. Lq quasl totofit6 des nesures Inscrtes dqns Ia matrice des mesures du CASRP 2 ont btb
r6aqaes. Alnsl; au plan budg6taire. le gouvemement a odopte; 1/ loa cle d finances 2002 sur lo
base des plafonds qu CDMT 2002-04, 6labdr6e en tenaht compte des pilodit6s clu CSLP; 2/
les budgets programmes conformes oux objecMs du CSLP dons 6 (six) mlnist6res , b savoir le
Ministere de l'economie et des finances. le M1nlstitre en charge de 1`6ducation de base, le

Mlnistbre cdes enseigriements seconddre, sup6rieure et de la recherche scientifique, le Ministbre
de la sant6. Ie Mlnistbre de l'agriculture et le Minist6re de rdmrinistroflon tenitofiale et de la

d6cenltrallsalion.
69. DQns le domcine de la passatlon des march6s publics, le gouvemement a adopt6 par

D6cret nO2002-1 10/PRES/PM/MEF du 20 mqrs 2002 uno nouvelle r6glementatlon des march6s

publics qui Instaure une plus grande transparence dons les proc&dures des commandes
publiques et clarMent les rdles des dlff6rents qcteurs dons le processus.

70. S'agLssant du CFAA, I'exercdce Q 41 reallse et le rapport a fait l'obJet Oun ategler de
restitutlon le 25 mnrs 2002. Un plan dac1lon int6rimalre (d court terme) consolidant les points de
convergence des rapports PRGB/RONC et CFAA a 4% 6labor6 et dont lo mise en ouvre a 6t6
entam6e depuks le cl4but de l'ann6e en cours,

71. Les prolets de lois de regleMnent des exercices 1999 et 2000 ont 6te adopt6s por le Conseil
des Ministres lom de so s6ance du 13 f6vrier 2002 et soumis b la Chambre des comptes le 27
mars 2002.

72, Concemont le sUMvi de la pquvretW. la list. des indicateurs d'evaluatlon du CSLP est

dispornlJe et le Gouvemement, au regarc de limportance de Ia question, a constitu6 un
r6seau de coffespondcnts dons les d6partements minIst6fels pour compl6ter le deipositif de suivi

du CSLP. En aonnont au suivi des Indicateurs un caractfre permanent. n consocre lo
responsabilisatlon effective des groupes sectoriels.. La cr6affon de ce r6seau constitue une
r6ponse oux faiblesses constat6es quT se d6clTnent por l'absence dindicateurs dons certalns
secteurs cl6s comme le d6veloppement rural. Jusqu'b I'6voluation de juilet 2001, le suivi des
incTicateurs dons les secteurs autres quo ceux de 1'6ducation, de la sant6 et de l'eu potable
recouvmra un caractbre provisotre et exp6nmental.
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73, Dons le domalne de P'6ducation. en vue d'am6lorer l'efficacit6 cle I'qdministrafion, un
nouvel orgqnigrqmme du Ministere de I'Enseignement de Bose et de l'Alphab6tisation a 6t6
odopt6 par d6cret n@2001-=28/PRES/PM/MEBA du 4 octobre 2001. Ce d6cret pr6cise
notamment le niveau de d6centrallsotion du secteur de l'6ducation et les r6les et
responsabilit6s cz chqque niveau du sYstbme, les changements instftutionnels rendus n6cescqires
dans le contexte de Ia d6centrarisallon. le volurme d'activites 4 entreprendre dons le cadre du
plan d6cennal (PDDEB) et la r6organisatlon des structures du MEBA.
74, Pour favorlser roccbs des populations aux soins de sant6. ies autorit6s du ministere qe la
sant6 ont pus une circulaire rappelant to gratultddes soins pr6ventifs pour le premier niveau de
sonte. Dons cette meme optique. un aofti minist6fiel conjoint du Ministbre de la sant6 et du
Minist6re du commerce, de la promotlon des entrepRses et de l'arffsacnot (ArrOt6 No 2-
010/MCPEA/MS du 8 fevrier 202) flxant 6 25 pour-cent au maximum la m4rge b6n6ficiaire sur
les m6dlcarnents essentlels g6n6dques (MEG) vendu par les grossistes a 6t6 prs.
7S. Le programme de rnformes du secteur coton a connu des progr6s notables avec I'adoption
en d6cembre 2001 de dsux d6crets portant respectivement autorisation d'instqllatlon
d'op6rateurs priv6s dons los zones Centre et Est fdecret n92001-764/PRES/PM/MCPEA/MEF/AGRI)
et suppression du monopole de la SOflTEX (nO?63/PRES/PM/MCPEA/MEF/AGRI). Le comlt6 de
gesfion de la filiere a d6cdd6 en mars 2002 Ia prorogation de l'occord Interprofessionnel d'un an,
du maintlen du prix aux producteurs 6 son niveau actuel (175 FCFA le hlo pour le I't choix) et de
Iq suppression de lo ristourne pour tenir compti de l'6volution d6favorable des prix sur le
march6 International. De memoe, n a approuvb lar6partition des responsabilit6s entre la SOFITEX
et l'Union Nationale des Producteurs de Coton du Burldna (UNPCB) en moti&re d'achat, de
commerciallsation et de financernent des intranti,
3.2- PERspEcIIvU PouRt- LA mous L2003.2005
3.2.1- Perspectives mocro-6conomlques

76. La mise en ceuvre des r6formes structurelles a permrs a Il6conomie burkinabe d'enregistrer
des progras notals au plqn macro6conomlque. Toutefols. ceux-c demeurent fragiles en
raison des nombreux dal6s auxquels elle est soumise (contraintes de l'environnement
Internahionol et 01603 climrtiques) qu7 ont eu nothmment pour consequence un ralentissement
de la croissance 6conomique en 2000. M6me si une reprise a 6t6 Qmorc6e en 2001, Ie niveau
de croissance du plB r6el demeure en- deSi de l'oblectlf de 7 - 8% estlm6 n6cessaire pour
impulser une am6lioration sensible des revenus des populqtions les plus d6fqvorlsdes. Ainsi, la
periode devrait e1re marqu6e par une quasil-stabillsatfon de la aoissance 6conomique (5,7% en
2002, 5,6% en 2003, S,6% en 2004 et 55% en 2005), dans un contexte de stabilit6 relative des prx
(taux cjinflation moyen Inte6ieur a 3%).
32.2- Poilsue Ludqftore
77. Le Gouvemement est conscient que le succes de so poliTque de lutte contre Iq pauvret6
sera d6termin6 par so capocit6 b mettre en place une polItique fiscal. 6 court et moyen terme
qul assure une hausse continue des recettes fiscales olin de. 1 / contenir le d6ficit global base
engagements, dons Inclus et hors d6penses financees sur ressources PPTE o 11.6% du PIB en
2003, 94% du PFI en 2004 et 8.8% clu PIB en 2005: 2/ limIter l'endeffement de l'Etot: 3/ s6curiser
ainsi un niveau critTque de d6penses dons les secteurs ploultalres susceptibles d'avoir une
Incidence significaflive sur la pouvret6.
78. En mciaflre de recettes. les r6flexions engqg6es pour l'Vlaborotion d'un circuit Int6gr6 de la
recette seront accel6r6es au cours cqe I'ann6e 2002 et los efforts pour I'6largisserrent des bases
d'imposition et le renforcement de l'efflcacit% de I'dministratlon fiscqle et douqni6re seront
poursuivis. Par qilleurs, I 16gislation et Ic r6glementation aff6rant 6 l'idenfffiant financier unique
(IFU) seront relues et les possibillt6s quH offre seront mleux explolt6es, dons le cadre de la lutle
contre la fraude et le m6conisme de suivi des exon6raflons sera omellore.
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79, Le CDMT sero mis (,profit pour canallser des rossources substntlelles vems les secteurs
prorlt9res du CSUP dont Id miss 6 jour sera finqis6e. Los plafonds du CDMT 2003-2005 serviront,
comme en 2002,4 1t61ctboration des budgets-programmes de l'ann6e 2003 qul sero rerforc6e
avec la prise en compte des recommandctkons des 6tudes RDP condultes en 2002 dans les
secteurs cu dl6veloppement rural et des Infrostructures routl&res qlnsa quo celles issues de l'atefler
- bton sur les processus RDP, CDMT et budgetsprogra mmes tenu au d6but du Ieo tnrmestre 2002.
80. Un accent particulier sera mis sur une meileure r6pcariton inter et lntrQ sectorlelle des
charges do fonctionnement pour accompogner plus efficacement IQ sfrqtrgie de lufte contra
to pauvret6. Aussi, au cours de l'onn6e 2002 et sur le moyen terme, le gouvemement s'attellera
4 meltre en cauvre les mesures du plan d'qctlon int6gr6 issu des recommandQtions du PRGB. du
RONC et du CFAA, pour am6florer 'etficocit6 de la d6pense pubgque. Ces mesures concement
l'eloboration du budget, l'ex6cutlon du budget et des morches pubflcs, Io controle. la revue
des depenses publiques, l'utirisaffon des ressources PPTE et Is sulvi de la pauvret6.
81. _o En d6pet de l'utilisafion du budget comme instrument de mise en
ceuvre du CSLP, le gouvernement a constot quo les progrbs pounileni Otre mellleurs s'f arivait
6 om6liorer la pr6vislon macro6conomique notanmment par le perfectlonnement et le
d6veloppement des modeles utills6s b cat effet, 6 savolr Is RAMA BKF et l'lnslTument Automatis6
de Prevision (lAP). Una collaloralion accrue des portenaires dont la Banque mondlole sero
nocessaire pour renforcer les capacifts de gestion des mod6les.
82. S'agissont du budget-progromme. les falblesses'constat6es dans son applicaton seront
progressivernent conflg6es ovec notomment l'etaboration d'un plan strat6gique et dZun plon
oprationnel de mise en oeuvre de cet outh couvrant tous ses aspects (61borcrflon - execution -
suivi), la formation des pdncipaux actours (DE?IDAP), son int4graflon dons les modules de
forrnaton des 6coles professlonnelles et l6laboratlon par tous les ministbres de politiques
sectonelles assorhies de plans Iriennaux de mise en xuvre.
83. Ex6cutlon du budget: le Circuit Intdgr6 de la D6pense sera etenqu et renforce, Ainsl io
module de gestion des flnancements ext6deurs serq raccord6 au systeme pour assurer son
exhoustlvft6 et it sera dtudi6 les modarit6s de la reallsqtlon d'une Interface ovec le systbme de
gesflon et d'onalyse de Ia dette (SYGADE), La d6concentration do l'ex6cutlon budg6taoe
connattra des ovonc6es.significatives avec la mise en ceuvre du plan opdrationnel pour la
d6concentration de l'ordonnoncement qul consacre un approtondissement de la procedure
actuelle de d6lfgation de cr6dits. Una etude sur les imprlcaflons informatiques de cette
d6concentratlon sera r6cllske pour l'extenslon du CID au niveau r6gionql.
84. March6s publies: Io gouvernoment s'attellera q I'applcalton des recommandations du
rapport de l'6tude CPAR. 11 s'ogira notamment de mettre en ceuvre le plan de renforcement
des.copqcft6s de la DCMP et oe la DGCOOP pour assurer des proc6dures concurrentlelles cqe
bonne qualit6 telles que pr6vues par le nouveau d6cret portant reglementaflon d,es march6s
publics, de concevoir un nouveau manuel de proc6dures pour les march6s publics et
d'6loborer une Instruction sur le plan de passatfon des marches.
85. 1og e I caour des Comptes serq rendue pleinement operotionnelle des 2002. A cet
6gord, des dispositions seront pdses pour la d6slgnotlon des membres de la Cour et lo dotation
de cello"cl en mayens matoWiels et humains ad6quats. L'accent sera mis par oilleurs sur to
d6voloppement de la production de l'information sur les r6sultats des audits et contr6les afln de
stimuler progressivement la demande du public et ceuvrer dons le sens d'une moilleure
responsabilisqtlon.
86. Revies des d6DMax nubtLgues: une dzaine d'4tudes RDP a et6 46J6 r6als6e au Burkina
Faso, les plus r6centes concemant le sectewu du d6veloppement rural et celui des Infrastructures
routfres. L'ateller de Kaya a formul6 des recommanclfloins pertinentes dons le sens de
l'am6lioratlon de l'uflllsatlon de cot Instrument pour mesurer l'eMcacit6 des depenses publiques.
On retlendra 6 cet 6gard celles relatives 6 I'laboration d'un rapport dressont l'itat
d'execution des recommandatlons des 6tudes d616 realisees avant le lancement de toute
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nouvelle etude RDP. 6 la n6cessite de sensibilis6r le Gouvemement et les institutions sur la finaite
du processus pour faciflter so conduite. b l'lnopportunlt6 de lour syst6maftsatlon (r6ailsoaion en
fonction des besoins) et au reriorcement de :la formotion pour constulver b terrne. un pqnel
d'experts notioncau capables de prendre en charge les 6tuc,es. Ces recommandattons seront
exploitAes pour la r6aRsatlon du nouveau programme de travail qu comjte de revue des
d6penses publiques quT pr6volt rtomrnment pour la p,rTode 2002-2004 la r6qlisqtlon des RDP des
secteurs de la jush'ce, de l'enseignoment secondaire et du tertbire (commerce et artisanat).
87. le ources _=: En vue d'amrliorer l'ex6cution des operations sur fonds PPTE, le
gouvemerment a ouvert un compte dons les livres de la BCEAO pour recev6ir les ressources
issues de l'lniEative eo retracer leur uLifsalion pour coMpter de 2DO et des dispositions seront
prlses pour les inclure qans la lo1 de finonces rectiflcative, Le Cadre des D6penses h Moyen
Terme ICDMT) Integre 4 portir de 2003 los ressources PPTE et leur affectal0on, autorlsont ainsi leur
prise en compte dons la lo! de finances.
343- Ub6ralstalon de N'conomle, arn6floratIn de lo comp~tlevtt6 of

d6veloppement du sectour puv6
88. Pour continuer b promouvoir le secteur 0p0v6. te gouvemement meto en place. en
collaboration avec les partenatres techniques et financiers, un nouvoau programme d'appul
(Projet d'Appul b la comp6tttivit6 ot au developpement de l'entreprse) qul couvr1ra
notamment les domqlnes de la privatMsation et la r6forme des services pubrics. du
d6veloppement de I'entreprlse.
89. Pour mener b bien ce projet. deux actlons fondamentales ont 6t6 rar1s6es, x sovoir
'6loborolion d'une lettre de poUtlqiue de d6veloppement du secteur pnv et lo cr6ation d'un

comlt6 de comp6titivlt6. D'outres actions sont en cours de r6oUsatlon, nothmment la cr6ction
de tlc Maison de l'Entropreneur du Burkina Faso (MEDF) et lo mrse en plqce cd'un fonds de
Soutlen a CoOts PartagQs (FSCP). La MEBF qui sera rendue operqffonnelle en fin 2002 permettra
'6rnergence d'une offre de service conseO locat et la stimulation de Iq demande on Ia malt&re.
L'ohJectif vs6 b t'horozan 2003 est de ramener le nombre de formaflt6s de creqtion d'entreprse
de 8 d 4, ce qul permettra tour d6livronce s6once tenante.
90. Les outortes mainflendront les efforts de construction et de renforcoment les capocit&s de
r6gulatlon dons lts secteurs recemment lib1raIis6s. Ainsi a l'instar de I'ARTEL pour les
t6l6communicatIons. dons le secteur de 1'6nergie. la lettre de pofitique de d6veloppement du
secteur de 1'6nergie adopt6e en d6cembre 2000 pr6volt la cr6atofn d'un orgone de r6gultion.
L'optton pour I'tnterconnoxlon elecl11que avec lIs p5ys volsins (COte d'lvoire et Ghana) offre de
r6elles perpectives pour la r6duction du prix du KWh. notomment pour les unit6s Industjeltes.
91. Dqns le domqine financier, le gouvemement renforcerq la supervision du sectour financier
en cooperatlon ovec les outorit6s monAtaires et 6taborera une strat6gie globale on vue d'une
meoleure orgonisafTon de la micro-finance. Par ailleurs, it proc&dera b une relecture cle la
fiscarit6 de 1'Aporgne pour l'odqpter au contexte sous r6gional et favoriser sa mobilisatlon pour
to finoncoment des PME/PMI.
92. La raorgqnisotlon du secteur des transports toucherq notamment les transports a6dens ovec
to pMvQtisatlon de la gestlon des a6roports de Bobo-Dioulasso et Ouagadougou ot de
l'assustance en escale.
a24- Le d6velopp.ment des ressources humalnes
93. Le bllqn partlet de tb premiere annee de mise en 'uvre du CSLP, los pr6occupotlons
form'ul6es au cours des consultations r6glonabes ainsl que par los PTF tllustrent blen 'ampleur du
chemin qui reste a parcourir.
3±4.1. L'ducaton de base
94. Le Programme DAcennal de D4veloppement de l'Educaflon de Base, dont t'accord de
crAddt vient d'Otre sIgn6 ovec lo Banque Mondiale est I'instrument principql que le
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Gouvemement entend ufllser pou rattraper le retard du paYs dOqns le domoine de 116ducqtion
fondqmentale. 11 consucre sur so preomire phase trlennble l'engagement des autortes
d'acc6l6rer le ddveloppemont de 1'1ducation de Wmse tout en gorantissant so quaflte et so
viabllit6 finandbre. A cet egard, los efforts seront conjugu6s avec ceux des portsnaires
techniques et financiers pour pemettre d'atteindre un thux qe scolarisacfon de 53% en 2003
contre 43% en 2001. Le programme d'6ducQtion non formelle touchera 200.000 apprenants, ce
qul d6bouchera sur un taux d'olphabbtisoLion de 32% contre 22%.
95. Dons Is cadre de la pousuite du programme d'expanslon de l'6ducation de base, 2013
nouvelles sales de dcoasse de 4.000 CPAF. et 3.000 CBNF seront construltes par an. Dans celte
meme optique, il sera pro9c&d6 annuellement au recrutement et 6 la formatfon de 2.067 mdrrres,
de 410 onimateurs commlnautaires et de 300 animateurs de CBNF. La polltique de dlsilbution
gratuite de manuels scolaires dans les 20 provinces los plus pouvres sero poursuMe dans
l'oboctil de r6duire les 6carts de scolQrisaffon par rapport 6 lo moyenne naffonale, Les
innovatiOns p6dagogiques seront 6galement mises a profit pour accroTtre I'acc&s b I'education.
96. En ce qul concemo IQ mosure relcalve b l'outorlsotion de cession d'Atablissements
d'educqtion de base oux collectivit6s locales, son adopilon est liee 6 la mise en ceuvre du
processus de d6centroigsation, actuellerent en cours (Cf. Encadr n° 3 sur Ia d6centrolisatfon).

97. La pfise en compto des lens systomlques entre los difr6rents ordres d'enseignement se r6vAle
Atre lncontoumaOble dans une vkion dynamique du secteur de l'ducotlon. Pour ce faire le
Gouvernement a orgcnls6 ces assises notionales sur 1'6ducation en avril 2002 pour mieux
pr6ciser la demorche cfin d'aboutir b une meilleure synergie des composantes du syst&me
6ducatff (base, secondzire, sup6rieur).
32A.2- La sarM
98. Dans le but d'augmenter l'occesslflit6 financiere des populations qux soins ce sqnt6, l'eftort
portera sur 'amo6lioratlon de refficience des services de sant6 et la promotion de mbcanisrnes
de pqrtage des rsqtues en matiore de sant6. Pour aecroltr le financement du secteur de Ia
sante. 1e gouvemement s'efforcera de mobillser des ressources flnancibres addlffonnelles en
taveur du secteur de Ia sant6, tout en recherchant les voles et moyens d'qm61iorer le
recouvrement des coOts. Eqrqllblernent, I'effort de renforcement des capaoct6s Insfitutlonnelles
du Mlnist6re de la Sant6 sera poursuivi (cadre organisationnel et Jurldlque, administration,
ge6tlon et appul technlquq. coordination des interventions, etc.).

99. Dans Is processus do d6centrqDsation du systbme de sant6, de nombreux d6fts restent b
relever au niveau des dsiricti au nombre desquels on pout citer le ronforcement de la
planification opbrqtionneNe et du syst&me d'intormalion sonitcdre, I'Int6gration des programmes
verticqux, le d6veloppement des capacitfs de gstion, Ie renforcement des infrastructures, Ie
devoloppernent approprI6 de la couvertuie sanitore dans les districts urbalns, I'engagement
communautaire, 1'issuronce quarlt6 des soins. etc.
100, LOaction portera sur le renforcement de o d6concentraton budg6taire par le blais des
cr6dits d6l6guds pour mettre 6 la crispositIon des structures de sant6 de base les ressources
n6cessoires 6 leur bon fonctionnement ovec la responsabllsotion des communaut6s dans la
gestion. Les programmes en cours, notamment le progrqmme d'offre d'un pqquet de soins (qui
Int6gre le programme 6iargi de vaccination (PEV). 'e6minmnatlon ou la lutte contre des maladies
soclales telles que la drocunculose, la lepre, la tuberculose) et la lutte contre le poludisme
seront poursuivis afin d'am6fiorer l'occes des plus pauvres aux soins de sant6.

101. Des actlons vigoureuses sont envisagees en vue d'appliquer les mosures de grotuite de
certains solns pr6ventifs de sonte, notamment Ia consultation prenatale et la vaccinaflon de
roUtine fcamets de voccinafton). Le gouvemement vellTera 6 slassurer de la r6percusslon
effective 6 tous les niveoux (structures d6concentr6es et p6uiph6r1ques, populotions) des
d6clsions de basse des pix des MEG d6cid6es par la Centrale d'Achat des Medicoments
Essentlels G6n(rIques (CAMEG) et une 6valuqtlon de l'lnitlative de Barnako sera effectuee pour
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permettre de renforcer ce type de mesures.
3.2.5- Le d6veloppwment rural
102. Au plan InstTlutlonnol, un audit serQ rdqlis6 pour trouvor des soluffons qux
dysfonctionnerrents Octuels quT obbrent les interventions des services publics de
d6veloppement rural et p6sent sur leur eficaclte en partant des besons exprlm6s par le monde
rural. Afin de connecter l'Cconomie rurale au marche et ful perrnettre de jouer son role
d'impulslon du reste des secteurs du developpement, les plus hautes autorit6s ont pris
l'engagement d'installer des ch4mbres d'agriculture dons les treize r6gions du pays. Cette
rWforme insffltuflonneTle sera occompagn6e 6 parrir de 2002 d'un financemeni sp6cial du
monde rural par la mlse en place de guichets de d6voloppement locql au nivequ d6centralls5.
L'adoption et l'applicatton effecilve de la Lettre de politique de developpement rural
d6centrallsd et la mise en c2uvre des dift6rents plans d'action 6labor6s et/ou en cours
ci'elqboration viendront renhorcer les actions du secteur agricole dans son ensemble. en vue
d'un vritable d6veloppement rural durable.
3.51 - AgdcuIire
103. Les conditions pr6alobles t Iq miss en cuvre dc la d6cision d'ouveture du secteur
cotonnier sont en train d'&tre misos en place. II s'qgit essenfiellernent de la d6finition des
modallt6s dcinstallaflon d'op6rateurs p4vds dans les nouvelles zones cotonniAres et des
conditions d'organiscllon de la concurrence entre ces demiers et Ib Sofitex. ainsi que de
lelaboration d'un plan b moyen terme pour r6soudre toutes les sitwatons conloncturelles.
104, Le processus d'6laboration des plans d'actions des filieres est largement avanc6: celul
du nl6b6. en cours, swra disponible pour le mols de juln 2002. Celul de la f7liere fruits et urumes
est au stode du dossier d'appol d'offres. Les termes qe r6f6rence pour IeIaboratlon du plan
d'actions de lh IbTre des tubercules rigname. potato) et cle celle des ol6aginoux (arachide.

Worite, s6sqme) sont en cours de finalisotlon ot seront disponibles d'lcl lo fhn du premier semestre
2002.
105. La modenmisation de l'ogrculture sora rWlis6s 1 travers quatre plqns d'qctlons1/ le
Plqn d'acifons sur a Inmcanation et bqulpements agricoles, d66Jb elabore et en attente de
Rinancement. 2/ le Plan d'act7ons sur le financement du monde rural. en cours de mise en
cuvre depuis Juin 2000: 3/ le Plan d'actions sur le d6velopperrent du sectour semencier, dont
-I1elaboralon est prOvue pour fin 2002, 4/ le PlQn d'actlons sur le toncier. dont les termes de
r6f6rence seront elabores courant 2002 6 part r de l'voluqt7on des r6sultats et de l'analse des
perspectives du plan foncer rural du Gonzourgou.
3.5.2- Erivronnement et ressources naturlesl
106. La relecture en cours du PANiE vise z doter le pays d'un Plan d'Environnoment pour le
Developpement Durable IPEDQ) pour prendre on compte l'ensemble des secteurs de
llenvironnement 6 savoir: le mifeu ambiqnt eo physique, I'eau, la nature, les activit6s humaines
aussi blen rurales qu'urbalnes ainsi quo toutes les actlvlt6s qyant un lien avec l'envlronnement.
Le suivi des actons sera assur6 pqr des points focaux au sein des minTstbres. La premlere session
de la Cont6rence du Consef National pour Ia Gesion de I'Environnement (CONAGESE) tenue
en mars 2002 a propose la transformatlon de cette demiere en Consei National pour
l'Environnement et le D6veloppement Durable (CONEDD) et Is rattachement au Premier
Ministnre do son Secretariat Permanent dont les attnbutions seront 6tendues au suivi des
activites des cellules environnementales.
107. En mcil1re oe gestion Forest bre ot halieuffque, le gouvemement entond augmenter de
2% Ia conibution des sous secteurs sylviculture, p6che et chasse au PIB. Dons ce sens, les
actions engag6es visent 6 augmenter la production nationale de poisson de 3000 tonnes, b
llb6rallser les f0lieres bois - poisson - foune ovec la craqtion d'environ 5000 emplois et d
inventoder et promouvoir l'utilisation des produits foresfiers dans lallmentation et la
pharmacopee.
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3.2.6- La promotion de la bonne gouvemance

3.2.6.1- La gouvemance d6mocrafique
108. L'qcc6lerqtlon de la mise en ceuvre de Iq reforme de la Justice permettra d'ici 2006 le
renforcement des lTnstitutIons quT concourent au foncHionnement de la Justice. I16largissoment de
lacces d IQ lustice et I'am6lioration I'eflTcaclte des services judicdaires.
109. Pour ce faire la couverture du terrtoire en juridictiorns de drolt commun sera renforc6e
avec la constructlon de six nouvelles Jurdictions de grande Instance 4 Banfora. Bogand6,
Diapaga, Tougan, Mango et Kongoussl. La sp6cialisation des juridictions sera promue avec la
creation de ilbunaux adminlstraflfs au chef rieu de chaque tdbunal de grande Instance. le
fonctlonnement effectif des quatre lurldiclons supereures (Cour de Cassatlon. Cour des
Comptes, Conseil d'Etat et Cour Constitutlannelle).
110. Pour offrir des regles de proc6dures precises, d6barrass6es de leur coroct6re incertain et
Iqcunaire afin d'aboutir 6 une plus grande s6cur7t6 du droit. la modemisqlion et l'actualisation
du droit burnacbe s'avbre fort indispensable. A cet egard le nouveau texte sur la proc6dure
dvile d6sormaTs disponible constiue un exemple 6 suivre.
111. La poursuite du programme quinquennal de recrutement qui verra le recrutement
annuel de 30 magistrats. 12 greffliers, 5 greffiers en chef et 8 scr6taires de greffe et de parquets
permettra d'atteindre lobjectif d'un ratio de un rnagistrot pour 35 000 halItonts et de
rapprocher Ia justice du justiciable en favorisant Is programme d'extension spctiale et de
sp6cialsation des jurddictions.
112. La r6vlslon des textes portant organisation et fonctionnement des professions auxiliaires
de justice (huissler, avocat ot notaire) au cours de l'ann6e 2002 permettra de mieux d6flnir leurs
competences respectives olin d'6vlter les empi4tements pr6judiclables a un fonctionnement
optimal de la justice,
113. Ces mesures conjugu6es au renforcement des 6quipements et des outis intellectuels
devraient conduire o une am6lioration du d6lai de traitement des dossiers judiclaires, un
accroissement du nombre de d6cisions ex6cutees et une amefloration de Ia qualite des
d6cislons rendues.
32,6.2- La gouvemance economique
114. Les organes de contr6le en pwrcugler l'lnspection Gen6rele d'Etat et l'lnspection
Generqle des inances seront renforces. La Cour des comptes va Otre dot6e en locaux.
personnels et moyens Intellectuels ad6quats pour lui permettre de juger les cornptes publics
avec plus d'efflcactI6, de constance et de r6gularfte, et ao question du statut des conseillers
fonctlonnalres sera clariflte dans de bons d6lals pour ce faire. Le prolet de loi de r4glement
pour l'exorcice 2001 sera transmis 6 la Cour des comptes pour recueillir l'avis de conformite
avant Is 31 decembre 2002. par ailleurs, la Hqute Autorit6 de Coordination de Iq Lutte Contre la
Corruption, mise en plqce en d6cembre-2001 sera rendue op6rationnelle des 2002. Dons le sens
d'une meilleure moralisation de I'Administratlon, certalnes structures adminlstratives tres
expos6es au ph6nomene de la corruption ont entrepris de se doter d'un code d'6thique.
3.2.6.3- La gouvemance local.
115. SuIte aux nombreuses 6tudes et consultations pr6pcratoires. I'ann6e 2003 verra
i'applicqtlon effectve du processus de transfert de compitences et de ressources de l'Etot aux
collectivitds locales et l'lnstailqtfon effective des reglons. Cette Atape requlert une ing6nlerie et
une mobfllsation intense des ressources adminislratives et financlAres au niveou de tous les
secteurs pour assurer la transition et une bonne contractualisation.
3,2.7. Amilloratlon du disposif de suM du CSLP
116. Sur Ia base de l'experience de I premiere ann6e de mise en ceuvre du CSLP. Il apparcdt
necessaire d'apporter quelques r6am6nagements au disposilif. et plus precisement en ce qui
conceme les niveaux techniques (Comit6 technique intermrnist6del) et op6rationnel (groupes



sectorTels cle suivi) ciont le r6le et la composiion m6ratent d'etre olarlfi6s. Par qnleurs, le dispositif
de suM devra btre eIargi pour int6grer au niveau local, las programmes mends au wsn des
c:lectivit6s en motl6re de lutte contre Ia pquvret6.
117. S'ogissant cqu comitM technique rnterminst6elel. son role de coordination et de mise en
coh6rence des actlions conduites au niveoau sectorTel sera r6offirm6. La revue des Groupes
Sector7als de sulyM du CSLP (GS-CSLP), vise a les rendre plus fonctionnels. Des textes seront prs
pour tormariser leur existence, pr6cser leurs attributions, composition et mode de
fonctionnement. lUs auront pour atiIbutLons d'effectuer le suM at l'analysa de la mise en cwuvre
des mesures de r6formes ex6cut6es dons le cwdre des polltiques sectortelles (bilan et
perspectives).
118. Pour tenir compte des pr6occupations tenant 6 IQ coherence des politiques. U est
envisagc de r6organiser les Groupes sectorlels de maniere 4 couvrlr a'ensemble des cdomaines
lis. et leur nombre, de six (6) au d6part, pounro Atre reyu en cas de besoin. LW sulvi de la
pouvret6 sera asur6 cu sein d'une coordination qui s'attellera essenflellerment 4 travailler o la
pr6paratlon. 6 Ia recherche de flnoncement et au suivi des enquetes (en partlcufler les
enquetes pioritalres et budget-consommotion) et de leurs re6sultats.
119. Toute la strat6goe de lutte contre la pauvret6 est bos6e sur Ia pqrtcipatIon et
r.internalisation du processus pcr les populqitons. C'est j ce fitre qu'en plus de l'6l1argssernent
envTsag6 au nlveau des travaux des groupes sectoriels pour impliquer davantage la socl6t6
civie et les autra$ partendires qu dbveloppernent, des dispositions devront btre prises pour
Integrer le suivi des programmes de reducflon de la pauvret6 condults au niveau des
collectivit6s locales.
120. Le Gouvemement, conscient du caractbre strqtbgique de I'intorrnation statistique dons
le calbroge de so pol-itque de la luffe contre, la pquvret6, s'attellera b r6al7ser en 2003 une
enquete prloitq re pour mesurer las progrbs qccompls clans Ic r6ductlon du dORcit socicl r6v618
par les deux premibres enquetes du genre, L'enquete sur l'6valuatlon participotive de ta
pauvret& sera ex4cut6e en 2002, les tennes cis refrence 6tant d6ja disponibles.

121. Les autorit6s qu Burkina Fqso demeurent convaincues que les programmes et mesures
ddcrites cj dessus sont susceptibles de contibuar au renforcement ces bqses d'une croissance
6conomique saine et durable dont l'ampleur et lo quQlit6 tireront IQ plus large portion de Iq
populotion de 1'extreme pauvret6. Elles confirment le budget comme prncipal instrument pour
agr efficacement contre la pauvrete dons tous ses aspects. Le Gouvemernment souhaite donc
vivement que tous les partenaires techniques et finonciers s'insennt rapicement dons la
mouvance des aides budg6taires. Les avanc6es notables dons le systeme d'informotaon et ta
tronsparence permettent d6sorrmios de rendre compto r6gulibrement de l'utfisation des
ressources.

122. Je vous pne d'agr6er, Monsieur le Pr6sident, les assurances de ma consid6ratlon
distInguee.

Officer deiOrcre NstInal
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Annex 2. Public Expenditure Reviews, Program Budgets and Medium-Term
Expenditure Framework in Burkina Faso: Progress Achieved and Future

Challenges

Over the past few years, Burkina Faso has made considerable progress in the area of public
finance management, enabling it to embark on a process of modernization of budget
management tools and techniques and to further streamline the public finance management
system. A systematic approach to analysis is now being adopted, supported by the World
Bank and most of the development partners at work in the country.

This Annex focuses predominantly on budget formulation (see Box 1), notably on the PER
process, PBs and the MTEF. It aims at assessing the progress made and difficulties
experienced by Burkina Faso in these areas, presenting future challenges, and highlighting
the way in which the authorities plan to tackle them. Section 1 focuses on the PER process.
Section 2 reviews the experience to date with PBs. Section 3 concentrates on the MTEF.

Box 1. A Snapshot of the Budget Preparation Cycle

Budget Circular (BC). The dissemination of the BC is the first step in the budget preparation process.
By Law, the BC needs to be signed by May 1St and transmitted to the various ministries and institutions.
It contains the rules and method to be followed in presenting current and capital expenditures in the
budget, reviews the macroeconomic situation and presents preliminary global expenditure and revenue
estimates.

Preparation of Budget by Ministries and Institutions. After the receipt of the BC, each ministry
transmits it to its departments, which work to fill in expenditure tables that constitute the basis of their
financial requests. The Directorates of Administrative and Financial Affairs (DAAF) of each ministry
collects all the estimates of the various directorates and present a draft budget, making sure that it is
consistent with the norms set in the Circular. The draft budgets are then transmitted to the MEF by early
July. Increasingly, this process is being given more and more attention, especially by de-concentrated
unit and since the launching of PBs.

The Budgetary Commission. The MEF submits all the draft budgets to the attention of the Budgetary
Commission, chaired by the Minister of Finance and comprising members of the Presidency of Faso, the
Prime Minister's Cabinet and IGE. The arbitration process takes place at this level and a draft national
budget is elaborated.

Submission to National Assembly. The Council of Ministers examines the draft budget and submits it
to the National Assembly for final review. According to the Constitution, the National Assembly begins
the examination of the National Budget starting on the last Wednesday of September. At that moment,
the administrative phase ends and the legislative phase begin.

The Legislative Phase. This phase refers to the examination of the Finance Law Project that ends with
its approval. The National Budget must be accompanied by a number of explicative annexes (e.g. list of
special accounts) and the National Assembly can request additional information (e.g. TOFE, preliminary
Treasury Plan). The Budget and Finance Commission (COMFIB) analyze the package and submits its
conclusions to the plenary that, following relative debates, approves the Law. During the course of the
year, the Finance Law can be amended by supplementary laws, presented by the Government and
adopted by the National Assembly.
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1. The PER Process in Burkina Faso

1.1 Studies Conducted and Lesson Learned in the Last 4 Years

Until 1998, the PER process was neither fully integrated into the government's activities nor
a participatory undertaking, since donors other than the World Bank were often not involved
in the conduct of the various studies. A new start was made in 1998, when the Government
established an inter-ministerial task force to take the lead in this sector.24 The World Bank
encouraged this initiative, and supported the task force, helping it to develop a three-year
work program for the period 1999-2001 and providing training on PER methodology.

Between 1999 and 2001 four PER were conducted, covering the following sectors and
themes: (i) basic education sector; (ii) health sector; (iii) elaboration and monitoring of the
public investment program (PIP); (iv) decentralized budget implementation. 25 The
conclusions and recommendations of these studies were discussed at workshops specifically
organized for that purpose. Two additional PERs on Rural Development and Transport
Infrastructure sectors were completed in early 2002.

In the past three years, good progress was made on the PER front and important lessons were
learned. The Burkinabe authorities are conscious that additional efforts are needed in the
future in order to:

* Increase the participatory nature of the elaboration of TOR of PER studies. Delays
in TOR preparation have been mainly attributable to the lack of familiarity with the
subject on the part of PER Committee members. In addition, donors tended to consider
the PER process a bilateral effort involving the Government and the World Bank, rather
than a participatory effort, and expressed the legitimate desire to be involved in this phase
of the process. The Government has taken concrete steps in this direction, by ensuring the
participation of all donors interested in preparation of TOR for the studies that were
finalized in 2002.

* Strengthen national capacity to carry out PERs. Drawing from past experience, the
Burkinabe Government adopted a pragmatic approach to the PER process, seeking to
reconcile the objective of internalization with the need to ensuring quality of the reports.
To that end, it opted for a team of consultants composed partly of international experts,
responsible mainly for methodological advice, and partly of local consultants. In the
future, the authorities plan to continue with this arrangement only if it results in a real
transfer of skills to nationals. This requires: (i) defining accurately the role of the
international experts and (ii) ensuring that nationals involved in this exercise (not only

24 The Committee, set up in 1998, is under the leadership of STC-PDES and comprises members of the
principal directorates of the MEF and of the ministry under analysis. Its role is to: (i) define the topics to be
investigated; (ii) elaborate the TOR and work schedule; (iii) collect and analyze data; (iv) present results of
data analysis; (v) elaborate and publish reports; (vi) follow the implementation of recommendations.
25 Sectoral studies (education, health) aim at assessing the implementation of sectoral policies paying
particular attention to institutional, financial and budgetary issues. On the basis of this assessment, a
number of recommendations are presented, geared at improving the efficiency of public spending. The
thematic studies (PIP, de-concentrated budget implementation) are more specific and aim at analyzing
cross-cutting issues linked to public expenditure management.
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within the Minister of Finance, but also in line ministries - often the target of studies -
and universities) are able to acquire the necessary skills in this field and form a pool of
local experts.

* Ensure that PER reports are discussed in a participatory manner. The conclusions
and recommendations of the four PER conducted during the period 1999-2001 were
discussed at workshops specifically held for this purpose. These workshops saw the
participation of members of the PER task force, representatives of the MEF (DAAF) and
Directorates of Studies and Planning (DEPs) of the ministries under review, as well as
representatives from donors and the National Assembly. Notable absents in the
discussion of the reports included the private sector and professional associations.
Together with these important actors, future workshop will need to strengthen the
participation of representatives of beneficiary ministries, notably professionals from
technical directorates and de-concentrated authorities at the regional/district levels.

1.2 Improving the PER Process in Burkina Faso: the Challenges Ahead

Following the recommendation of the PRGB, on March 5 and 6, 2002, the Government of
Burkina Faso held a workshop in Kaya to take stock on the last three years of experience in
these areas of PER, PBs and MTEF. The Government has emphasized the important role of
the PER studies to: (i) analyze the efficiency in the utilization of resources and their coherent
allocation with respect to sectoral priorities, (ii) measure the equity of public spending, (iii)
improve transparency and good governance and (iv) make a convincing case for the
mobilization of external aid.

Aware of the shortcomings that characterize this process, the Government plans to take a
fresh approach to PER. Key recommendations that emerged at Kaya, some of which are also
mentioned in the PRGB, included the following:

(i) Ensure that adequate resources from the national budget are available to finance
PER of strategic importance, to avoid depending on foreign assistance;

(ii) Create a new unit within the Budget General Directorate (DGB) to monitor
progress in the area of budgetary reforn;

(iii) Strengthen local capacity by creating a team of national experts (both from within
and outside the government) capable to manage the PER process and k3roduce
good quality PER with specific and clearly articulated recommendations;

(iv) Choose PERs that are geared at improving and informing the elaboration of other
budgetary instruments, such as the MTEF and PBs;

(v) Encourage beneficiary ministries to assume greater ownership of sectoral PER,
and ensure that they are more closely involved in the actual conduct of the
studies.

(vi) Establish the practice of having quarterly reviews produced by the DEPs of
ministries involved, under the supervision of STC-PDES, to ensure that PER
recommendations are implemented and feed into the policy decision-making

26 Often the allocation of responsibilities in the execution of PER recommendations is not very precise, as
well as the cost estimates of the actions to be carried, and timetable for their implementation is not always
provided.
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process. The report prepared should identify the difficulties encountered and the
proposed solutions.

(vii) Update the work program. The three-year work program for 1999-2001 is over
and a new program needs to be discussed by the PER Committee and shared
with the partners.

2. Program Budgets

2.1 Elaboration of Program Budgets: Progress Made and Challenges Encountered

The Budget Circular for the elaboration of the Finance Law 1999 introduced the notion of
PBs for the preparation of the national budget. The PBs modifies the preparation process of
the draft budgets of the various ministries. With the PBs, all requests for financing should be
based on the procedure of "budgeting by objective", which entails:

* Setting of objectives to be achieved in response to specific needs at the level of each
ministry;

* Establishing a strategy and allocate funds that will be necessary to accomplish those
objectives;

* Elaborating a multi-year program of activities specifying the human, material and
financial resources needed to reach the objectives;

* Budgeting, i.e. estimate, the costs of each program, and allocate resources for execution
of annual tranches;

* Establishing indicators to measure performance and keep civil society informed.

An important directive included in the 1998 budget circular was that "the budgeting system
will gradually introduce the principle of zero base budgeting (ZBB). Each year the allocation
received in the preceding year will be re-examined. Nothing will be automatically
guaranteed. Each fiscal year the allocation requested for that year will need to be articulated
and justified."

Two advantages can be immediately identified in the adoption of PBs:

* The introduction of a behavioral change in the financing requests of ministries. All
financing must be justified on the basis of objectives articulated within a coherent
program. The formulation of programs (ideally) over a three-year period allows a clearer
understanding of the objective to be pursued and the means necessary to attain those
goals;

* A better rationalization in the allocation of resources within the context of the medium-
term budgetary policy and the identification of sound budgetary strategies.

The elaboration of a PB requires the existence of clearly articulated sectoral policies, reliable
statistical systems for the establishment of well-defined objective and the monitoring of
results, and the capacity of establishing sound links between objectives and resources needed
to reach them. The original aim of this exercise was to introduce the program budgets
gradually, starting with six pilot ministries (MEF, MOH, MEBA, Ministry of Secondary and
Superior Teaching and Scientific Research; Defense Ministry and Ministry of Security and
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Territorial Administration). In practice, in the very first year all ministries without exception
developed their own PBs. A few officials from the MEF, trained in this approach,
spearheaded the process. Training was organized in some 20 sectoral ministries for principal
budget officers, and teams were available to provide support for the preparation of draft
budgets.

The quality of PBs received by the MEF varied significantly. Those ministries that had
sufficiently advance or finalized sectoral investment programs were able to submit relatively
satisfactory program budgets. By contrast, those that lacked well-defined sectoral investment
programs did their best to adhere to the budget circular. One of the major gains of this
initiative was that even those ministries without a properly laid out sectoral strategy made
significant efforts to set their objectives according to their specific functions and identify
programs whose implementation would contribute to achievement of those very objectives.
Overall, the weakest point in most of the documents was the absence of any analysis of the
justification for government involvement in determined activities, the distribution of roles
among state, private sector, and civil society, the choice of instruments for government
intervention, and the budgetary implications of those choices. 27

Another difficulty was that MEF budgetary tradeoffs were not affected by the preliminary
draft PBs. The fact of simply consolidating them at the MFF resulted in a budget whose total
amount bore no relation to the Government's resources. This could have been foreseen, since
no indication had been provided to the sectoral ministries concerning mandatory ceilings.
Sectoral ministries had also been encouraged to make unrealistic requests by the directive on
ZBB. As a result, the 1999 budgetary tradeoffs took place without any real reference to the
programs proposed by the ministries. Allocations were made on the basis of the traditional
budget by administrative unit, notably given the absence of transition tables between
presentation of the budget by objective and budget by administrative unit. In the end, sectoral
ministries received allocations that were well below their expectations.

2.2 Improving the BP Process: The Challenges Ahead

The Kaya workshop provided the occasion of review progress made, and difficulties
encountered, in the elaboration of PBs during the last three years. The authorities have
identified a number of steps to improve PBs including:

(i) The elaboration by June 2002, by the DGB, of a PB Study containing a strategic
plan to strengthen the elaboration, execution and monitoring of PBs,

(ii) The application of PBs to a restricted number of key ministries, as envisaged in
the original initiative, identified on the basis of reasonable criteria (e.g. existence
of sound sectoral strategies),

(iii) The reinforcement of the capacity of the DEP with a view to its permanent
involvement in the management of statistical information and monitoring of
projects and programs;

27 To date, only a limited number of sectors have sectoral policy documents or investment programs with
actual cost estimates. Amongst those that possess sectoral policies are the MEBA, Ministry of Secondary
and Superior Teaching and Scientific Research, MOH, Agriculture, Transportation, Justice). Key sectors
such as the Minister of Economy and Finance do not have sectoral policy or strategy documents.
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(iv) The integration of the PB exercise in the capacity building programs of all
professional schools, and

(v) The elaboration of a sectoral strategy specified in triennial plans in those
ministries that do not produce them routinely.

The PRGB also. includes the following important recommendations:

(vi) Formalize in an official document the modalities for the preparation of the PBs
(presentation rules), as well as approval, monitoring and evaluation
(implementation status, every six months or annually);

(vii) Intensify training and develop manuals for the elaboration of PBs;
(viii) Strengthen the links between PBs and the MTEF, to make sure that the PBs takes

into account financing constraints.

3. Medium-term Expenditure Framework

3.1 The MTEF Process in Burkina Faso

Until the year 2000, PBs assumed sectoral allocations of resources, without taking into
account the overall budget constraint. This fact has contributed to undermine the validity of
the PB exercise. The Government has hence decided to elaborate a MTEF in order to:

(i) Elaborate a coherent and realistic budgetary framework that enhances
macroeconomic stability and allows the establishment of projections concerning
revenues, expenditure, deficit and debt over a three-year horizon;

(ii) Set up a system of resource allocation that is coherent with sectoral and inter-
sectoral strategic priorities and the budget constraint;

(iii) Determine sectoral financial envelope by title, thus allowing ministries to
elaborate financially sustainable strategies and sectoral action plans;

(iv) Foster better participation and greater autonomy of administrative structures in
the elaboration of the budget and promote a more efficient utilization of resources
programmed within a global and rigorous framework of budgetary discipline.

The MTEF process started in April-May 2000. To date Burkina Faso has prepared two
MTEFs, covering the periods 2001-03 and 2002-04. On the whole, the elaboration
preparation of the MTEF 2001-2003 was more a: learning experience than a true guide for
program budget preparation. The 2001-03 MTEF was finalized on June 19, 2000 and was not
attached to the Budget Circular (for the Budget 2001), which was circulated on May 25,
2000. In 2001, however, the MTEF process started in mid-March and the finalized 2002-04
MTEF was attached to the Budget Circular, which was disseminated with some delays, in
early June 2001.

3.2 Remaining Weaknesses in the Preparation of the MTEF

3.2.1 Macroeconomic Projections

Macroeconomic projections represent the first phase in preparation of a MTEF and provide
the essential elements of the MTEF, namely the volume of resources that can be mobilized
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over the period, and levels of expenditure (current expenditure, investment expenditure,
expenditure by title) compatible with the objectives of macroeconomic stability. The
Government currently has two operational macroeconomic models that can be used to
elaborate macroeconomic projections (see Box 2).

Box 2. Macroeconomic Models in Burkina Faso

LAP. This model was developed in 1994 with technical assistance from the German cooperation GTZ. It is
essentially an accountancy flow model. The internal consistency of the accounts is done through an input-
output table (IOT). The methodology of projection in the IAP is very similar to that of the IMF extended
financial programming model. The projections of the various accounts are done essentially through an
exogenous rate of growth, and the coherence of the projections is maintained through the respect of
macroeconomic interrelations and the IOT.

The model is not capable of drawing results on poverty. It was created primarily to improve the decision
making process in terms of economic policy. It has been modeled around the Tableau des Operations
Financieres de l'Etat (TOFE) in order to help in the analysis and discussion of the impact of economic
policy measures on macroeconomic stability in general and public finance in particular. While the IAP is
not a national accounting framework, it is used both for the estination of sectoral growth rates as well as
for the projection of economic growth rates in the medium term.

Officially, LAP results are published three times a year under the name of Budget Economique (BE). In
February, BEI provides estimates of government revenues that constitute the basis for the elaboration of
the Circulaire Budgetaire. In July, BE2 is published with updated data on government revenues, which are
used by the Minister of Finance in the budgetary debates. In October, BE3 also presents estimates on
growth rates and is used for the finalization of the Loi de Finance, which is presented yearly to the
Parliament.

RAMA-BFK. This model was developed in 2000 with technical assistance from the World Bank. The
RAMA is not considered as fully operational and suffers from a number of technical problems. It is a
simple macroeconomic model where output and prices are determined endogenously. The model is
designed to produce policy simulations for a small dependent economy facing short and long-term
constraints to GDP growth. In the short run, real income growth is constrained by foreign exchange
availability and domestic credit. In the long run, output is determined by investment in physical capital,
human capital, infrastructures, and total factor productivity growth.

While transparent, the econometric specification of key behavioral equations of the model allows the
capture of fairly complicated dynamics, especially with regards to how human and physical capital
accumulation affects potential output, prices and short-term aggregate demand. The model is thus
equipped to help the process of identifying an appropriate mix of fiscal, monetary and public investmnent
policies, capable of pushing the economy to a higher growth path while maintaining a desired level of
consumption. The resulting growth-accelerating policy package is assumed to be also poverty reducing.
The model, however, is not quite up to speed and its contribution has yet to be tested.

The results obtained from the RAMA are used once a year to prepare the Cadre des Depenses a Moyen
Term (CDMT), with the objective of determnining expenditure envelopes for the various ministries in
conjunction with the priorities defined in the PRSP. The model was used for the preparation of the first
CDMT 2001-2003 and the elaboration of CDMT 2002-2004. At the present timne, given its low level of
disaggregation, the model is unable to produce results on poverty. Also, its results are not compatible with
the standard presentation of government tables such the TOFE.

The objective of macroeconomic projections is to ensure compatibility between the
budgetary policy of the government and macroeconomic stability. It is important to make
sure that the projections are realistic. Currently, the government forecast of the
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macroeconomic framework is not fully reliable. Revenues, in particular, tend to be
overestimated, a fact that can create cash flow problems and causes frustration within sectoral
ministries. Expenditure forecast, on the other hand, is subject to strict macroeconomic criteria
(ratio of current expenditure to GDP, wages to GDP or to fiscal revenues, etc.), in line with
the practices adopted by both WAEMU and the IMF.

3.2.2 Preparation of the Basic Budgetary Scenario

The elaboration of a basic scenario is necessary in order to evaluate the budgetary impact in
the future of existing policies, be they good or bad. This basic scenario should be prepared by
the MEF in collaboration with sectoral ministries. The basic scenario includes the following
components:

* Current Expenditure, i.e. Expenditure on Wages (Title II of the National Budget),
Expenditure on Equipment (Title III) and Expenditure on Current Transfers (Title IV)
and:

* Capital Expenditure, i.e. Investment Expenditure financed out of own resources. It is
established once the level of budgetary savings, which is often low, has been determined
and assumed to increase to a level compatible with the established growth objectives.

The methodology for estimating the basic scenario is well mastered by the Burkina Faso
team, as evidenced by the approach adopted for preparation of both the 2001-03 and 2002-04
MTEFs. Current shortcomings are linked above all to the difficulties of obtaining the most
recent reliable and detailed data, and to the fact that some budget allocations are grouped
under the common heading of inter-ministerial expenditures.

3.2.3 Preparation of Initial Sectoral Envelopes

In principle, the macroeconomic framework sets the overall envelope for annual expenditures
over the projection period. The basic scenario offers an estimate of the impacts of earlier
public policy decisions on future years. The difference between the overall envelope and the
basic scenario gives an initial estimate of the available margin for maneuver for the
preparation of new programs (or the room for increased allocations for ongoing programs).
Given the uncertainties concerning revenue projections and ongoing program costs, a safety
reserve for the second and third years of the medium-term framework needs to be
established. At the same time, it is necessary to identify savings on ongoing programs, which
can be identified by the sectoral ministries when preparing their budgets. The financial
envelope to be distributed among the sectors is equal to:

Sectoral Financial Envelope = Overall envelope estimated in the macroeconomic framework
- Safety Reserve - Basic Scenario Expenditure + Identified Savings

On the basis of budget priorities, the initial allocation of the financial envelope by sector
should be made by the MEF. But since inter-sectoral allocations are a matter of strategic
choices, sectoral envelopes need to be reviewed by the Government and submitted to political
decision-making bodies such as the Council of Ministers and/or the Inter-ministerial
Committee. To enable these bodies to take appropriate action, the envelopes proposed for
each ministry need to break down figures by:
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* Approved items and ongoing programs by ministry (basic scenario from which the
identified savings on ongoing programs are deducted);

* Sectoral allocation of the envelope available for distribution, i.e. the sectoral envelope
that could finance new programs or contribute to the improvement of ongoing programs -
by comparison with approved items.

This point currently represents the weakest link in the budget preparation process in Burkina
Faso. The PBs and the MTEF are two mutually complementary tools. The MTEF needs to be
supported by PBs for the setting of indicative sectoral envelopes, and the program budgets
need to' take account of the overall constraint on resources, compatible with the
macroeconomic stability objectives determined by the MTEF. The shortcomings of the PBs
have been reviewed above. These shortcomings limit the efficiency of the resource allocation
criteria, which should be based on budgetary priorities. In the absence of reliable bases for
decision, the committee responsible for the MTEF has a tendency to make a tradeoff based
on past trends and current policies rather than on possible policy changes or new foreseeable
programs. The present basis for allocating the sectoral envelopes is thus somewhat arbitrary.

3.2.4 Preparation of Sectoral Budgets Following Envelope Distribution

Authorities within sectors handle the intra-sectoral distribution of the resources allocated to
the various ministries. This distribution is based on sector priorities and on the size of the
sector's envelope. The need to stay within the envelope is important to ensure
macroeconomic stability. However, this does not mean that the envelopes should be regarded
as completely inflexible. A certain margin for fluctuation should be tolerated (between 2 and
3 percent of the sector's total envelope). The principle of flexibility can also enhance a more
efficient resource management by the sectoral ministries. First, the decision-making body
responsible for the overall consistency of policies should not have any part in the decisions
concerning intra-sectoral distribution. But it should have the capacity to evaluate and analyze
those policies in order to ensure that consistency exists between sectoral objectives and the
corresponding budgetary allocations. Second, sector authorities should accord greater
autonomy to their operational cells, especially on allocating resources to activities for which
they are responsible. Enforcing this principle can go a long way to empower actors at the
grassroots level.

3.2.5 Tradeoffs by the Budget Committee

Given that sectoral envelopes are broken down between resources intended for the basic
scenario (approved budgetary allocations) and those that can be allocated to new programs,
the budget committee should make tradeoffs with reference to the programs and not to the
envelopes. There are two obstacles to the successful accomplishment of this task. The first
relates to the inadequacy of information. Certain ministries do not have quantified programs
based on pertinent analyses. Secondly, the ability of DGB to carry out this task is limited by
low capacity. What emerges from the analytical work of the DGB on the draft budget of
ministries is .often an analysis confined to comparisons between the MTEF, the request of
various ministries and past budgets. Little reference is made to the sectoral programs or to
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results achieved. While the DGB should analyze the strategic orientation of budgetary
choices, it is becoming increasingly involved in budget execution. 28

When the inter-sectoral allocations are well prepared and in line with the Government's
priorities, the tradeoff conducted by the Budgetary Commission should be fairly reliable and
should not be called into question in subsequent reviews (e.g. Council of Ministers). The
technical secretariat in charge of preparing the sectoral envelopes needs to have precise
indications concerning the Government's sectoral priorities and work in close collaboration
with sectoral ministries in order to reach agreement on the approximate envelope to be
allocated to each ministry. This dialogue should be based essentially on new programs, or on
the strengthening of existing programs as a result of changes in policy direction and
according to weather the sector is considered priority.

3.2.6 Approval of Budget by Parliament and Review of Objectives

The current practice is for Parliament to use budgeting by administrative unit as the basis for
approving the budget, since the budget submitted to the Assembly adopts the nomenclature
used for that method. Neither the MTEF nor the program budgets are submitted to the
Assembly. During debates, it sometimes happens that certain ministries refer to their program
budget to justify certain allocations requested. In the context of budget programs, the
Assembly's vote on the budget has to be based on an analysis of results achieved thanks to
past budgets and of the consistency between the budgetary allocations and the sectoral
priorities. A development in this sense would also require strengthening the capacities of
members of Parliament in the area of strategic budget analysis.

3.2. 7 Adjustment of Sectoral Objectives Following Adoption of the Budget by the Assembly

It is rare for a budget approved by the Assembly to be completely identical to the
Government's draft. Based on the final figures adopted by the National Assembly, sectoral
ministries need to adjust their objectives to make them compatible with the resources placed
at their disposal. In the future, it would be advisable to develop simple, user-friendly
computer programs to help civil servant to make the necessary adjustment in a timely fashion
and concentrate on budget execution.

3.3 Improving the MTEF Process: The Challenges Ahead

The Kaya workshops allowed the authorities to analyze the strengths and weakness of the
MTEF process in Burkina Faso and proposed a number of actions, which are also identified
in the PRGB, namely:

28 In Burkina Faso, the broad guidelines of development are set out in the Letter of Intent on Sustainable
Human Development Policy adopted by the Government in 1995 and the ensuing Poverty Reduction
Strategy Paper (PRSP) adopted in May 2000. A comparison of the priorities defmed in those documents
with those of the budget circulars sometimes points up discrepancies that need to be ironed out. For
example, while the priority sectors designated in the overall strategy documents are restricted to social and
rural development, the budget circular documents for 2000, 2001 and 2002 also include security.
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(i) Identify Government's priorities and define the accompanying budgetary strategy
before the beginning of the MTEF exercise. It would be also advisable to
introduce of institutional mechanisms to develop and update sectoral strategies
and programs, essential to the preparation of a good MTEF, such as:

- Elaboration of a standard set of concise strategy documents to be updated
annually, supported by specialized technical assistance;

- Definition of an appropriate arrangement for consultations concerning the
updating process;

- Assessment of needs in terms of sectoral strategies, and development of
the Government's work plan and timetable for completing the process;

- Creation, if necessary, of a national strategy studies fund;
-- Assistance to the DEPs with installation of a system for the gathering,

storage, and distribution of statistical data (statistical data base and
sectoral indicators).

(ii) Continue to build capacity in the units that are charged with the elaboration of the
MTEF. In particular, strengthen the capacity of DGB. The role played by DGB
could be refocused to make it truly capable of analyzing and guiding the budget
choices available to the Government. In this capacity, the DGB could play the
role of a technical secretariat, preparing the initial sectoral envelopes for the
ministry's decision-making organ.

(iii) Redefine the budget preparation schedule to take into account the existence of
new instruments, such as the PBs and MTEF. The budget and MTEF cycles needs
to be harmonized to make sure (as was the case for the 2002 budget) that the
latter feeds into the former; To reduce delays, the MTEF and sectoral envelopes
needs to be made available earlier on in the year and attached to the budget
circular. This is important to provide information to sectoral ministries
concerning the overall level of available resources (so that they can revise their
objectives), reiterate the Government's strategic vision and sectoral priorities, and
indicate capped medium-term budgetary allocations for each ministry.

(iv) Strengthen the quality of the MTEF by:

Incorporating the volume and structure of external financial assistance
(including HIPC funds), currently excluded;
Strengthen the different components of the MTEF, in particular: (i) the
macroeconomic framework, by improving the quality of revenue
forecasts; (ii) basic scenario, by setting up a process for the systematic
analysis of changes of public policies that are a source of budgetary
savings or expenditure; (iii) sectoral envelopes, by proceeding to make
the necessary institutional changes, and conduct a better tradeoff of inter-
sectoral allocations. The inter-ministerial committee moniitoring the PRSP
should be more involved in this important task; and (iv) intra-sectoral
allocations, by entrusting sectoral groups created within the context of
PRSP monitoring with this task.
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(v) Improve the budget package that is submitted to the National Assembly. The PBs
of the sectoral ministries as well as sectoral envelopes should be annexed to the
Draft Budget submitted to the National Assembly to stimulate a more informed
debate pertinence of the sectoral programs and the justification of budget choices.
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Annex 3. Bank Group Operations and Collaboration with Other Donors

1. CAS Objectives

The general objective of the November 2000 CAS is to support the Government's efforts, as
described in the June 2000 PRSP, to achieve sustained high growth rates, to reduce the high
incidence of poverty, and to improve the nutrition, health, and education of the rural population
which constitutes the largest group among the poor. The CAS has three specific objectives: (i)
supporting policies and programs aimed at improving the supply side of the economy to allow for
sustained, broad-based and export-oriented growth; (ii) improving public finance management to
ensure that government revenues are mobilized without distorting the modem sector of the
economy, and (iii) ensuring that the allocation process and public spending effectiveness goals
result in special emphasis on social services. IDA ongoing lending operations are presented in the
Program Document.

2. Proposed Assistance Program

Bank intervention in support of the operational objectives of the PRSP is intended to be
selective and complementary of activities supported by other donors. Specifically, the Bank
envisages a program and related country budget allocation which will: (i) give priority to
supervision of ongoing projects; (ii) work in collaboration with other donors and ensure
complementarity between activities; (iii) consolidate lending operations into fewer, but
broader resource transfer mechanisms that are more closely integrated with the Government's
own budgetary allocation and execution processes; and (iv) include a share of nonlending
services to foster a robust analytical base for consensus and partnership building.

The Bank Group's assistance program places a consistent emphasis on rapid growth with
poverty reduction through: (i) key social sectors where there are viable long-term strategies,
or where they can be developed; (ii) longer-term economic reforms to improve
competitiveness and reduce business costs; (iii) improving public resource management in
the country; and (iv) adapting Bank programs to the sub-regional framework and potentials.
Bank lending to Burkina Faso will take the form of results-driven programmatic credits
(PRSCs) and self-standing projects for capacity building, support for Community Driven
Development activities (concentrating on rural, social or HIV/AIDS interventions) and
infrastructure investments directly targeted to poverty alleviation and private sector
development. There will be a continuation of analytical and advisory activities as knowledge
is the critical input for progress in the substantive areas presented in the PRSP.

3. Proposed Lending

The base-case lending program, as outlined in the November 2000 CAS, is in the order of
$422 million over FYO1-03. It includes the following operations:

* A series of PRSCs is envisaged in FYO1-FY03, focusing on key sectoral action plans and
reforms to improve public finance management, the competitiveness of the economy, and
to facilitate the country's integration into the regional and world economy.
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* A technical assistance credit for private sector development (Competitiveness and
Enterprise Development project) is being prepared for delivery to Board in early FY03 to
provide support in the implementation of the residual privatization program; improve the
quality, access, and cost of telecommunications; and promote the development of a strong
indigenous private sector in Burkina Faso through a streamlined business environment
and well-targeted financial and non-financial services to small and medium-size
enterprises.

* In the transport sector, the Bank is preparing a rural roads project for FY03.
* In the eneray sector, the Bank will assist the Government through a sector reform

operation (FY03), aimed at supporting investments in improving the efficiency of the
provision of electricity services and in increasing access to infrastructure services,
especially for rural communities.

* In health, the analysis of the allocation and utilization of HIPC funds will provide an
assessment on the need for increased IDA funding in the sector. The Bank would support
through PRSCs the Government's ten-year health strategy to address issues of poor
health and nutrition status, of rapid population growth and AIDS in Burkina Faso.

I. Policy Design

Government's Medium-Term
Objectives and Strategy

Government Main Instrument MT E F/Bti(1get

2. implementation

Macro Framework, * IMF PRGF * Education * Public Sector
Cross-cutting Tasks, Program * Health * Reform.
Key sectoral Programs, * Rural Dev. * PSD
Action Plans, andActivities * Structural * Water * Capacity

Reforms * Transport * Gender
Other sect.

3. External Financing from the Bank

Bank's Strategic Focus

Bank Instruments PRSC Other AAA TA

to support selected reforms Lending
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Annex 4. Social Expenditure 1996-2002

Budgetary Expenditure in Social Sectors - 1996-2002 (Including use of HIPC Resources)

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Actual Est. Proj.

(As percentage of total expenditure)

Total social expenditure 20.7 19.8 20.2 183 20.6 23.3 27.6

Current 11.5 10.8 10.7 10.4 12.1 12.6 14.0

Capital 9.2 9.0 9.5 7.9 8.5 10.7 13.6

Health 10.8 9.5 9.4 8.7 8.0 9.8 9.7

Current expenditure 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.3 4.7 5.3 6.2

Capital expenditure 6.3 4.9 4.7 4.4 3.3 4.5 3.5

domestic resources 0.4 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.1 1.9

external expenditure 5.9 4.4 3.6 3.4 2.5 3.4 1.6

Education 8.6 9.5 9.7 8.7 10.7 11.2 13.3

Current expenditure 6.2 5.6 5.3 5.4 6.6 6.5 5.9

Capital expenditure 2.4 3.9 4.5 3.3 4.1 4.7 7.4

domestic resources 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.6 13 3,6

external expenditure 1.9 3.4 3.8 2.6 3.5 3.4 3.8

Women's welfare and other social expenditure 1.3 0.8 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.2 3.5

Current expenditure 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.7 1.9

Capital expenditure 0.6 0.2 0.4 012 0.4 0.4 1.5

domestic resources 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3

external expenditure 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.2

Rural reads 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.2 1.1

Capital 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.2 1.1

domestic resources 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5

extemal funds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.7 0.O

(As percentage of GDP)

Total social expenditure 4.6 4.8 4.8 5.3 5.4 6.2 7.9

Current 2.5 2.6 2.5 3.0 3.2 3.3 4.0

Capital 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.8 3.9

Health 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.5 2.1 2.6 2.8

Current expenditure 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.8

Capital expenditure 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.0
domestic resources 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5

extermal expenditure 1.3 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.5

Education 1.9 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.8 3.0 3.8

Current expenditure 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7

Capital expenditure 0.5 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.1 1.2 2.1

domestic resources 0.1 0.1 0.2 012 0.2 0.3 1.0

external expenditure 0.4 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.1

Women's welfare and other social expenditure 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.0

Current expenditure 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6

Capital expenditure 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.4

domestic resources 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4

external expenditure 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1

Rural roads 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.3

Capital 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.3

domestic resources 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

external funds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 012 0.2 0.2

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance; and staff estimates
Nominal GDP 1,266.8 1,334.7 1,466.4 1,518.1 1,587.0 1,707.0 1834

Budgetary expenditures 278.6 325.8 348.5 438.0 418.0 452.3 524.8
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Burkina Faso: Social Expenditures, 1996-2002
(In millions of CFA Francs)
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Sectoral Allocation of Expenditure
Financed by HIPC Initiative Resources, 2001-02

(In billions of CFA francs, unless otherwise indicated)

2001 2002
Actual Projection

CFAF Share Percent of CFAF Share Percent of
(In billion) (In percent) GDP (In billion) (In percent) GDP

Total 8.05 100 0.47 47.64 100 2.60

Current outlays 1.99 24.72 0.12 19.90 41.75 1.09
Health 1.52 18.88 0.09 10.87 22.80 0.59

Salaries 0.65 8.07 0.04 1.78 3.73 0.10
Goods and services 0.87 10.81 0.05 9.09 19.07 0.50

Education 0.41 5.09 0.02 2.35 4.93 0.13
Salaries 0.14 1.74 0.00 0.23 0.48 0.01
Goods and services 0.28 3.48 0.02 2.12 4.45 0.12

Other poverty reduction
Programs 0.06 0.75 0.00 6.68 14.01 0.36

Investment expenditure 6.06 75.28 0.36 27.77 58.25 1.51
Health 1.15 14.29 0.07 4.97 10.43 0.27
Education 2.72 33.79 0.16 13.87 29.10 0.76
Rural roads 2.18 27.08 0.13 2.65 5.56 0.14
Other poverty reduction

Programs 0.0 0.00 0.00 6.28 13.17 0.34

Sectoral share of total
Health 2.67 33.2 0.16 15.84 33.23 0.86
Education 3.13 38.9 0.18 16.22 34.03 0.88
Rural roads 2.18 27.1 0.13 2.65 5.56 0.14
Other poverty reduction

Programs 0.06 0.80 0.00 12.96 27.18 0.71

Source: Burkinabe authorities.
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Annex 5. The Participatory Process in Revising the PRSP

This annex presents the main conclusions of the four regional workshops in Tenkodogo,
Ouahigouya, Bobo-Dioulasso, and Ouagadougou, which were held to discuss the role of the
central Government, local governments, development partners, the private sector, and civil
society in the implementation of the PRSP.

The Workshop in Tenkodogo, held July 12-13, 2001 with 120 participants, was centered on
the theme, "Human Resources and Poverty Reduction." It provided a forum for discussion of
the strategy developed to improve the provision and accessibility of basic social services, and
ways and means of providing incentives to grassroots communities to express their concerns
about the accessibility, supply, and quality of these services.

Regarding the basic education sector, the main concerns aired were the following: (i) reform
of the ENEPs, which, according to some, could be incompatible with the desired objectives
of improving the quality of the education system; (ii) the high cost of access to school, which
is a heavy burden on household budgets; (iii) the failure of the PRSP to take into account
other types of education; (iv) the lack of synchronization between construction of schools and
the implementation of indispensable accompanying measures (particularly staff recruitment);
and (v) the lack of structures to accommodate primary school graduates who are denied
access to conventional secondary education.

At the conclusion of the workshop, participants recommended that there be further
discussions about the length of basic teacher training and that the training of teacher trainers
and non-formal education be taken into account in priority PRSP programs. They also
suggested that the education system be reformed to enable children to take care of themselves
after leaving school by teaching them not only knowledge but also behavior. Such a reform
will include drafting a specific career plan for primary schoolteachers or, failing that,
implementing a system of incentives for those working in certain localities and resources to
produce more effective teacher trainers.

Regarding the health sector, concerns were expressed, inter alia, about the low rate of health
facility visits (largely imputed to scarce human resources, the poor quality of patient service,
and the high cost of medicines for the very poor), the unsuitability of the packaging of
vaccines for rural environments, and the absence of an appropriate human resource
management policy in the health sector. To ensure that the action of government authorities
in this sector is more effective, participants in the workshop recommended, in particular, a
review of budget allocations to the health districts (which cover 95 percent of the demand for
health care), continuation of the policy to improve existing health facilities, development of
initiatives to improve the quality of health care, and development of a high-quality private
health care sector to allow the Government to deploy its resources more efficiently in rural
areas.

The workshop organized in Ouahigouya on July 20-21, 2001 focused on rural
development and poverty reduction. The workshop included 134 participants and provided
the forum for a dialogue (currently unfolding at the national level) on the Government's
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sectoral policies in the area of rural development, as well as on the fundamental constraints
confronting such development.

In the course of the discussions, participants voiced concern at the continuing
impoverishment of rural areas in spite of the significant efforts made to implement
development projects and programs, and called for a review of the program strategies in this
area. The participants deplored the insufficiency of the HIPC Initiative resources allocated
for rural development (a sector that accounts for the bulk of the population), as well as the
inadequate coordination among the various departments operating in this field. Concerns
were also expressed regarding the difficulties involved in enforcing the law on agrarian and
land tenure reform; attention was drawn to the danger that rural farmers would be evicted
from farmland and pastureland because of a headlong rush to boost the agricultural private
sector.

Beyond these concerns, the workshop put forward pertinent recommendations to improve the
harmonious development of the rural environment. In particular, the workshop advocated the
adoption of a pragmatic approach toward rural development policy design and
implementation and the pursuit of a broader strategy for rural development that extended
beyond farming activities. In this respect, such issues as rural electrification, environmental
preservation, access to new information technologies, etc., also deserve consideration.
Participants pointed out that achieving food security must remain the top priority among
poverty alleviation efforts; accordingly, incentive measures (including subsidies) ought to be
developed as a way to stimulate food crop production, as is the practice with cotton. Further
efforts to focus on achieving food security are a prerequisite for strengthened agricultural
production and poverty alleviation in rural areas.

Concerning the marketing of agricultural products, the workshop found that the authorities
were attentive to the concerns of producers. However, the workshop reaffirmed the important
role played by information in helping producers to organize and thereby gain access to
international markets. The workshop recommended utilizing the decentralization process as a
way to expedite rural development.

Bobo-Dioulasso: The third workshop, held on August 2-3, 2001, focused on competitiveness
and poverty alleviation. Discussions addressed efforts to enhance the competitiveness of the
national economy and to address the chief constraints on private sector development. The
workshop, which brought together 106 participants, aimed at clarifying the roles to be played
by the various stakeholders to improve the competitiveness of the national economy, and at
enhancing the awareness of economic operators regarding the consequences of poverty,
which poses a serious threat to society as a whole.

Discussions focusing on the determinants of competitiveness highlighted the costs of inputs,
energy, telephone services, water, and transportation in Burkina Faso, as well as the
opportunities generated by globalization and regionalization, provided that efforts are made
to diversify production and to ensure that research findings are duly put into practice.
Participants deplored the one-size-fits-all approach toward private sector development
strategies, which overlooks the constraints associated with each particular sector.
Accordingly, participants urged that the various segments of society be allowed to play a
greater role in preparing sectoral strategies, so as to achieve greater synergy in government
projects and enhance consistency in their implementation. It is also becoming increasingly
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necessary to strengthen partnerships and intensify exchanges of experience with other
countries in an effort to boost private sector capacities, and to strengthen consumer
associations, which play an undeniable role in promoting competition.

Lastly, the seminar in Ouagadougou, which took place on August 10, 2001 and was
attended by 92 persons, focused on the role of good governance in reducing poverty. The
introductory remarks addressed a wide range of issues, such as the national governance plan,
participation as a key to good governance, reform of the judicial system and promotion of
civil rights, anticorruption efforts, the role of the press in promoting good governance, and
decentralization and local governance.

The concerns expressed at this gathering focused, inter alia, on the need to ensure consistency
between the national good governance plan and the existing sectoral strategies (particularly
the strategy for promoting the private sector), the risks associated with having too many
structures in charge of managing governance, delays in making the Audit Office operational,
and the phenomenon of worsening corruption.

In its recommendations, the workshop paid particular attention to issues pertaining to justice
and corruption. Participants urged reform of the State Inspector's Office (IGE) and called for
publication of its reports and the systematic referral to the courts of all recognized crimes.
Participants further suggested that judicial reform should enhance access by the poor to the
judicial system, while taking account of the useful aspects of traditional methods of justice.
To deal effectively with corruption, the importance of reviewing the procedures used by
leading public figures to disclose their assets and tackling the politicization of the judiciary
was highlighted.
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Annex 6. Main Issues and Medium Term Government Program in Education,
Health and Rural Development

A. Basic Education

Issues. Over the past decade, Burkina Faso has given priority to the development of basic
education and has made some important progress with respect to enrollment rates and the
reallocation of expenditure toward priority objectives. Despite encouraging progress, more
efforts are needed to: (a) correct the low and unequal access to basic education and improve
its quality, (b) increase the volume of resources allocated to education and its equity, (c)
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of public spending in this sector, and (d) strengthen
capacity for management and supervision.

(a) Like all countries with low primary enrollment, the main challenge is to expand quality
services to rural children and girls, who form the majority of the out-of-school population.
While about three-quarter of children in urban areas are enrolled in school, only about 35
percent of boys and 26 percent of girls are enrolled in rural areas. A further rise in enrollment
necessarily means increasing the attendance of rural children, and of girls in particular.

(b) Total public expenditure on education rose from 1.9 percent of GDP in 1996 to 3 percent
of GDP in 2001 (see Annex 4). Despite this increase, it is still below the average of
4.0 percent of GDP for the HIPC Initiative African countries. This shows how necessary it is
to allocate a larger share of public resources to the education sector by utilizing HIPC
resources. The projection for 2002 is to attain a figure of 3.8 percent of GDP. Furthermore,
expenditure needs to be made more equitable: public expenditure per child in primary
schooling is 2.6 times higher in urban than in rural areas on average.

(c) There is also a considerable scope to improve perfonnance within the existing resources,
as unit costs remain relatively high. In primary schooling, public expenditure per student is
equivalent to 0.24 times GNP per capita, compared with 0.15 for other French-speaking
African countries. The cost of producing one graduate of primary school is twice as much as
it should be, owing to the high rates of dropout and repetition. Completion rates are only 49
percent in rural areas and 41 percent for rural girls. Repetition rates average 18 percent, and
can be as high as 37 percent in grade 6.

(d) The education sector employs the single largest group in the civil service, but the
Ministry of Basic Education's ability to use these human resources cost-effectively is
hampered by its weak capacity for personnel planning and management, supervision of
teachers, monitoring resource use, evaluating learning outcomes, and identifying weak
schools for timely remedial actions. Procedures, guidelines, data, and information sharing are
weak at all levels. The monitoring information system needs improvement, and managers are
not well trained.
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The Government medium-term program in the education sector is presented in Box 1.

Box 1. Government's Medium-Term Program in Education Sector

The strategy developed by the Government in the education sector is outlined in its Education Policy
Letter (adopted by Presidential decree in May 2001), and articulated in the Ten-year Plan for Basic
Education. The strategic formulation of the Government's medium-term reform program for education is
consistent with the PRSP. The program will cover formal primary education, adult functional literacy,
out-of-school children, and institutional development The program will give priority to rural and under-
served areas, and will target women and the rural poor as well as out-of school children. In its first phase
(2001-2005), the plans aims to:

* Increase access to basic education by continuing to intervene on both the supply and demand side.
On the supply side, policies and programs will be expanded to increase the number of primary
schools, increase the capacity of schools through multigrade, double shift teaching and lower
repetition, recruit and train more teachers, and develop new approaches for literacy and basic
education for women and out-of school children, and give priority in expenditures to rural areas
generally, and to the poorest in particular. On the demand side, policies and programs will be
expanded to provide books and supplies free to all children (thereby lowering costs to families),
provide nutrition and school lunch programs, involve parents in decision-making and management
of the school, and scale up efforts and incentives to attract more girls to school.

. Improve the school-learning environment by offering programs and instructional materials which
enhance learning, strengthen the effectiveness of in-service teacher training, empower schools to
reach a higher quality of education and achieve better results, and increase effective teaching hours
from an average of 660 hours to 800 hours p.a.

• Continue the activities already developed under the Population and Aids Control Project by hiring
enough teachers to replace those who are affected by the epidemic. Moreover, training programs are
planned for both existing and new teachers to inform them about the disease and how to
conununicate this to students, by training peer educators in addition to higher level ministry staff,
and by raising awareness and encourage behavior change, and curriculum revision to reach youth at
early age.

. Strengthen capacity for decentralization and budgetary support with particular attention to the areas
of financial management, budgeting, procurement, monitoring and evaluation, and donor
coordination.

* Continue to increase the public resource effort to finance basic education according to the HIPC
targets, and improve the equity and cost-effectiveness of expenditures by increasing non-salary
expenditure.

(ii) Health

Issues. Burkina has made tremendous efforts in recent years to increase public spending on
health care. As a share of GDP, public health spending rose from about 1.5-2.0 percent
during the first half of the 1990s to roughly 2.4 percent during the second half. In 2001 health
spending as a proportion of GDP stood at 2.6 percent and the forecast for 2002 is in the order
of 2.8 percent (see Annex 4). Despite this increased allocation of funds, additional efforts
need to be taken to: (a) increase the efficiency and effectiveness of public spending on health,
(b) expand the access to health care by the poor and improve its quality, (c) stimulate the
demand for health care, and (d) improve human resources.

(a) At similar levels of spending on health, Burkina achieves less than other comparably poor
countries. The bulk of increased public spending (i.e. close to 80 percent) in recent years has
been absorbed by the hospital sub-sector and by medical evacuations abroad rather than
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being channeled to strengthen primary health services which target the poor. Households bear
a substantial financial burden for their health care. All households rely on essential drugs,
pointing to the need to increasing accessibility to basic drugs and lowering their price.29

(b) The health care system in Burkina is characterized by low access, poor coverage,
inadequate quality of care, and large inequalities between the poor and non-poor. Poor
women and children face great health risks associated with poor nutrition and high fertility.
Infant mortality is 40 percent higher and under-five mortality is over 30 percent higher
amongst the poorest children than amongst the richest quintile of the population. Similar
patterns of rich-poor differences are found for access to prenatal care, deliveries, family
planning services, immunization rates and treatment of childhood communicable diseases.

(c) In spite of a substantial expansion in physical access to health facilities (an additional 12
CMAs and 45 CSPS have been constructed) in recent years, the annual number of per capita
curative visits has oscillated between 18 and 20 during 1995-2000, with the poorest
households continuing to rely on traditional healers and on self-medication. Health care
patterns are related to financial barriers and socio-cultural impediments to accessing the
health system, underscoring the importance of addressing these demand-side constraints.

(d) Human resource issues affect the performance of the health system. First, the allocation of
personnel remains heavily skewed in favor of urban areas, in spite of efforts to rectify these
imbalances. Second, utilization of personnel needs to be reassessed, as some of the tasks
performed by physicians (nurses) could be performed more efficiently by nurses and
auxiliary nurses (assistant nurses). Third, rigidities in recruitment and remuneration policies
are not conducive to motivating personnel to work in remote areas. Fourth, career
development options remain insufficiently developed. Lack of incentives and career options
translate into high turnover and low productivity levels that impede the performance of the
health sector.

Box 2 presents the Government medium term program in the health sector.

Box 2. Government Medium-Term Plan in the Health Sector

The guiding framework for addressing the issues described above is the 10-year Health Development
Plan and its accompanying Medium-Term Program. The specific objectives of the Plan can be
summarized as follows:

* Improve financial access to health and nutrition services by lowering barriers to health and nutrition
care for the poor. The MOH recognizes that financial barriers have impeded access of the poor to
health and nutrition care and has taken initial steps to remedy this situation. The COGES have
played an important role in outreach, oversight and financial management. The MOH is analyzing
the roles and responsibilities of the COGES to improve transparency in the management of cost
recovery proceeds and to ensure equity in the application of the cost recovery measures. MOH is
also committed to reassessing the profit margins on the essential drug program managed by the
CAMEG, to reduce the cost of drugs to beneficiaries. Furthermore, the MOH is initiating a process
of analyzing the possibility of expanding community-financing schemes that can serve as useful
mechanisms for improving access to health care for the poor.

29 Expenditure on essential drugs out of total household spending on health care is about 83 percent
nationwide, 78 percent in urban areas and 89 percent in rural zones.
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* Improve access and raise the qualitv and utilization of health and nutrition services. The goal of the
MOH is to continue upgrading the network of CSPS that serve primarily the poor. The government
is also developing a plan for maintenance of health centers to ensure that facilities are not allowed to
deteriorate. A second major strategy that will be pursued is the strengthening of health districts to
ensure they have the financial and human resources to become fully operational. The government is
committed to allocating sufficient resources to health districts to strengthen access to basic services
and to improve community outreach programs that will have an impact on health outcomes. With
regard to quality, the key goal is to continue ensuring access to essential drugs, which are critical to
quality care. Authorities propose to monitor access by maintaining the drug stock out rate low and
by focusing attention on the issue of affordability.

* Strengthen communicable disease control with a particular emphasis on reducing HIV infection
rates. Authorities are fully committed to strengthening technical, financial and managerial capacities
to carry out effective communicable disease control programs. To demonstrate the importance
accorded to the H1V/AIDS epidemic, the government has recently relocated the national
coordinating body to the president's office; organized a donors' roundtable that has mobilized
substantial financial commitments; and is scaling up successful interventions to improve access to
prevention, care and treatment. The recently approved US$22 million IDA-funded HIV/AIDS
Disaster Response Project aims to support the implementation of the govermment's medium-term
program.

* Strengthen human resources. The MOH plans to develop a coherent human resources policy that
addresses, inter alia, issues related to allocation, utilization, and career development. The Ministry
has made only modest progress in this area but recognizes the central importance of these issues to
improving the performance of the health system. Authorities are committed to continuing efforts to
increase the pool of trained personnel through both pre-service and in-service training, and to
progressively expand the number and quality of personnel in underserved, remote areas.
Nevertheless, the ministry also recognizes that high staff turnover is a major impediment to sector
performance and that it will need to address issues of motivation and morale. To this end, the
ministry expects to work closely with other ministries on cross cutting issues such as civil service
and public finance reform.

(iii) Rural Development

Issues. The agricultural sector is the main source of employment and income for about 80
percent of the Burkinabe population. It is also the principal source of growth for the
economy, accounting on average for about one third of GDP and two thirds of export

earnings in recent years. The bulk of export earning comes from cotton, which is an
important engine for broad-based growth. The incidence of poverty amongst cotton farmer is

estimated at 50 percent. In Burkina Faso, the bulk of current and future employment
opportunities are in the large, labor-intensive small-scale agricultural and non-agricultural
sector of the rural economy.

Because of strong linkages, it is agricultural growth, based on technologically driven factor
productivity increases, that provides the engine for employment creation in the farm and non-
farm sector. However, the sector remains constrained by: (i) poor infrastructure (social and
economic) leading to high input costs and low labor productivity; (ii) limited access to and
use of improved technologies; (iii) land tenure insecurity; (iv) inadequate access to financial
services; and (v) ineffective agricultural and social service delivery mechanisms.

The cotton sector has been relatively healthy but still falls far shorts of its potential. Burkina
Faso ranks fourth on the world market for the quality of its cotton. Data from the 1999-2000
production season indicate that about 80 percent of Burkina Faso's cotton production falls
within the recognized standards for the three highest international grades (61 percent of the
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cotton fiber sales are of the highest quality grade). Appropriate policies have allowed
SOFITEX to break even in the 2001/2002 season, despite low international prices for cotton.
Nevertheless, there is ample room for further progress: the majority of cotton producers are
still poorly endowed with technical know-how, tools and machinery. Average yields are
about 1.1 tons per hectare but vary widely depending on rainfall, the use of tools and
machinery, and the timely application of appropriate chemicals (fertilizers and pesticides).
Yields of the most efficient producers can reach 2.0-2.5 tons per hectare, indicating that there
is substantial potential for productivity growth through improved cultivation methods. Cotton
is typically rotated with cereals (mainly sorghum, maize and millet).

Box 3 presents the Government medium-term program in rural development.

Box 3. Government Medium-Term Program in Rural Development

Efforts to improve the productivity and competitiveness of the agricultural sector, with a view to
increasing the employment and income generating potential of the poor, are at the core of Burkina
Faso's growth and poverty reduction strategy.

Judiciously chosen public investment will be needed to overcome these constraints and encourage
agricultural growth. In particular, public expenditure on (i) rural infrastructure (both hard
infrastructures, i.e. roads, communications; and soft infrastructure, i.e. commodity associations with the
networks and know-how to compete, market information systems), (ii) technology generation, and (iii)
institutional development/reform to improve public and private service delivery is needed to increase
productivity and accelerate rural growth. The challenge, in an era of limited and shrinking resources, will
be to increase the relevance and cost effectiveness of public sector expenditures.

Past efforts to tackle the policy, institutional and technological constraints facing the rural poor have
been centrally driven and sectorally focused. This has contributed to the low level of effectiveness of
public spending. Decentralized decision-making and economic empowerment of beneficiary
communities is expected to improve the choice, relevance, cost effectiveness, and maintenance of
publicly financed rural investments. In addition, the de-concentration of sectoral ministries (and
engaging in public/private partnerships where appropriate) should improve the effectiveness of public
service delivery and make them more responsive to local needs. The principles of decentralized decision
making, empowerment of local communities and improved demand-driven service delivery through
decentralization and public-private partnerships are reflected in the Government's PRSP and in the Letter
of Decentralized Rural Develo6pment Policy (LPDRD). They also appear in the Ministry of Agriculture's
10-year strategy (2001-201 0)3.

In the short and medium term, the authorities are committed to continue cotton sector reform. The sector
has been liberalized at a gradual pace in recent years, with the emphasis placed on strengthening the role
of the producers' associations in the sector. Priority has been placed on not disrupting a sector that is
vital to the economy, maintaining support to farmers, and safeguarding the quality of the cotton.
Boosting agricultural diversification and carrying out institutional reforms are also important items of
the Government's agenda.

30 This strategy is described in the Document d'Orientation Strategique (DOS), the Plan Strategique
Operationnel (PSO), and the Lettre de Politique de Developpement Rural Decentralisd (LPDRD).
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Annex 7. Capacity Building for Environmental Assessment

Environmental Classification and Safeguard Policy

Based on the above project objectives, PRSC II was classified as a Sectoral Adjustment
Credit (SECAC) in accordance with the Interim Guidelines for PRSCs of May 2001.
According to Bank policy, the Operational Directive (OD) 8.60, Adjustment Lending, and
Operational Policy (OP) 4.01 'Environmental Assessment' (EA) applies to this Credit. Since
the Credit will support rural development through the development of action plans in key
'filieres' such as cotton and horticulture, OP 4.09, Pest Management and Annex C of BP 4.01
may also apply. In accordance with OP 4.01, the Credit was categorized as a B without a
separate EA. An environmnental analysis consistent with the requirements OP 4;01 and OD
8.60 is annexed to the Credit Program Document. In accordance with the Bank's revised
disclosure policy, this environmental analysis has been disclosed through the World Bank
InfoShop, and in Burkina Faso, prior to the appraisal of the credit.3'

Key Safeguard Issues

The potential environmental and social impacts of PRSC II are those resulting from its
sectoral coverage. Such impacts that relate primarily to investments in education, health, and
rural development are not expected to be of a great magnitude, nor irreversible. At this stage
these potential environmental and social can only be described in generic terms. Possible
adverse effects associated with investments in education infrastructure could result from the
selection of sites for construction, and in particular from the design and location of sanitary
facilities for schools. As far as investments in health services are concerned, the handling and
disposal of medical wastes constitute the key environmental aspects that require particular
attention.

For rural development operations, particular attention will need to be paid to those
community-based investments that may have adverse potential environmental impacts.
Pesticide use will be subject to Bank requirements on Pest Management (OP 4.09 and Annex
C of BP 4.01). When necessary, an environmental management plan or a medical waste
management plan (for health-related activities) will be produced (costs and institutional
arrangements for implementation) and implemented in order to ensure that sensitive
ecological areas (natural habitats and critical natural habitats) are avoided, that pest
management procedures are in place, and that resettlement action plans are prepared, in the
event of land acquisition or loss of access to resources. EA focal points will be created within
each of the participating ministries in order to help implement these measures.

31 The EA sent to InfoShop and disclosed in-country includes an additional section describing the nature of
PRSCs in general and of PRSC II in particular.
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Borrower Readiness for Addressing Safeguard Issues

Like many other IDA countries, Burkina Faso prepared a National Environmental
Assessment Plan (NEAP) in the early 1990's. However, the Burkina NEAP did not get
translated into a coherent investment program that might have included capacity building
components. This resulted in delays in the establishment of the regulatory framework and
low capacity in some areas of environmental management, especially, environmental impact
assessment. The current regulatory framework for environmental management of the country
is the result of a slow but steady development of environmental laws, including a land law, a
forestry law, and a mining law, as discussed below.

In compliance with the Interim Guidelines for PRSCs and OD 8.60, the preparation of PRSC
II provided the opportunity to ascertain the readiness of the country to apply EA to
development projects. The results of this assessment that focuses on the institutional and
technical capacity of the Government agencies involved in the oversight of EA issues are
provided below.

Legal and Regulatory Framework. Most environmental policies and practices in Burkina
Faso are based on the Environmental Law enacted in 1997. Articles 17-24 of this law
describe the conditions under which an EA of development activities is required, and the
procedures to be followed in preparing EA studies. Typically, the law requires that any
development activity that is likely to generate significant negative environmental impacts be
subject to an environmental impact assessment, and that this assessment be cleared by the
Ministry of Environment. The law also requires public consultation to be held with affected
parties/communities to discuss the potential impacts and their mitigation. The existence of a
comprehensive legal and regulatory framework that makes provisions for EA does not mean,
however, that EA requirements are currently complied with whenever necessary. In fact, the
implementation decree that provides the guidelines for complying with the EA regulations
have been enacted only in early June 2001.

Institutional and Administrative Issues. EA is under the responsibility of the DGPE at the

Ministry of Environment and Water. The DGPE is composed of two sub-units, including (i)
the directorate of pollution prevention and sanitation, and (ii) the directorate of urban
amenities; the former is responsible for ensuring compliance with EA regulations.
CONAGESE also hosts a small unit that deals with EA. In practice, the current institutional
arrangement does not provide enough clarity in the delineation of responsibilities between
CONAGESE and DGPE.

In particular, it is not clear who provides technical support, who has the enforcement mandate
on the ground, and who clears the EA studies when these are prepared. But progress has been
made. The first session of the national conference on the role of CONAGESE has taken place
in March 2002, and contributed to clarify the institutional mandate, role, and responsibility of
CONAGESE and DGPE in the enforcement of EA regulations (see paragraphs 106 of the
LDP, attached in Annex 1). Recommendations of this conference will provide the national
institutional framework for guidance, enforcement, and compliance with EA requirements. It
is this framework that will guide the integration of environmental and social safeguards in the
implementation of PRSC II.
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Technical Capacity. Both DGPE and CONAGESE are short in personnel as far as enforcing
EA requirements is concerned. Not all the staff received formal training in EA, but since the
adoption of the Environmental Law in 1997, some capacity building efforts through on-the-
job training and workshops (within and outside the country) have taken place. The Bank has
contributed to this effort through the Mining Capacity Building and Environmental
Management Project, as has Denmark through a technical assistance program designed to
support the Ministry of Environment and Water.

The Dutch Embassy is currently supporting a set of activities geared toward institutional and
technical capacity strengthening in EA. During the first year of this technical assistance
project, the focus was on helping the Ministry of Environment and Water enact the
implementation decrees necessary to make EA an effective tool for development planning.
The development of technical skills at both central and decentralized levels, consultation and
public participation in EA, and strategic EA are to be covered in subsequent years. However,
discussions with both DGPE and CONAGESE show that much remains to be done in order
to upgrade and expand the expertise for EA work in these two institutions.

Arrangements for Borrower to Address Safeguard Issues

Despite noticeable achievements in the above-mentioned activities, the assessment conducted
during the pre-appraisal mission concluded that the enforcement of EA procedures is still far
from being a reality. In addition to the fact that the implementation decree has been adopted
only recently, there seems to be three main obstacles to effective enforcement of, and
compliance with EA requirements. These include (i) lack of awareness among public and
private operators, (ii) low technical capacity of the agencies responsible for enforcing EA
requirements, and (iii) duplication and unclear mandates of these agencies.

Based on these weaknesses, an agreement has been reached with the Ministry of Water and
Environment to take a number of measures that would improve the enforcement of EA
requirements in the implementation of the public investment program, in particular in the
sectors covered by PRSC II. These measures include:

i. Preparing a three-year capacity building plan for FA;
ii. Establish small EA units, at minimum in the ministries covered by PRSC 11 (i.e.,

Education, Health, and Agriculture and Livestock). These units will help screen
sectoral investments for the integration of environmental and social safeguards when
necessary with technical and regulatory oversight from DGPE and CONAGESE.
Environmental Management Plans (EMPs) will be financed by the investing
sector/ministry, but the latter may benefit from technical support from other
ministries, or specialized public or non public institutions;

iii. Clarify the mandates and responsibilities of CONAGESE and DGPE in those areas
pertaining to EA compliance and enforcement;

iv. Hold a workshop to share and disseminate the content of national EA procedures and
World Bank environmental and social safeguards in order to make it easier for the
ministries involved (and other ministries involved in future PRSCs) to comply with
these procedures and safeguards; and

v. Prepare technical guidelines for sector- or activity-.specific EAs.
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Of the above measures, (i) and (iii) have already been satisfied and (iii) will be completed
before Credit effectiveness. Measure (iv) and (v) and on-the-job and formal training will take
place before PRSC III approval. Benchmarks for both PRSC II and PRSC III will include
indicators associated with these EA capacity development activities.

In addition to the above measures, it has been agreed that in the short-term the main burden
of complying with environmental and social safeguards (as required by Bank Policies) will
fall on on-going IDA operations. Of the three sectors covered by PRSC II, Agriculture and
Livestock is the one most likely to generate environmental and social impacts that could
require sustained attention. The Community Driven Development Project that was launched
this year has an EMP that covers the safeguard aspects raised above. The HIV/AIDS MAP
also has a medical waste management plan that constitutes a useful guide for relevant
investments in the health sector.

Finally, the Basic Education Project has included an environmental analysis that will provide
a framework for mitigating any adverse environmental aspects that could result form the
investments planned before PRSC II. Ideally, other on-going IDA operations (e.g. Urban
Environrnent, Private Sector Development, Transport) could be included in this plan for
supporting safeguard compliance with safeguards in sector-specific operations. This will
provide an efficient tool for meeting EA requirements while buying time to develop the
technical and institutional capacity needed to scale-up EA enforcement and compliance
sector-wide.

The workshop on examination of the (Bank and national) EA frameworks discussed in
activity (iv) above will provide the opportunity to adopt an integrated plan that builds on the
resources and efforts allocated by these on-going IDA operations to the implementation of
their EMPs. Both DGPE and CONAGESE will be responsible for monitoring the
implementation of the capacity building action plan (activity (i) above), and the EMPs of the
ongoing IDA's projects. A detailed monitoring plan based on the outputs of both the capacity
building action plan and the relevant EMPs will be developed at a later stage (after appraisal
of the Credit). The environmental annex will be updated accordingly.

Enforcement and Compliance with Environmental and Social Safeguards Before
PRSC II

Long-term capacity building of the national agencies in environmental impact assessment is
the best avenue for assuring effective compliance with Bank safeguards in the PRSC
program. This approach is consistent with the nature of the constraints facing Burkina Faso in
its efforts to ensure enforcement and compliance with its own EA requirements. It is
important to mention that the focus on capacity building has some implication for
expectations (from the Bank and other stakeholders) regarding the level of compliance with
Bank safeguards to be achieved during PRSC II.

In particular, given the low technical and institutional capacity in the country, the
performance criteria for judging the compliance with safeguards should focus on indicators
that deal directly with capacity development. In principle, the sectoral activities to be
supported by PRSC II are not likely to generate significant and irreversible adverse impacts
on the human environment. If in any event, activities in one of the sectors were to result in
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any noticeable adverse impacts on the human environment (biophysical or social), all efforts
will be made to mitigate such effects.

Predicting the nature and extent of the environmental and social changes that could result
from a proposed activity is a complex task that requires qualified multidisciplinary teams,
technical guidelines, reasonably accurate and updated information about the site conditions,
among other things. Such conditions are only partially met in the current context of Burkina
because of the capacity constraints mentioned above. Technical constraints of the borrower
should be should be kept in mind while making a final judgment on the performance,
responsibility, and accountability of all parties involved in the implementation of the
mitigation measures. As a result, compliance and enforcement of the environmental and
social safeguards are likely to be partially implemented before PRSC II.

Attention will be paid to the monitoring of the direct environmental and social impacts of
PRSC II mainly through IDA investment programs that are underway in the country. Most of
these programs are classified as category B projects, with EMPs. The task of ensuring
compliance with environmental and social safeguards during PRSC II will primarily be
incumbent upon the ongoing operations in those sectors covered by PRSC II, that is, Rural
Development, Education and Health. Because mitigation measures constitute a key element
of any EMP, these operations will comply de facto with Bank environmental and social
safeguards when they implement their respective EMP. Making sure that the EMP has been
correctly funded is a prerequisite for achieving this compliance objective. One of the
objectives of the planned workshop on Bank and national EA requirements is to develop a
sound and consolidated plan for implementing the EMPs in a way that creates maximum
synergy and economies of scales in the efforts to ensure compliance with environment and
social safeguards.
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Annex 8. PRSC II - Matrix of Policy Actions*

|Secotr/Poifry l = ; . , . K , ,,. F in *fthif, *

General Real CDP growth betaeen S Objectne: Accelerate equ'r-
Macroeconomic and 6 percent and decrease in based growth
Condition Maintain a stable macroeconomic framework throughout the program the incidence of poverty

FIRSTI C vl Nl P0N [ N T: PUBLICSECTOR RIEIORMI t NI) (;0VFRJN.ANCI.

A. Budget Adoption of a budget bill for 2002 based on Adoption, by May 1, 2002, of the MTEF for the Improved budget formulation Objective: Accelerate equity-
Management Rules ceilings set with reference to the 2002-04 2003-2005 period that is keeping with priorities and strengthened tde link based growth
and Restraints MTEF and PRSP priorities under the revised and updated PRSP, and between prograrn budgets,

adoption in 2002 of 2003-05 program budgets MTEF and actual budget. Objective: Promote good
Completion of program budgets consistent consistent witb the MTEF and PRSP governance (local governance -

(i) Budget Formulation with PRSP objectives in key ministries Impact of public expenditure combat corruption)
(including Economy and Finance, upon growth enhanced and
Infrastructure, Secondary and Tertiary closer link between objectives,
Education), performance indicators induded resource allocation and

anticipated results established
Completion of PER studies (Economic Incorporation into 2003 budget of
infrastructures and Rural Development) recomnmendations emerging from PERs Increased transparency in public

resource management
Hold workshop to define fiture agenda on PER, Impiement action plains to inprove the PER,
MTEF and BP MTEF and PB processes (measures to be Increased accountability for civil

specified) servants

(ii) Budget Execution, Expenditure: Expenditure: Improve budget execution Objective: Promote good
monitoring and de- Extend integrated financial management system Extend integrated financial management system governance (local governance-
concentration (IFMS) by adding the module for external (IFMS) by integrating: (i) existing debt Improve budget management. combat corruption)

financing management (DCiCOOP) management system (SYGADE - DDP) and Increase the level of delegation
(ii) begin the process of extending the system to of responsibility in the area of
the regional level under the decentralization expenditure.
process (regional CID)
Revenule:
Feasibility study of a integrated revenue
management system on the basis of the
experience of the CID

Creation of regies d'avance (petty cash accounts) Evaluate the experiment of regies d'avance and Ensure that resources are Objective: Accelerate equity-
at the level of Regional Health Directorates and extend system to other ministries (Education, transferred at the district level based growth
Health Districts Agriculture) based on the needs of the concerned

local and regional administrations

*Measure in bold for PRSC [l are prior actions. Measures in bold for PRSC III are triggers.
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monitorn n e re sunetruhceto falgl orignder-b June 200 thrugh (a) Rvisionuu of" trnfre at theu ditit lve..l; bae groUwth. . .,,... concentration framework for the appointment of < delegated budget regulations to reflect changes in thepayers)> and vsecondary payers^) within order Of payment authority, and (b) Creation
ministries to empower regional Government of budget administration at the regional level
entities linked to the IFMS, as a pilot in Bobo-

Dioulasso for FY 2003
Preparation, by August 15, of a status report on Greater transparency and
budget implementation as of end June 2001, accountability Objective: Accelerate equity-
followed by corrective measures if necessary based growth

* Procurement -Approve the new Regulatory Decree for -Revise the procurement code to fully align it Transparency in public resourcepublic procurement: with best international pracdce (details to be management increased Objective: Promote good
-Redefine the role of the two major specified) governance (local govenance -departments DGCOOP and DCMP, limidng -Create a high-level working group to define Effective, simplified combat corniption)DGCOOP's role to lending and disbursement and oversee execution of procurement reforms procurement system in place
procedures -Adopt a Procurement Procedures manual
- Present terms of reference and launch the (PPM)
expression of interest for the selection of a - Implement an adequate institutional capacity
consultant for the elaboration of a new building plan
Procurement Procedure Manual - Verify that 50 percent of public procurement
- Present a Capacity Building Plan (objectives, will have been subject to competitive
activities, calendar, budget) for strengthening procurement practices as required by law and
the DCMP and DGCOOP, in the light of their that the largest contracts wil be subject to
new roles public audit
- Elaborate terms of reference and launch the - Institutionalize Procurement Plans through
expression of interest for the selecton of a official instructions issued by the Ministry of
consultant/independent auditor to verify that Finance to ensure proper coordination
at least 50 percent of public procurement for between procurement and the projected
FY01 is subject to compedtive procedures budget execution schedule

(iii) Budget Reporting - Submission of Budget Execution Reports for - Completon of budget report for the 2001 Budget reporting proceduresFY99 and FY00 and their remittal to the Audit fiscal year and its transmission to the Supreme improved Objective: Promote good
* Financial Office (Chambre de Comptes) Audit Court by December 2002 governance (local govemance --Presentation of an Acton Plan for - Satisfactory implementation of key Cour de Comptes created combat corruption)management operationalizing the Supreme Audit recommendatons of CFAA Report (to be

Insttutons (Cour de Comptes) specified) Ex-post control strengthened
-Appointment of 3 magistrates of the Cour, - Reinforcement of ex-post controls by
including the President Inspection General de L Etat (IGE) and
- Finalization of the CFAA study and Inspection General de Finance (IGF)
presentation of Action Plan harmonizing the

I recommendatons of CFAA, PRGB and ROSC I
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B. Civil Service Adoption of the Government plan for de- Civil Service Reform Program

Reform and concentrating personnel management under the implemented

Decentralization principle of making civil servants available to
regions and provinces according to.their needs. Stronger public institutions

focused more narrowly on
Effective implementation of the Civil Service analytical, regulatory and
Reform Program in accordance with the Law on monitoring mandates and
Government Reform of May 1998 leading to more rational and

effective public sector
Implementation of the region as administrative expenditures
entity and progressive representation of different
ministerial departments; continuation of studies
as regards that modalities for the harmonization
and coordination of technical and territorial
subdivisions

C. Stakeholders' Adoption of transparent mechanisms for Continued use of transparent mechanisms for Increased transparency in public Objective: Promote good

Participation allocating resources managed at the district allocating resources managed at the district level resource management govemance (local govemance -

level (e.g., posting budgets allotted to each (e.g., posting budgets allotted to each health combat corruption)

health facility in public places in the districts) facility in public places in the districts) (New Improved access to agricultural
measure to be elaborated) services and improved quality of

service delivery (ultimately
leading to increased productivity
and incomes)

D. PRSP Monitoring Refine the PRSP list of poverty indicators to be Complete Participatory Poverty Assessment Improved knowledge of Objective: Accelerate equity-

and Evaluation used as benchmarks for the monitoring and dynamics of poverty in Burkina based growth
evaluation of the PRSP

(i) Poverty Monitoring Launch 3rd National Household Survey Improved analytical capacity to

and Evaluation evaluate impact of altemative

policies on poverty
(ii) Macroeconomic Establish a medium-tenr program to strengthen Improve the analytical tools and macroeconomic

modeling: micro- the analytical capacity to analyze the impact on models to improve the analysis of links between Operationalized macroeconomic

macro linkages poverty of different policy reforms. economic policies and poverty reduction. model (LAP) and linked to

Elaborate set of preliminary estimates, linking the (more measures can be selected, drawing on the

growth and poverty fraimeworks workshop held in Bobo-Diouiasso)
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Sl::CONI) C(.)i\lV'(.)Nl[NT: I'V()-I'()(OR Sl.Cl'(RAL. P'(O)LIClI S

A. Basic Education Implementation of the Educational Policy Satisfactory implementation of Educational Improved public service Objective: Accelerate equity-basedStatement and of Governmental Action Plan Policy Statement and of Governmental Action delivery, especially in rural growth
(i) Ten-year cducation in the area of basic education Plan in the area of basic education areas Objective: Guarantee that the poor
plan Maintaining primary education's share of total Increased enrolment rates in have access to basic social services

education expenditure at 60 percent in the rural areas
medium term, while increasing education's share Objecfive: Accelerate equity-based
of total govemment expenditure from Higher literacy rates among the growth
21.6 percent to 23 percent in 2003 poot

Selected Targets for 2003:
(ii) Focus on poorest Implementation of a mechanism for Continued implementaton of a mechanism * Total enrolhment at first
areas and groups subsidizing school supplies in the 20 for subsidizing school supplies in the 20 grade increases by aboutprovinces with lowest schooling levels32 provinces with lowest schooling levels 20,00 students (of which

60% from rral areas) a
year which would increase

(iii) Access to Increasing access to education in the 20 Continued increase in access to education in the the admission rate to 45%;
education provinces by expanding the number of 20 provinces with least lowest schooling levels * Share of girls in totalschools-equipped with nmning water and by expanding the number of schools and enrollment reaches 42%;

separate sanitary facilities for girls-in the ensuring that schools utilize multigrade teaching * Repetition rate reduced to
20 nrul provinces with the lowest coverage, by where population density is too low to provide 17%.
ensuring that schools utilize multigrade teaching for six separate grades, and by expanding
where population density is too low to provide double-shift teaching in urban areas where there
for six separate grades, and by expanding is excess demand
double-shift teaching in urban areas where there
is excess demand

(iv) Cost of education Lowering the cost of education to poor families Satisfactory consolidated Medium term Budget
by continuing to provide books free of charge, and expenditure program including extenal
ensuring sufficient resources to mrl schools to funds, highlighting categories and which is
cover basic materials and operating costs. consistent with the Ten year Program

32 Komondjari, Yagha, Gnagna, Seno, Tapoa, Noumbiel, Soum, Koulpelogo, Namentenga, Ouladan, Ziro, Ganzourgou, Sanmatenga, Banwa, Gourma, Kompienga, Kossi, Poni,
Leraba and Tuy.
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(i) Improve health at the primary health care level free of and midwifes to: personnel normsl
servies: aailablity, charge. - work in rural areas, in particular poor and

accessibility, and - ensure a high level of coverage for key * Vaccination rates:

quality of health care services for women and children on the basis - DPT3: 75%

of the experience in Nouna and other -Measles: 75%
experiences and studies * Assisted birth: 400/e

Implement plan to staff CSPS with minimum Take measures to manage the health personnel * Children receiving Vitamin
personnel in accordance with norms established in the context of decentralization including the A supplementation: 75%
by the MOH and reiterated in the PRSP. decentralization of budgetary posts * Pregnant women using

impregnated bed nets: 40%
Development of a training and recruitment plan * Use of condoms among
for assisting health staff on the local level men: 60%
including midwifes for the obstetrical
consultations

Continue efforts to boost immunization Increase efforts to improve the vaccination
coverage rates with a particular focus on coverage rate with special emphasis on rural
targeting rural areas in accordance with PRSP areas (outside Ouagadougou and Bobo-
targets. Dioulasso) increasing the DTC3 rates to at least

70 percent in those zones

(ii) Increase health Introduce appropriate measures to reduce Develop, adopt and publish in the press and Increase of resources to sustain Objective: Guarantee that the poor

financing the profit margin on essential drugs sold by in health institutions a nationally the services on district level have access to basic social services
CAMEG, with a view to redudng the cost of standardized list of fees for services provided
drugs to users by health centers and district hospitals, Reduction of health care costs

drugs, and other consultative services,
Maintain incidence of CAMEG's inventory Including: Increase access of poor to basic
shortfalls for the 45 generic drugs at a level social services
below 8% -Subsidized fees for 3-5 essenffal pediatric

drugs
- Reduction as far as possible the cost of
consultations for children under 5 years of
age
-Reduction as far as possible the cost of birth
-Free prenatal care
-Free preventive services for children
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(ii) Increase health Provide financial resources in the 2002 budget Ensur the effective implementation of regies Increas of resources to sustain Objective: Guarantee that the poor
financing to replace IDA fiinds which were financing d'avance in all heath districts of Burkina Faso the services on district level have access to basic social services

health districts and regional health diredorates and sufficient financing at die same or higher
under the Health and Nutrition Prcjecl, with a levcl compared to 2000 of health districts and Reduction of health care costs
view to ensuring continuity in quarterly regional directorates for health
disbursements that will 'top off' financing from Take administrative and regulatory measures to Increase access of poor to basic
other sources. ensure that the mechanism of r6gies d'avances social services

is effectively used to consolidate the approach
of regional financing and management on the
basis of health district performance

Complete beneficiary-assessment to ascertain Implement a pilot third party payment
views and perceptions with regard to quality and experience at the local level to finance the
access of health care services, including essential health services of indigents (child
financial, socio-cultural and geographic barriers. health care, maternal emergencies) under central

government financing
(iii) Participation in Review issues related to the COGES including Establish an administrative framework for Improvement of the coordination Objective: Accelerate equity-based
local co-management quality of relations with communities and health collaboration between the health districts and of interventions of actors in the growth
and activities. sector actors and to the adequacy of financial the local and regional authorities defining the health sector on the local level

management arrangements. respective roles and responsibilities (especially
as regards the issuance of payment orders and Incrcase accountability of local
the expenditure execution) of all actors (central stakeholders
administration, local authorities, health staff,
management health committees, civil society,
communities, users, etc) for the budgeting,
planning, and implementation and monitoring of
health activities in the framework of
decentralization
Define the legal framework for the management
health committees of the health centers,
broadening the participation (to women's
groups, youth associations, people living with
HIV) and specifying their functioning mode
including the separation of decision making and
execution/management
Elaborate the planning, budgeting and
monitoring tools for health activities at the
health center level and train local stakeholders
to use them
Implement community-based strategies in
priority areas including malaria, nutrition, and

_ reproductive health.
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Development oper^ators program to prepzare the cotton sectr for the syseaticsu wagy on equity
new investors:

(i) Libralizaion of Ended SOFITEXC monopoly on cotton marketing (i) Creation of standing committee and Objective: Expand opportunibsworking groups to advise and monitor the Opened up the cotton sector in a for employment and income-
cotton sector Opened up two new cotton producing zones to Implementaton of the decrees opening two systematic way generating activities for the poor

new private investment in ginning new conton zones to private investors
(ii) Recruitment of firm to draft the bidding

Established calendar of actions needed over the document
next iS months to prepare the sector for new (iii) Prepare the bidding document outlining
investors in new zones the rules and condidons for awarding

contracts

(Qv) Start the bidding process for the two
zones and bring to point of sale

Liberalize cotton seed marketng (v) Adoption of credit and risk guarantee
mechanisms
(vi) Creation of inter-professional associaton
involving afl actors in the sector
(vii) Put in place an objective mechanism,
agreed to by the inter-professional
associaton, for setting the price of seed cotton

(ii) Agricultural Restructuring, by end-2001, of rural Preliminary review of progress in implementing Promoted agricultural.
diversification development operations under the pilot for demand-driven agricultural service diversification

implementation, in order to harmonize their delivery
objectives, implementation strategies,
content, and management procedures and
monitoring and evaluation with those defined
In the LPDRD and PRSP

Development of action plans in other Finalize actions plans
producdon streams and priority programs in
agriculture and livestock (conton, fruits and Improve market access for a variety of
vegetables, livestock/meat, cowpea, oilseeds) commodities (e.g. cereals, fruits and vegetables,

I I . I sesame) - (Specific measures to be developed)

(iii) Institutional Finalize TOR for institutional audits of Completion of institutional reform analyses of Carried out institutional reform
reform ministries of Agriculture and Livestock key mral development Ministries (Agriculture,

Animal.Resources and Water & Envirnoment)
and implementation of first set of
recommendations .
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EA conen of nationl EAc prouedures and world environmrental assessment i nionnal on.i Eniomna Bank environmental and social safeguards to(l) Envuonmental Establish small EA focal points in the key facilitate ministries' complianoe
capacity ministries involved in policy reforms listed as

prior actions for PRSC n Prepare technical guidelines for sector- or
activity-specific EAs.

Clarify the mandates and responsibilities of
CONAGESE and DGPE in those areas
pertaining to EA compliance and enforcement f





Annex 9. Fund Relations Note

Public Information Notice (PIN) No. 01/74
May 1, 2002

International Monetary Fund
700 19*' Street, NW

Washington, DC 20431

Burkina Faso: Public Information Notice

On April 9, 2002, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) Executive Board concluded the
2002 Article IV consultation with Burkina Faso.33

Background

Since 1991, Burkina Faso has been implementing reforms supported by the Fund through
successive Enhanced Structural Adjustnent Facility and Poverty Reduction Growth Facility
(PRGF) arrangements. 34 The current PRGF arrangement was approved in September 1999 in
support of a program covering the period 1999-2002. In July 2000, the IMF and World Bank
Boards agreed that Burkina Faso had fulfilled the conditions for reaching the completion
point under the original Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative (HIPC) and the decision
point under the enhanced HIPC Initiative. In November 2001, the Executive Boards
considered the first annual progress report of the poverty reduction strategy paper and agreed
that the country's effort to implement the strategy provided sufficient evidence of its
continuing commitment to poverty reduction.

33 Under Article IV of the IMF's Articles of Agreement, the IMF holds bilateral discussions with members,
usually every year. A staff team visits the country, collects economic and financial information, and
discusses with officials the country's economic developments and policies. On return to headquarters, the
staff prepares a report, which forms the basis for discussion by the Executive Board. At the conclusion of
the discussion, the Managing Director, as Chairman of the Board, summarizes the views of Executive
Directors, and this summary is transmitted to the country's authorities. This PIN summarizes the views of
the Executive Board as expressed during the April 9, 2002 Executive Board discussion based on the staff
report.
34 On November 22, 1999, the IMF's concessional facility for low-income countries, the Enhanced
Structural Adjustment Facility, was renamed the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility, and its purposes
were redefined. It is intended that PRGF-supported programs will in time be based on country-owned
poverty reduction strategies adopted in a participatory process involving civil society and development
partners, and articulated in a poverty reduction strategy paper. This is intended to ensure that each PRGF-
supported program is consistent with a comprehensive framework for macroeconomic, structural, and
social policies to foster growth and reduce poverty. PRGF loans carry an interest rate of 0.5 percent a year,
and are repayable over 10 years with a 5VM2-year grace period on principal payments.
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After a lower growth in 2000 due to exogenous shocks, real GDP growth is estimnated to have
rebounded to 5.7 percent in 2001 essentially because of good cotton production, which
reached a record level of 400,000 tons. Average consumer price inflation accelerated to 4.9
percent driven by price pressures resulting from the poor cereal crops of the previous
campaign. The real effective exchange rate appreciated somewhat as a result of higher
inflation and the slight decline of the U.S. dollar against the euro, to which the CFA franc is
pegged.

In 2001, fiscal revenue reached only 12.5 percent of GDP compared to a target of 14 percent,
mainly because of the slower than expected pick up in growth, but also of poor performance
of the fiscal administration. Wage outlays remained on target and the Burkinabe authorities
took specific measures to tighten both current and capital expenditures. At end-
December 2001, the overall fiscal deficit (on a commitmnent basis and including grants)
reached 4.8 percent of GDP compared to a program target of 5.1 percent.

Monetary policy, conducted at the regional level by the Central Bank for West African
States, remained prudent. Credit to the economy rose in 2001 by 14 percent while broad
money grew by about 5 percent.
The extemal current account deficit (excluding grants) declined from 17.6 percent of GDP in
2000 to 15.9 percent in 2001. The terms of a trade improved by about 4 percent on account of
the decline in petroleum prices and a higher volume of cotton and live animal exports.

Executive Board Assessment

Executive Directors commended the authorities for their continued sound economic policies,
and noted, in particular, the prudent management of the cotton sector in the face of low
international prices, with the bumper cotton crop contributing to poverty reduction and a
rebound in the rate of economic growth. Directors stressed that further efforts to liberalize the
cotton sector, lower the cost of energy, promote good governance and judiciary reform, and
develop human capital will be essential to maintain steady and rapid growth, strengthen the
external position, and achieve durable poverty reduction. It will be important that these
efforts are supported by good coordination of donor assistance.

Directors commended the tightening of nonpriority outlays in response to the lower level of
fiscal revenue, and the containment of wage outlays within program indicators, while
increasing social expenditure. They stressed, however, that a sustained increase in tax
revenue will be essential to free resources for investment and the social sectors. Directors
strongly encouraged the authorities to persevere in their efforts to broaden the tax base and to
strengthen tax and customs administration and public finance management. The authorities'
commitment to catch up on the spending on priority social programs of resources freed up by
the HIPC Initiative is welcome, and will need to be supported by continued efforts to further
improve public expenditure management.

Directors noted that the regional monetary policy of the BCEAO continues to serve Burkina
Faso well, but needs to be buttressed by firm adherence to the fiscal targets. They welcomed
the actions by the regional banking commission to improve the health of the banking sector,
as well as the authorities' efforts to promote the micro finance sector. In this regard,
Directors underscored the need for further progress in strengthening financial supervision and
regulatory enforcement. They commended the authorities for being among the first countries
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to have replied to the anti-money laundering/combat of terrorism questionnaire and for
spearheading efforts in this regard.

Directors welcomed the authorities' continued commitment to structural reform, including
further efforts to realize efficiency gains in the cotton sector, improved public financial
management, greater regional integration, improved governance, advances in the
privatization program, and the deregulation of public utilities. They encouraged the
authorities to proceed forcefully in continuing to implement their structural reforn agenda,
which will be key to achieve sustained economic development and diversification.
Directors encouraged the authorities to continue improving the quality, timeliness, and
frequency of reporting of key data, notably on national accounts and the balance of payments,
while noting the need for appropriate technical assistance in this regard. They welcomed the
fact that Burkina Faso has begun publishing its General Data Dissemination System metadata
on the Fund's website.

For questions please contact Mr. Pierre van den Boogaerde, Mission Chief, African
Department, IMF, ext. 623-8427.
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Burkina Faso: Selected Economic and Financial Indicators

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Est. Proj.

(Annual percentage change)

Real GDP 6.2 6.2 2.2 5.7 5.7
GDP deflator 3.2 -2.4 1.2 1.7 1.7
Consumer prices (annual average) 5.0 -1.1 -0.3 2.9 2.0
Real effective exchange rate 1/ 4.4 -2.0 -5.1 ...

(In percent of GDP)

Gross domestic investment 29.6 27.2 26.9 26.7 28.1

Gross domestic savings 12.7 9.4 7.7 10.2 13.4
Gross national savings 19.6 14.3 12.6 14.2 17.8

(In millions of US$)

Exports (f.o.b.) 323.0 254.0 205.9 235.1 250.5
Imports (f.o.b.) 639.0 581.2 590.6 605.1 520.8

Current account balance, excluding official -373.4 -396.0 -476.5 -479.2 353.7
Transfers

Gross official reserves 356.2 312.5 241.3 263.2 319.4

(In percent of GDP)
Current account balance, excluding official -14.5 -16.0 -17.6 -15.9 -14.1

Transfers
Current account balance, including official -10.0 -12.8 -14.6 -12.4 -10.3

Transfers
External public debt 54.7 59.9 62.1 59.7 58.7

(In percent of GDP)
Financial variables
Tax revenue 13.1 14.4 12.8 12.5 13.8
Domestic current expenditures 12.6 11.9 12.2 12.8 13.4

Basic fiscal balance (deficit -) 0.5 -0.7 -1.6 -3.2 4.3
Overall fiscal balance, excluding grants -9.8 -13.3 -12.7 -13.0 -13.5
Overall fiscal balance, including grants -2.9 -4.0 4.28 -4.8 -5.9
Change in broad money (in percent) 1.7 3.1 5.7 4.9 10.6
Interest rate 2/ 6.2 5.8 6.3 ...

Sources: Burkinab6 authorities; and IMF staff estimates and projections.

1/ (+)=appreciation.
2/ Central Bank rediscount, end of period.
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Annex 10. Burkina Faso at a Glance

Sub-
POVERTrY and SOCIAL Surklna Saharan Low-

Faso Affica Income Dvel"opmnt diamond'

2000
Poputon, mid-year mlWIons) 11.9 659 2,459 Llleexpdancy

GNI per capka (Aitas rnofho4 USS) 220 480 420
GNI (Alias mnelho4d, USSliOns) 2.6 313 1,030

Average annual growth, 199400

Popultn 6) 2.8 2.6 1.9 GNI

Labor e fl4 2.1 2.6 2.4 GNI Gmss
per primary

Most recent estimate (atst year available, 1994-00) capOa e rimsey

Povty (X ofpopureffon belOw atonal poverty le) 45
Urban population (16 oftolajpopouatron) 17 34 32

Lfe expectancy at birth Gaws) 54 47 59
Infant mortality (per 1,000 gIm births) 105 92 77

Child malnutrition (16 of cdren under 5) 33 ,. ,. Acess to Impwoed water soumrce

Access to an improved water sourme (1 ofpopulation) 78 55 76

IllIenracy (% of popLdafon es 16+) 81 38 38
Gmss primary enrolment (%of schoo-age populadon) 41 78 96 BSudnaeFaso

Male 47 85 102 - Low-ncome grup
Female 35 71 86

KEY ECONOMIC RATIOS and LONG-TERM TRENDS

1980 1990 199 200D
Economki rat of

GDP (US$ billions) 1.7 2.8 2.7 2.4

Gross domestic InvestmentUGDP .. 20.8 27.1 27.6
ExportsofgoodsandserviOesOGDP 10.1 12.7 11.6 10.7 Trade

Gross domestic sIngs/GDP 4.8 7.7 9.2 8.7
Grss national savings/GDP .. 16.9 22.0 21.0

Curwt account balanceaGOP .. 4.7 -4.7 -.9 Domesfc n

Interest payments/GDP 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 svInvestent

TOtla debtGDP 19.3 30.2 53.8 63.5

Total debt servtce/exports 5.9 6.7 23.0 24.2

Present value of debtWGDP ..

Present value of debt/exports ..
indebtedness

1986"90 19900 1999 2000 2000.4
(avesage annual gowth)
GDP .. 5.1 6.3 2.2 5.8 BurIna Faso

GDP per capita .. 2.2 3.4 -0.6 2.9 Low4bncone gmup

Exports of goods and services -0.4 -0.1 -11.7 -10.5 10.4

STRUCTURE af the ECONOMY
1980 890 1999 2000 wtoftnvesment and GDP I%)

(1 of GDP) 69

Agricuture 33.2 32.3 36.0 34.5 .
Industry 22.0 22.3 18.1 17,2

Manufacturing .. I. . ,. 2 

ServIos 44.8 4U.3 48.8 48.3 lepea9b

Private consumptIon 95.4 77.4 76.6 76.2 F4

General govemment consurnptlon 10.4 14.9 14.2 15.1 -- O- GDP

Imports of goods and services 33.0 25.6 29.6 29.6

1980-90 1990-00 199 2000 Growt of export anid Import I(6

(ave e annual growth)
Agrculture 3.1 4.2 3.7 -3.8 0

Industry 3.8 5.9 10.3 4.2 4D0

Manufacuring 2.2 .. .. ..

Services 4.6 5.0 6.9 7.0 c

Private consumpton 2.6 4.7 1.9 -3.7 .2D

General governent consumptin 6.2 40.7 3.2 2.5 40

Gross domestic Investment .. 0.9 12.8 10.3 Exprt - r*-Ipor

Imports of goods and services 2.6 1.6 -8.5 -13.7

Nore 2000 data are prelmnhary estmates.

T'ne diamonds show four key Indkators In Ihe country (In bold) compared with income-group average. If data are missIng, fe diamond will

be incomplete.
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PRICES and GOVERNMENT FINANCE
1980 1990 1999 2000 Inflation (%)

Domes£7c ptlcea
(f6 change) 30

Consumerprices .. -0.8 2.3 1.5 20

ImplIcit GDP deflator .. .. -2.8 0.6 I0

Government flnance 0 ;_
(W otGDP, Inchldes current grants) 5 11 15 W0 n o

Current revenue 12.5 17.1 15.5 -1S

Curentbudgetbalance .. -1.6 5.2 3.0 -GDPdetator C PI

Overail surplus/deficit . -7.1 -11.8 -12.5 P

TRADE
(t980 1990 1999 2000 Export and Import levels IUSS mill.)

(US$ nililons)
Total exports (fbb) .. 283 254 208 no

Cotton .. 97 136 102 Omt
Meat .. 38 48 45 SW

Manufactures .. .. .. .. c*

Total Imports (ci) .. 542 581 519 300
Food .. 97 75 62 2C

Fuel and energy .. 83 81 94 100

Capital goods .. 129 203 173 a

Exportpvlceindex(1995-100) .. 91 97 rr s go rr w n oo

Import price Index (1995=100) 58 108 126 *E,ports *MIpons

Terms of trade (1995 100) .. 91 68 78

BALANCE of PAYMENTS

(US$ nVIfiIns) s199 1990 1999 2000 Currant account balance to GOP (%)

Exports of goods and servces 210 352 287 238 0

Imports of goods and services 577 708 730 651 2 K
Resource balance -387 -357 -442 -415

Net income .. -7 -18 -20

Net current transfers 112 263 335 291 -I

Current account balance .. -101 -126 -143 * 

Finandng Items (net) .. 103 100 81 -10

Changes In net reserves .. -2 26 63 -12

Memo:
Reserves Induding gold (USS nstilons) .. 301 407 426
Conversion rte (DEC. locaJUS$) 211.3 272.3 583.0 646.9

EXTERNAL DEBT and RESOURCE FLOWS
1980 1990 1999 2000

(USS nilSons) Conipoalson of 1999 debt (US$ mnill.)

Total debt outstanding and disbursed 330 834 1.452 1.533

IORD 0 0
IDA 77 282 753 795

Total debt service 22 34 .. 74

IBRD 0 0
IDA 1 3 11 .. 0:8es

Composition of net resource flows B: 753

Oliclal grants 88 158 13 158
Oflicial creditors 51 61
Private creditors 4 0
Foreign direct Investment .. .. .. 0
Portolio equity 0 0 .. 0

World Bank program
Commitments 21 0 30 23 A- IBRD E- 8ilatwr

DIsbursementb 12 15 63 60 8-IDA D- Otr multllteral F- PrIvate

Principal repayments 0 1 6 6 C -IMF G -Sholtrterm

Netflows 12 14 57 54
Interest payments 1 2 5 5

Net transfers 1 1 12 52 49

Development Economics 1/7102
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